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CHILDREN, SEX AND THE LAW
L. K. JANES
ABSTRACT
Anxieties about the premature sexualisation of children (Bailey, 2011) and the
prevalence of abuse among children (Radford et al, 2011) have coincided with on
going attempts through legislation and policy to protect children from sexual
abuse by adults and children alike since the early I 990s (Masson, 2006). As the
legal framework has expanded in scope, research by psychologists, criminologists
and social scientists suggest that children convicted of sexual offences have low
rates of recidivism (Hargreaves and Francis 2013), reduced further by
interventions that meet their needs as young people in a holistic fashion (Rich,
2011; Hackett, 2004).
Against this background, Children, sex and the lavv explores the complex issues
that emerge when the law is used to respond to sexual activity by children. The
research comprises a combination of secondary research of the legal framework
and direct inductive qualitative research through in-depth semi-structured
interviews with ten young people, followed by interviev,·s with ten professionals
to contexualise their experiences. The findings provide a unique insight into the
experience of ten young people with histories of harmful sexual behavior in
contact with the criminal justice system and their experiences of the legal
processes. The findings consider the journeys of these ten young people in three
distinct phases, each marked by legal events: in the lead up to contact with the
criminal justice system, their navigation through the system and their preparation
towards reintegration. The study concludes that the current legal framework is ill
suited to achieving its aim of protecting children and preventing reoffending.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
Anxieties about the premature sexualisation of children (Bailey , 20 1 1 ) and the
prevalence of abuse among children (Radford et al , 20 1 1 ) have coincided with on
going attempts through legislation and policy to protect chil dren from sexual
abuse by adults and chi ldren al ike since the early 1 990s (Masson , 2006) . As the
legal framework has expanded in scope , research by psychologists, criminologi sts
and soc ial scientists suggest that children convicted of sexual offences have low
rates of rec idivism (Hargreaves and Franci s , 20 1 3 ) , reduced further by
inte rventions that meet their needs as young people in a hol istic fashion ( Rich ,
20 I I ; Hackett , 2004) .
Against this background , Children , sex and the law, explores the complex i ssues
that emerge when the law is used to respond to sexual activity by children . The
background to thi s research was the author' s experiences as a legal practitioner
working with a large number of children convicted of serious sexual offences who
appeared to struggle with almost every aspect of the criminal justice and
rehabil itation journey .

In the absence of any known research revealing the

experiences of this group of children , the following questions arose:
• What is the rol e of the law in regulating sexual activity by chi ldren'?
• Does the law \vork effectively anc.l fairly for children \Vho commit
sexual offences?
• What i s the impact of the law ' s attempts to regul ate and punish sexual
activity by children?
I n order to understand the legal framework , an in-depth analysis of the legal
principles underpinning the law surrounding children convicted of sexual offences
was conducted , incl uding a survey of the historical development of the law and its
relationship to social values.

Despite the questions in the author's mind , an inductive approach was adopted to
the research with young people and professionals in the hope that young people's
experiences of the criminal j ustice process would emerge to complement existing
literature and studies the effectiveness of interventions and factors for recidivism
for this group ( Hackett , 2004) .
The findings are presented across three phases of the criminal j ustice j ourney ,
providing a unique insight to the experiences of legal processes for the young
people in this study. The research with professi onals was used to contexualise
and complement the emerg ing findings from the young people , most of whom
were insulated from some aspects of the system by being in a therapeutic
placement.
An analysi s of the findings set against the literature review revealed a number of
broad concerns about the extent to which the criminal j ustice system is capable of
fulfilling its aims of deterrence and avoidance of harm for children with harmful
sexual behavior, especially in the context of an increasingly sexualized culture
where children stil l often lack sufficient knowledge to avoid breaking the Jaw by
the t i me they reach the age of criminal responsibility . The findings also suggest
that children 's inability to effectively participate undermine the due process to the
disadvantage of young people , while at the same time neglecting their needs for
support and treatment. This is especially problematic for children who have also
been victims of sexual abuse. Thus, many aspects of the system appear counter
productive by preventing progress and rehabil itation through the fostering of a
positive identity'.
Various recommendations are made.

Some definitions
According to Working ToRetha ( Department of Education, 20'1'.:\) sexual abuse:
" I I 'J nvolvcs forcing or enticing a child or young person to take part in
sexual activities , not necessarily involving a high level of violence ,
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whether or not the child i s aware of what is happening . The activities may
involve physical contact , including assault by penetration (for example ,
rape or oral sex) or non-penetrative acts such as masturbation , kissing ,
rubbing and touching outside of clothing . They may also include non
contact activities, such as involving children in looking at, or in the
production of, sexual images, watching sexual activities , encouraging
chi ldren to behave in sexually inappropriate ways, or grooming a child in
preparation for abuse (including via the i nternet) . Sexual abuse is not
solely perpetrated by adult males. Women can also commit acts of sexual
abuse , as can other chi ldren .''
Despite the reference to it being possible for children to commit acts of sexual
abuse appearing as a bit of an afterthought, at its highest , Radford et al , (20 1 "1 )
estimate that around 65 % of contact sexual abuse experienced by children i s
perpetrated b y other children . Thi s in turn begs the question of what w e are in fact
talking about when we consider sexual abuse between children : if it is so common ,
does that mean we are cri minalising ' normal ' behaviour or is it indicative of a
serious social and criminal problem that needs to be urgently addressed .
Identifying terminology that i s accurate but avoids ascribing blame or value
j udgements has been anxiously considered by a number of academics and experts
( Hackett , 2004) . I n line with other commentators on the subject , this thesis uses
the term ' harmfu l sexual behaviour' as it acknowledges the harm associated with
the behaviour rather ascribing harm or blame to the young person. Although this
term necessari ly involves ascribing a certain level of harm to behaviour, it appears
to be general ly accepted as a suitable ·umbrella term ' .
I n the context of interacti ons between children, harmful sexual behaviour involves
one or more children engaging in sexual discussions or acts that are inappropriate
for their age or stage of development . These can range from using sexually
explicit words and phrases to fu ll penetrative sex with other children or adults
(Rich. 20 1"1 J .
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Chapter 2: Literature review
Any consideration of the rel ationship between childre n , sex and the law leads to a
w i de range of materi al , not all of which rel ates directly to sexual offending, but
provides an essential contextual framework.
The literature on children and sex suggests that childre n ' s earl y sexual
experiences do n ot match the legal restrictions on sexual activity , with a
significant n umber of young people having sexual intercourse before the age of
consent (see Chapter 2 . 1 . I ) . Popul ar and pol i tical responses to the prevalence of
sexual activity by young people are coupled w ith concerns about their premature
sexual isation , resulting in the loss of childhood (see Chapter 2 . 1 ".2) . However, at
the same t i me , despite the risk that i n an i ncreasingly sexualised culture children
will engage in h armful and possibly unlawful sexual activity, it appears that
content and nature of sex and rel ationships education is a matter of debate ( see
Chapter 2 . 1 ".2 ) .
Children are l iable to prosecution for sexual offences from the age of ten,
regardless of their knowl edge and understanding of sexual matters . Although
there is no research on the experiences of children accused of sexual offences in
navigating the legal system , the experiences of children in the criminal justice
system generally have been the subject of research studies.

The literature

suggests that children , on the whole , find the crimi nal justice system confusing
and ovenvhelming {see Chapter 2 .2 ) .

Moreover, the l iterature suggests that

system contact generally may have long lasting i mpacts identified in labelling
theory ( see Chapter 2.3 ) .
There is a growing body o f l iterature that examines the specific issues pertaining
to children with hannful sexual behaviour. This includes a spectrum of studies
that have considered the prevalence of harmful sexual behaviour (see Chapter
2 .4 . l ) hy children which appears to be far greater than the re\.'.'o rded convicti(Hl
rates, although the rntes of conviction arc much higher than those for adults in this
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offence category ( see Chapter 2 .4.2) . The phenomenon of children who commit
sexual offences has been considered in detail from a range of perspectives , mainly
concerned with the prevention of harm . In particular several studies have trie d to
identify the classic characteri stics of children with harmful sexual behaviour with
a view to predicti ng or managing future risk and treating young people (Worling ,
20 1 2 ; Hackett, 20 1 3 ) .

Final l y , reactions t o children with harmful sexual

behaviour h ave been documented and analysed providing a helpful backdrop to
the challenges fa ced by young people in reintegration and rehabil itation .

2 .1 Children and sex: the social context
2.1 .1 How often children ha,,c sex and early sexual experiences
The real ity is that many children are sexuall y active. Setting the Boundaries
accepts that there is little doubt that teenagers are sexually active" (Home Office,
2000 , p .36 ) , citing various research projects to back thi s up . The research relied
on i nc l udes a teenage pregn ancy report concluding that 28% of underage boys and
1 9 (½-. of underage girls were sexually active in 1 99 l (Social Excl usion Unit , 1 999) .
It also referred t o evidence that o n average teenagers i n the UK have their first
sexual experience at 1 5 .3 years ( Durex, 1 999) .
The prevalence o f sex before the age of 1 6 i s borne out in a range of studies and
the research suggests that the average age at which young people start to engage
in sexual activity has decreased in recent years. For instance. 48% of girls and
369f of boys have had penetrative sex before the ' age of consent' (Bremner and
H i l l i n , I 994 , as cited in Stainton Rogers and Stai nton Rogers , 1 999) . According
to the a study published i n the Lancet in 200 I , drawing on a pool of 1 1 . 1 6 1 men
and women (4762 men . 6399 women). the proportion of those aged 1 6- 1 9 years
at interview reporting first heterosexual intercourse at younger than 1 6 years was
3W¼, for men and 2Mf for women : median age was 1 6 years . The proportion of
women report i ng first intercourse before I 6 years increased up to, but not after,
the miu� l 990s (Wellings et al , 200 1 ) . A further study published in the Lancet in
November 20 ! 3 ( Mercer et al . 20 1 3 ) found that the median agt: at first
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heterosexual intercourse in the UK was 1 7 years in both sexes generally but was
16 years for those aged 1 6 - 24 years at interview and that the proportion
reporting first heterosexual intercourse before age 1 6 years increased in
successive birth cohorts in both men and women .
Some studies suggest that sexual activity at a young age is more prevalent in the
UK than elsewhere: Almost 40% of young people in the UK report having had sex
by the age of 15 , compared to between 15-28% for 1 6 other countries including
most of Europe and Canada ( U NICEF. 2007) .
In her report o n sexualisation of young people , D r Papadopoulos reports under the
heading ' Early sexual activity' that the ' U K has the highest teenage pregnancy
rate in western Europe· and notes high incidences of teenage pregnancy and
sexually transmitted infections (STIn) among young people despite young people
aged I 6 - 24 making up just l 2Cff. of the population in 2008 (Papadopoulos , 2010) .
Studies often tend to measure the prevalence of sexual activity before the age of
16 in the UK as that marks the ' age of consent' . However, there is some evidence
to suggest that a significant minority of young people may be having sex
substantially before the age of 16 . A report by Human Rights Watch in the U .S .A.
cites a survey conducted by the US Department of Health and Welfare in 2000
which found that 'by age 14 , more than one-third of the survey's respondents
reported genital play with another youth under the age of 1 8 , and about one-fifth
had started having sexual intercourse ' (2007 , p .72) .
In recent years the development and accessibility of new technologies has
increasc:d the potent ial for young people: to be exposed to sexual images at an
earlier age .
A study of the use of · sc:xting ' , based on focus groups with l 50 children from year
si x ( aged 1 0 and 1 1 )n and year nine pupils (aged 1 3 and 14). concluded that there
was a high prevalence of sexting to the extent that it had become no1mal and even
' mundane · for most ,:hi ldn�n by the agl! of 1 4 ( Phippen , 20 1 2) . The report also
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concluded that girls would generally create pictures of themselves as a result of a
request from a boy whereas boys would self generate unprompted in most cases .
There is an assumption that early sexual contact between peers is harmful and, by
definition, abusive ( see, for instance Papadopoulos , 20 1 0 and Bailey, 20 1 1 ) .
Therefore, one of the more surprising findings from Phippen i s the level of
resilience among this age group and the development of coping mechanisms to
issues that might ari se as a result of the sexting and their willi ngness to talk about
it .

Phippen also found that , although young people tended not to seek adult

support for fear of reprimand , they were willing to discuss these issues and want
to learn about them in school but don't get the opportunity .

2.1 .2 Social attitudes to children and sex: sexualisation of young people
B aroness Walmsley, speaking in the House of Lords acknowledged the
prevalence of sexual activity between children, commenting that:
"[ Se jxual

activity between the ages of

13 and

1 6 is fairly

common . . . Mutually agreed experimentation is a normal part of sexual
development and , as long as precautions are taken against unwanted
pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases , it does not do any harm in
most cases between young people close in age' (House of Lords , 2003 ,
col . 869 ).
Yet, as set out at Chapter 4, such activity is technically unlawful. Further, there
are many who would disagree with the proposition that some sexual activity
between young children can be harmless .
According to Ringrose et al (20 1 2) the 'sexualisation of culture' has become a
major focus of interest and concern in the last decade and can be broadly
described as the 'growing sense that western soc ieties have become saturated by
sexual representations and discourses, with pornography increasingly influential
and porous , permeating contemporary culture' (20 I 2 p. 1 6) .
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This has been

reflected in both the media and popular studies , and also by a senes of
Government Commi ssi oned reports (Ringrose et al , 20 1 2) .
The Home Office report b y D r Linda Papadopoulos (20 1 0) charts the pervasive
commerciali sation of sex aimed at young people and notes ' empirical research
and clinical evidence that premature sexualisation is harmful ' .

Similar

conclusions in were drawn in a further report commissioned by the Government
(Bailey , 20 1 1 ) . S uch assumptions underpin both government policy and l aw ,
although as Ringrose et al (20 I 2) notes there i s an absence of rigorous research on
thi s i ssue .
Critical ly , there is a preliminary difficu lty in even determining whether, and if so,
what types of sexual or sexualised behaviour are harmful at various points in a
chi l d ' s development, especially as children develop at different rates and in
different environments (Stai nton Rogers and Stainton Rogers , 1 999) .
S ome of the discourses on early sexuali sation focus on the notion that girls are
entering puberty at a younger age than previously . I n her essay ' Early puberty ,
' sexuali sation · and feminism· , Cel ia Roberts (20 I 3 ) , charts the international
research underpinning the notion of early puberty , citing North American and
European Research which suggests that the average age of puberty commencing
has reduced by about a year to around the age of nine years over the last decade
and a half ( 20 1 3 ) . While the cause s of th i s are largely unknown , Roberts also
acknowledges that this trend i s routinely raised in public policy debates.
concerned about the negative impact of early sexualisation .
Roberts urges us to examine the phenomenon on the basis that issues of class,
racialisation and agency are central to understanding and challenging nonnati ve
concerns about girls ' early sexual development . That is to say, the fear of early or
' precocious ' puberty is that it is a symbol of the early sexual"i"sation of children
and the loss of childhood that goes with that . Yet . citing Mitchell and Reid- \Valsh ,
( 2009) Roberts highl ights how western concerns about 'death of childhood ' and
' hurried childhood ' have always been a concern for the majority of girls in
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developing countries throughout the world . Citing a study by Kristina Pinto
(2007 ) , Growing up young : The relationship between childhood stress and coping
with early puberty , Roberts highlights how early puberty may became a physical
embodiment of a sense of being more grown up than age-peers in the c ase of girls
who are required to take on heavy social responsibilities . Roberts concludes that
it i mportant to "resist overarching discourses of alarm about early sexual
development, instead contextualising such development in the life hi stories of
particular girls . Socioeconomic depri vation or childhood neglect, for example ,
may play i mportant roles both in how sexual development is experienced and in
when it occurs" (Roberts , 20 1 3 , p. 1 49 ) .
Wh i l e the soci al and pol itical context o f early sexual i sation is rarely considered , it
may be that as our society becomes more and more unequal , we need to learn to
expect unanticipated consequences such as this , or at any rate to deal with them
better.
Yet media responses to the sexual isation of young people tend to start on the
assumption that it is bad: i n fact, sexual ised behaviour may cover a broad
spectrum of behaviour from behaviour that is sexual (but assumed to be harmful
because it concerns children below the age of consent) to behaviour that i s
harmful because it i s considered t o b e coercive o r violent in nature .

2.1 3 Sex education
Archard poi nts out that ' we educate children about sex within a society which is
both sexual i sed and yet deeply confused about how it understands childhood and
its sexual ity' (2000 . p. 1 2) .

Y et it is far from clear that sex educatio n as a

discipline routinely deals w ith anything more than what Coy et al (20 1 3 ) describe ,
citing. Powell ( 20 10 ), as ' plumbing and prevention' approach . It is also widely
acknowledged that there is no statutory requirement to go beyond the mechanistic
approach to sex education \.V hich involves human biology and reproduction as part
of the science curriculum and i nformation for secondary school pupi ls aboute.
H I V/A I DS and S'l'l s (Coy et al 20 1 3 � Family Planning Association , 2007). The
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mechanistic approach, was summarised in Secretary of State guidance issued in
1 994, which also refers to the need for awareness of the law:
" The Secretary of State believes that schools programme for sex education
should therefore aim to present the facts in an objective, balanced and
sensitive manner, set within a clear framework of values, an awareness of
the law on sexual behaviour. Pupils should be encouraged to appreciate the
value of stable family life , marriage and the responsibil ities of parenthood.
They should also be hel ped to consider the importance of self-restraint,
dignity , respect for themselves and others , acceptance of responsibility,
sensitivity towards the needs of others , loyalty and fidelity " ( Department
for Education and Employment, 1 994, paragraph 6).
The tone of this guidance is mirrored in the Learning and Skills Act 2000 which
requires that young people learn about the nature of marriage and its importance
for family life and the bringing up of children and that young people are protected
from teaching and materials which are inappropriate, having regard to the age and
the religious and cultural background of the pupils concerned. Although sex and
relati onsh i ps education was introduced at around the same time in order to
contextualise this learning w ithin the framework of relationships ( Macdonald .
2009 ) and was strongly recommended within Government SRE Guidance
( Department for Education and Employment, 2000) , it has never been made
compulsory. despite calls from professionals and young people for such a move
( Martinez , 2006. as cited by Sex Education Forum, 2008; UK Youth Parliament ,
2007 ; Macdonald . 2009 ). At present . the legal framework does not appear to
encourage an emphasis over and above the ' plumbing and prevention' routine.
This is because there is no k:gal requirement to do so, yet teachers must actively
avoid the use of inappropriate materials , which are bound to be a matter of
subjectin: debate in any se x and relationships course . Research suggests that
an xiety amongst edw.:ators can result in young people not receiving the sex
education they needed (Thomson and Scott , 1 992 , as cited in Sex Education
Forum , 2008 ) . The first ever National Survey on Sexual Attitudes and Lifesty les
( N ATSAL)

found

that

70 <Jr

of

10

respondents

felt

that

they

had

insufficient information available to them when they fir st had sex (Johnson et al ,
1 994 , in Sex Education Forum , 2008) .
Yet the challenge o f getting sufficient i nformation t o children cannot be
underestimated . Even in 2000 , Archard warned that new media and technology
made it ' hard if not i mpossible now to insulate children from the adult world of
knowledge' ( p . 1 2) . Research by Coy et al (20 1 3 ) and Phippen (20 1 2) exploring
the impact of new soc ial media and the phenomenon of ' sexting' would suggest
that th i s is even more difficult a task today .

Despite a growing awareness by government of the phenomenon of sexual isation
of youth ( Papadopoulos , 20 1 0 ; Bailey, 20 1t1 ) and prevalence studies indicating
that a significant proportion of children have sex before the age of consent (see
chapter 2 . 1 . 1 ) , current government guidance on sex and relationships appears not
to acknowledge the prevalence of underage sex but rather provides categorical
reassurance from the outset that sex and relationship education does not
encourage early sex :
"Effective sex and relationship education does not encourage early sexual
experimentation . It should teach young people to understand human
sexuality and to respect themselves and others . It enables young people to
mature , to build up thei r confi dence and self-esteem and understand the
reasons for delaying sexual activity ." (Department for Education and
Employment , 2()00 , p.4)
This reassurance is clearly designed to counter the assertions, recognised by
Archard ( 2000 ) , that some would argue teaching people about something leads
them to do it; that ignorance prevents temptation and that sex education corrupts
by making it more likely that young people will engage in the sex they are taught
about . Recognising this , Archard argues that instead, "sex education must work
with , and not agai nst the grain of the social realities in which young persons find
themselves' ( 2000 , p. 1 3 ) .
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Yet those social realities may be legal as well as cultural. In tandem with , or
perhaps in response to , growing concerns about the sexualisation of youth culture
described at Chapter 2. 1 2, the codified Sexual Offences Act (SOA) 2003 set out
for the first time specific offences where the perpetrators were children and the
offence of strict liability rape, including where the perpetrator was a child (see
Chapter 4.5 ). This in turn generated a new level of anxiety as to whether
professionals could continue to provide i nformation and advice without fear of
criminalisation , prompting guidance and reassurance for professionals from the
Sex Education Forum ( 2004).
Despite these reassurances , as described in Chapter 4, the law provides ample
opportunity for minors engaging in consensual sexual behaviour to be prosecuted.
While the Secretary of State· s view i n 1 994 that sex education should present ' an
awareness of the law on sexual behaviour' , a review of the compulsory national
curriculum and the non-compulsory personal social and health education
framework ( Department for Education and Employment, 2000) , reveals virtually
no legal content other than a broad aim that it should ' ensure young people
understand how the law applies to sexual relationships· .

There is limited

discussion in the literature as to how young people are taught to understand how
the la\v applies to sexual relationships:
"Consider then how one might teach young people about the agreed wrong
of rape . . . '. There are \Vithin society very different views about the nature
of relationships between men and women , about who has power in such
relationships. about how one gender should or can communicate with the
other, about what silence means , about what counts as coercion, and so on,
such that it is very difficult to see how someone teaching SRE could
assume an agreed understanding about what is and what is not rape ...'. One
sex educator has written that ' I c Jonsent is as culturally defined, as is sex'
( Lamb, 1 997 : 308 ) ' . '(Archard,'2000,'p.30)
Research by Coy et al ( 20 1 3 ) suggests that understanding consent remains a
significant issue in that young people were • more likely to recognise non-
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consensual sex where it fits with a template of 'real rape' ; involving strangers ,
alcohol and/or multiple perp etrators' . . . and ' for many young people , only physical
resistance is evidence that someone does not want to have sex" (p.68 ) . The
research also indicated that young women who responded were more abl e to
recognise where consent has not been sought or given than the young men and
that younger respondents , aged 1 3 - 1 4 were less l ikely to recognise n on-consent
than older age groups . As a consequence, the research recommended targeted
sessions with younger teenagers about the boundaries between consent and
coerc1on .
Arc hard (2000) argues that as children are c itizens i n a pol ity , capable of making
mistakes with harmful consequences, even if they are not recognised as being
capable themsel ves of consent , education has a role in warning children of the
possibi l ity of such harm so that it can be min imised:
"There is no c lear bright l ine here . . . Of course we must prepare them for
the time when they can make considered choices . But we must also be
realistic about what they can do even if they do fully appreciate what it i s
they are doing . Warning children o f t h e dangers o f early sexual acti vity
may not be sufficient to deter them from such an activity." (Archard , 2000,
p . 37 )
The stark reality i s that the law is full of bright l ines that children, and i ndeed
many adults , are i nsufficiently aware of them until it is far too l ate . A recent
study by Beckett et al ( 20 1 3 ) is unusual in i ts expl icit reference understanding the
harm caused by sexual offending in its recommendation that:
'"Every school , education and health provider, youth service and other
rel evant universal service needs to promote understanding of healthy
relationships , the concept of consent and the harm caused by rape and
sexual assault ." ( Beckett et aL 20 1 3 , p.8 ) .
The l egal framework outlined at Chapter 4 is complex and enduring: the sex
education literatu re is ful l of rderences to the meaning of consent but the meaning
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of ' strict l i ability rape' or the extent to which exposing oneself i n public is an
offence are conspicuously absent .
A review of the l iterature exploring young people ' s experiences and
understanding of the criminal j u stice system accordingly emanates from
crimi nologists rather than educational ists .

2 .2 Experiences of children in the criminal justice system
There i s a growing body of research and academic writing about the established
legal requirement for chi ldren in conflict with the l aw to be treated differently
from adults with an emphasis on the i r needs rather than their behaviour ( see for
i nstance , Easton and Pi per, 20 1 2; Muncie , 2009 ; Newburn , 2007 and Chapter 4.4) .
However, despite this widely accepted di stinction , a number of commentators
have i dentified serious weaknesses in the youth justice system and its ability to
deal effectively with children i n conflict with the law ( see for instance, Centre for
Social Justice , 20 1 2 ; The Michael Sieff Foundation , 20 1 3 ; Justice and The Pol ice
Foundation , 20 1 0 ; Royal College of Psychiatrists , 2006) .
There i s also some research to indicate that contact with the system i s inherently
damaging ( McAra and McYie , 2007; McAra et al , 20 1 3) . B ased on a longitudinal
programme of research on pathways into and out of offending for a cohort of
around 4300 young people who started secondary school in the City of Edinburgh
in 1 998 , when they were aged around 1 2 , McAra and Mc Vie suggest that youth
j ustice systems · may be congenitally unable to deli ver the reductions in
offendi ng' . Not only do they conclude that system contact does not work for
young people, but they suggest it is positivel y damaging, arguing that " [S Jystems
appear to damage young people and inhibit their capacity to change" (2007 ,
p .340) . Their advice is that "the key to tackling serious and persistent offending
lies in minimal intervention and max imum diversion" ( 2007 . p.3 1 9 ) . The authors
argue that this "raises broader questions about what the aim of youth justice ought
to be'' (2007 , p.339 ) .
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McAra and McVie appear to measure ' damage' b y recidivism . However , the
actual i mpact or long term effects of contact with the criminal justice system ,
other than recidivism , on children is rel atively unknown . Nevertheless , it would
appear to be reasonabl e to suppose that system contact is l ikely to i mpact on the
child' s development, sense of self or the way that society treats the child as a
consequence . Citing Clarkso n , I 995 , p .202, B andal l i highlights the extent to
which crimi nal processes are "highly intensive and i n themselves involve stigma
and humil iation" and argues that for this reason enforcement of the criminal law
should be avoided wherever possible (2000 , p .92) .
As Kilkell y ( 20 I 0) records i n her international rev iew of child friendly justice ,
there has been a move by researchers to gather the views of children and young
people who have experience of the formal j ustice systems . While more research is
needed, "a picture is slowly emerging about the quality of this experience for
children and young peopl e" ( K i l kelly 20 1 0 , p . 1 8) . Key emergent themes include
that children do not always understand formal decisions made about them and that
on the whole they w ant more involvement in the legal processes along with
specialist child-friendl y support to enable thi s and that adults frequently do not
understand how little chil dren understand about legal processes ( Kilkelly , 20 1 0) .

S pecific research explori ng young peopl e ' s experiences o f the criminal justice
system in the England and Wales is even more limited and appears to be very
general in nature . Research by Hazel et al in 2002 included an in-depth survey of
the l iterature on children ' s experiences of the criminal j ustice system at that time ,
supplemented by interviews with 37 young people . The authors claim that , at the
time, their research constituted the most comprehensive survey involving young
people themselves . Since then academic research has paid greater attention to the
i mportance of youth participation in research. However, much of the contribution
from young people in relation to their experiences of the youth justice system
takes the form ad hoe anecdotal evidence gathered through Youth Participation
projects. These include repons by tht U R Boss project run by the Hmvard
League for Penal Reform such as life Jnsidt! detailing young people's experiences
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of custody (U R Bos s , 20 1 0) and Life Outside on young people' s experiences in
the community ( U R Boss , 20 1 1 ) , a report experiences of violence in custody by
Children ' s Rights Alliance England (20 1 3 ) and a report on children' s experiences
of the complaints system in custody by User Voice (20 1 2) commissioned by the
Children ' s Commi ssioner.
Drawing on the Children ' s Workforce research ( B atley et al , 20 1 0) , Hazel et al
(2002 ) , the concl usions of the review of the youth justice system commissioned
by the Centre for Social Justice (20 1 2) and Kilkelly (20 1 0) , there emerges a clear
picture that children generall y percei ve the criminal j ustice system as negative and
confusing .
2.2.1 The police
Home Office research ( Home Office Statistics Unit , 20 1"1 ) suggests high level s of
satisfaction with and confi dence i n the police by young people within the general
popul ation .
However, according to the literature review conducted by Hazel et al (2002)
perceptions of the police by young people caught up in the criminal justice system
were ' on the whole negative and hostile' with 'a common theme of unfair
discrimination ( as young people , as black , because of previous convictions , as
working class etc ) ' (2002 , p.9) . Their own research conc luded that much of young
people ' s · police contact was percei ved as unjustified discrimination . . . (as a result
of their young age , their local estate, their family , or previous offending)' (2002 ,
p . 1"1 ) . Their research ident ified five particular strands of concern . The first was
' police abuse of power' such as u nnecessary aggression and humiliation by police
at arrest or later, or police collusion , compl aints of not being dealt with and of
del iberate delays in access to legal support. The second was 'Confusion ' based on
anxiety through not u nderstanding what was happening to them , or what would
happen next. during pol ice contact. The third related to ' Difficulties in police
cells' including the often lengthy and isolated time in pol ice cells which provoked
boredom , frustration and more anxiety . The fourth concerned ' Difficulties in
pol ice interviews' \Vhich son1e found verbally and physically intimidating,
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especially where rapid and confusing questions , combined with threats of custody,
and the dominating presence of the police at the interview table, led to the young
person feeling like they were losing control over what they were saying. The final
stand was the ' Impact of families' , which included worry about parental reactions,
and additional pressures from their actual involvement, including being chastised
in the police station , having parental exerted pressure on them in police interviews,
and parents ' breaking down· at the police station.
The 20 I O children ' s workforce research concluded that ' Most of the young
people' s ex pcriences of the police station were negative - they chose adjectives
such as ' bored' , ' angry ' , 'stressed' , ' frustrated' and 'ashamed' when asked to
describe how they had felt ( Botley et al , 201 0 , p.8). Often , these feelings were
associated with a perceived lack of respect from police officers' and that 'young
people reported being told to do things by the police, rather than being asked, and
this was interpreted as further evidence for a lack of respect. The police were
perceived as being able to 'get away ' with this due to their position of authority ,
and this had resulted in some of the young people feeling disempowered' . Finally ,
they also reported that · it was felt that the police treated all young people the same.
rather than viewing them as individual people.'
These broad conclusions were echoed in youth participation findings by U R Boss
for the Howard League for Penal Reform. which ' worked with over 1 00 young
people across the country , specifically finding out about their perceptions and
ex periences of the police' and found ' some 92%, of comments from the young
people we have spoken to are overwhelmingly negative' (201 1 , p.5).
The negative perceptions of the police by young people have been recognised by
the Police Foundation ( 20 10 ) which has noted that ' government and pol icing
policy has tended to focus on young people as offenders and, perhaps as a
reflection of thi s . young people are now less likely to have confidence in the
police than other age groups.'

A more sensitive approach by the police that

disti nguishes developmental behavior from cri minal behavior is clearly possible .
Thus a representative from the Assrn:iation of Chief Police Officers commented
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that proposal s to curb anti-social behaviour by children risked penalising
" growing up behaviour" (Travis , 20 1 3) .
2.2.2 Court and preparing for Court
There i s very limited direct research on children' s experiences of preparing for
court and their i nteraction with lawyers . A notable exception to thi s i s the report
prepared to inform the Council of Europe ' s chi ld friendly guidelines which
h i gh l i ghts a number of concerns by chi ldren about their interaction with lawyers
( K i l ke l l y , 20 1 0 ) :
"Some children i nterviewed complained about the ineffecti veness of their
lawyers and other advocates who the y did not consider helpful . They
complained about the l ack of meaningful contact with their lawyers while
they were i n detention . The children interviewed for this research also
complained that their l awyers failed to prepare them for custody ( i .e .
suggested they would get bai l l eavi ng the young people devastated when
they did not ) , complained about their l awyer being replaced during their
proceedings without their lawyer bei ng sufficiently informed about their
case and thei r situation ." ( Kilkel l y , 20 1 0 , p .35)
Concerns about the absence of any re4uirement for special ist lawyers for chi ldren
were echoed in Rules 4 En!,?agement ( Centre for Soci al Justice , 20 1 2) leading to a
recommendation that ·'all defence l awyers appearing in youth and Crown Court
proceedings shoul d complete specialist youth training before they are allowed to
practice" ( p .92):
"Youth-specialised training and expertise i s minimal amongst sentencers
and defence practitioners \vho participate in youth proceedings. Whilst
magistrates and district judges must undertake specialist youth training to
practice in the youth court it includes little or no content on i ssues such as
child development , welfare , and speech , l anguage and learning needs ."
( Centre for Social Justice , 20 1 2 , p . 1 6)

Direct research with young people by Hazel et al (2002) also emphasised the
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importance to them of a good l awyer, who i s reassuring , takes control when
necessary and keeps the person i nformed . However , reflections on the potenti al
positi ves and negatives of parental support ranged from reassurance to pressure to
admit guilt. Botley et al (20 1 0) also highlighted the importance of good legal
representation concluding that opportunities to discuss their case with their lawyer
h ad minimised anxiety .
The requirement for a special ist and adapted approach for children has also been
advocated by members of the judici ary ( see Judge , 20 1 3 ; Thomas , 2009; The
Michael Sieff Foundation , 20 1 3 ) . The j udic i ary has tended to focus on the
practicalities of the courtroom , and the difficulties faced by young people in that
environment . Speaking before the B ar Council Lord J udge (20 I 3 ) anticipated that
i n 20 1 4 , approxi mately 40 J)O0 children and very young adults will give evidence
in criminal cases and warned that "our long term ambition must be that not one
s i ngle one of those l ives w i l l be di storted by the forensic process" . Although the
thrust of his speech concerned child victims appearing as witnesses before the
Courts , Lord Judge could not "see why the processes which protect the child
w itnes s or victim should not be available to the child defendant" , nothing that " the
defendant \Vho is a child is a child l ike the complainant who is a child. Neither is a
l i ttle adult ." According to Plotnikoff and Woolfson (20 1 "1 ) steps are in progress
for the Court Service to publish its young witness policies under the safeguarding
' umbrella' which w i l l also cover young defendants.
In relation to young people's experiences of legal proceedings, the literature
review by Hazel et al ( 2002) revealed an underlying stress caused by the system
for young people, including fear of custody , delays in the system , resignation as to
the outcome and confusion about procedures. They also noted as a common
theme the lack of awareness of their own behaviour as a crime .
Hazel e t al (2002) identify feel ings o f confusion and isolation amongst the young
people in their research , i ncluding a reported a lack of understanding of the legal
proceedings or language , with events often only explained after court, combined
with distress heightened by being patronised. intimidated and isolated.
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In

research by Batley et al (20 1 0 ) , some participants also reported that they felt
'confused' and ' nervous' , both i n terms of actual ly standing up in court, but al so
in terms of more practical issues , such as travelli ng to the court and knowing what
to do on arrival .
In their own research H azel et al concluded that young people ' felt they were non
participants , with no role ( apart from deciding plea) beyond projecti ng submission'
and that proceedi ngs generally ' passed in something of a blur' (2002, pp . 1 0- 1 1 ) .
Thi s frustration at being m arginal i sed through not feel ing involved i n the process
incl uded , for exampl e , not being able to correct witness lies and having others
making ' un i nformed' deci sions over their future .
h i gh l ighted the absence

or information

Botley et al ( 20 1 0) also

about the court process and concerns that

the process did not result in chi ldren being treated in a ' fair and respectful
manner'".
B otley et al , ( 20 1 0 . p.3) also found that for most young people court was a
' daunti ng experi ence ' w ith partici pants describing feeling ' sorry ' and ' ashamed' ,
but also ' worried' , 'fri ghtened' and ' unhappy' at the thought of potentially being
taken i nto custody . However, thi s research did not especially link the distress to
sentencing .
Hazel et al ( 2002) al so found that young people felt distressed by sentencing, with
this aspect consistently related as the most traumatic aspect of the court process,
dominated by a fear of custody . The distress appears to have been compounded
where participants. were unable to understand what the judge was saying to them
and feelings. of shock , fear, and confusion about what would happen next .
Delays i n the youth j ustice system have pre viously been highlighted as an i ssue of
concern ( Home Office , 1 997: Justice and The Police Foundation , 20 1 1 )", and it is
wel l acknowledged that delays are a common feature i n the Crown Court with
(

over 1 00 . )()() cases dropped or delayed in 20 1 2 (Arbour, 20 1 3 ) . Hazel et al
highlighted participants' describing their life as bei ng 'on hold ' while waiting for
court dates , unable to make plans for thei r future , and noted that delays during
legal proceedings therefore caused distress (2002 , p. D). Botley et ai , (20 1 0) also
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noted that children' s general concerns were compounded by a long wait for their
case to be heard and thi s left the young people feeling ' bored' and ' annoyed' .

2.2.3 Criminal justice alternatives to custody
In contrast to Court processes for childre n , which appear to be a modified version
of an adult process, there are a number of community disposals that are
specifically designed to cater for children . Botley et al , ( 20 1 0) provide a snapshot
of children ' s experiences of referral orders . The referral order is described at
Chapter 4.6 .2 . This research confirmed that while there has been an increasi ng
emphasi s on the importance of young people' s participation in the youth justice
system as demonstrated by the advent of the referral order itself, few studies have
asked young people about their experiences of referral orders . The research
uti l i sed focus groups to explore the experiences of young people currently on
referral orders .
B otley et al ( 20 1 0) found "it was evident that the young people lacked
understanding about how some aspects of the system worked, and this in turn
served to i ncrease the percei ved power imbalance" (20 1 0 , p .4) . The research
found that while children ' s experiences of Panel meetings were more positive.
they "were not playing as participatory a role as originally intended during panel
meeti ngs; i n part , thi s was because they were not fully aware of the purpose of
such meetings" ( 20 1 0 , p .4) . The B otley research corroborates earlier findings by
Newbury ( 2008") who found that although insti l l ing an understanding of others in
young people who have offended is clearly a desirable outcome and can be
successful i n some cases, it is on the whole problematic due to the difficulties
childre n face in grasping the higher-level thinking and understanding of 'the other'
that the concept of taking responsibility for your actions requires. Newbury
(2008) concl udes that this i s especially true of younger children aged between ten
and twelve .
There are a number of other community alternatives to custody for children which
are outlined at Chapter 4.6.

However, in tc1ms of gauging young people ' s

experiences o f community supervision other than Referral Orders, evaluations of
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intensive supervision and surveillance programmes provide the best insight. The
model of integrated supervision and support, with an electronic monitoring
element to it, was described by the Youth Justice Board (YJB ) as "the most robust
community programme available for young offenders" (YJB , 2004 , p.3) .
In an evaluation report commissioned by the YJB in 2005 (Gray et al, 2005),
young people were i nterviewed to ascertain their perceptions of the programme.
The report noted that young people freq uently complained of the restrictiveness
and the difficul ties they had in complying with curfews for long periods of time,
conclud ing that this was to be expected and may have indicated that the
requirements were being firmly appl ied ( see for i nstance, p.1 22 and p. 1 24).
However, the views of young people who left the order early through breach
(p.84) were not captured and the report does not appear to draw any particular
conclusions as to the nature or range of their experiences.
A report by the Howard League for Penal Reform' s youth participation project,
Life Outside (U R Boss. 20 1 1 ) found that although young people were
" . . . mostly positive about the contact and relationships they had with the
ISS workers , they were extremely negative about the programme itself.
One young person went as far as to say , T d prefer a couple of months in
jail than a year here' .
Young people's views about the restrictive nature of the programme are to a
certain extent corroborated by Bateman 's analysis that 'practitioner responses to
children 's non-compliance became increasingly rigid and punitive , swelling the
numbers in the secure estate ' (Bateman , 20 1 1 . p . 1 29 ) .
2.2.4 Custody
Concerns about the experiences of children within the secure estate have been the
subject of extensive consideration ( see for instance , the Howard League for Penal
Reform . 2006; Centre for Social Justice . 20 l 2; Mlm-ay . '20'1 2) , especiall y in light
of the comparativc:ly h igh rates of incarceration in England and Wales (The
Howard League for Penal Reform , 2008� Muncie , 2006) . These repmts tend to
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raise broad concerns about the over use of custody , recidivism following custody ,
violence in custody and l ack of education within custody .
Although the numbers of children i n custody have declined in recent years
( B ateman , 20 1 1 ) , there i s no evidence of a significant improvement in children ' s
experiences of custody . For i nstance , the most recent report o n the experiences of
young people by Her Majesty ' s I nspectorate of Prisons (Murray , 20 1 2) suggests
that many young people do not feel safe and that in general the experiences of
black and mi nority ethic ( B ME) chi ldren are more negative than the general
incarcerated population .
The l i mited direct research with young people about their general experiences had
tended to raises issues of emotional difficulties and a need for more support
( H azel et al , 2002 and U R B oss, 20 1 0). H azel et al (2002) found that the early
hours and days of custody were rel ated as a particularly distressing time ,
characterised by the anx iety of separation from the child's familiar life , confusion
about what was happening to them, and uncertainty for the immediate future . The
sheer loneli ness of incarceration is raised by a young person in Life Inside:
' M y first night i n custody was the worst night of my life. I ' d never been
lonely before . 1 felt so lonel y . ' (U"R Boss , 20 1 0 , p. 1 0)
Research on the impact of incarceration on children in New Zealand from a
psychological perspective concludes that as the ' sentence time progresses,
adolescents become more deeply immersed in the criminal justice system and
move further from prosocial involvement in society , thus limiting opportunity for
the individual to · age out' of their delinquent behaviour' (Lambie and Randell ,
20 I 3 , p .45 1 ) . Ci ting Lane et al ( 2002) , the authors note that many juveniles in the
United States who were incarcerated felt that their childhood and positive
aspirations for the future had been taken away from them and the pain and loss
experienced during incarceration may increase the resentment and hostil ity
towards 'the system ' , resulting in further antisocial behaviour.

Lambie and

Randell also refer to research in the United States by Kilgore and Meade ( 2004),
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which found that extremely structured environments (which remove all decision
making opportunity) are l ikely to be counterproductive to preparing young people
for the real world .

B ateman and Hazel (forthcoming) citing (Nacro , 2007 ;

B racken 2000; Mears and Travis, 2004; Nurse, 200 1 ; Farrant , 2006) conclude that
the practical consequences of incarceration compound existing disadvantages ,
severin g positive l i nks with the community and i nterfering with processes thought
to promote desistance .
2.2.5 Reintegration and risk management
Return ing to the community from custody has been an increasing object of
academic focus in recent years ( B ateman et al , 20 1 3a) . Research by Gyateng et al
( 20 1 3 ) found that fewer than half ( 45% ) of children who reported that they would
need help with accommodation on release had received it.
A study on the resettlement needs of girls and young women based on in-depth
i nterviews with 1 7 year old girls in detention highl ights the extent to which
l eaving custody i s a ' weird ' and disorientating experience (Bateman et al , 20 1 3b).
Moore et al ( 20 1 3 ) report on an 1 8-month quali tative study carried out in
Canberra . Australia, with a group of young peopl e who had been in juvenile
detention . The study found that young people require assistance to sustain and
develop relationships; to mai ntain l i nks w ith critical institutions such as work ,
school , and i nformal support ; to resolve the effects of detention; and to access
support to l ive successfully in the community .
The sense of personal agency and control that young people want to have over
thei r resettlement plans t Bateman et al , 20 1 3b) is compl icated by the fact that
most young: people leave cm,tody under licence or supervision requiring them to
stick to certain conditions.

Bateman and Hazel (forthcoming) highlight the

problem of non-compliance by young people , citing the fact that young advisors
for the Howard League for Penal Reform · s UR Boss chose this as a key issue in
their ' manifesto' (U R Boss, 20 1 3b). Bateman and Hazel (forthcoming) consider
that the manifesto reinforces many of the messages from research as to what
constitutes effective resettlement , such as the importance of maintaining contact
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with family and friends and of increased flexibility within custody to avoid
damaging relationships the need to improve education chances , as well the need to
ensure practical issues such as housing, bank accounts and benefits are in place
prior to release with particular care given to helping young people who do not
have a famil y to provide a safety net. It argues that professionals need to listen to
young people and not set them up to fail, a theme also present in Life Outside ( U
R Boss , 20 I I ) . One young person is cited a s observing that a licence is ' not hard
to follow but it' s easy to break ' ( U R Boss, 201 3b p.3).
In addition to licence and supervision conditions, there are a number of other
mechani sms designed to enhance publ ic safety and ensure chil d protection , such
as sex offender registration or decisions triggered under child protection protocols
i n respect of · Schedule I offenders · or those ' deemed to present a risk to children'
(Janes, 20 1 1 ) . The public protection legal framework manifests itself in MAPP A
( U R Boss , 20 1 3a). The Howard League for Penal Reform ' s U R Boss project has
produced a leaflet on what MAPPA is following concerns raised by young people
that it appeared to have influence on their lives but they did not knO\v what is was
(Fleming et al , forthcomi n g ) . It appears that direct research with young people
about little understood restrictions on their lives constitutes a specific gap that will
be hard to fill without an intense programme of information and education to first
explain what these phenomena are .
For instance, the ascription of Schedule I status to children convicted of offences
agai nst other children is little understood by professionals but potentially far
reachi ng ( Nacro , 200-'1al . Government guidance on whether schedule 1 status
continues to apply lacks clarity . In this context . it would be unreasonable to
expect that the provision::. are known to the children to whom they pertain . The
implications for such children in later life haYe not been researched .

2.3 Risk of labelling/spoiled identities
The research by McAra and McV ie < 2007) and McAra et al (20 1 3) indicating that
system contact is fXlsitive!y damaging . inhibits young people's capacity for
change and risks stigmatising and labelling chi ldren might be regarded as
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empirical support for ' labelling theory ' . This theory or perspective holds that
labels , especi al l y deviant l abels resulting from official decisions made in
childhood or adolescence , are capable of substantially altering a person' s chances
of a conventional life (Becker, 1 963 ; Link, 1 982) . Thi s in tum i s considered to
lead to "cumulative di sadvantage" or snow balling i n future life chances , with an
increased risk of delinquenc y and deviance during adulthood (Sampson and Laub ,
1 997 ) . The resul t is a ' spoi led identity ' (Goffman , 1 96 1 ) .

The idea i s that the assignation of the 'deviant' label i s a dramatic event that can
have a profound , detrimental i mpact on the person ' s social standing and may be a
key step in developing a consistent pattern of deviant behaviour, especiall y when
the l abel is assigned at a crucial period in a person' s life course such as
adolescence ( Becker, l 963 � Lemert, 1 967 ) . The consequences of a deviant label
or a s poiled identity tend to i nclude marginali sation from conventional
opportunities in education and employment .
According to Bernberg and Krohn (2003 , p . 1 290), citing S chwartz and Skolnick
( l 962 ) and Li nk ( 1 982 ) , incarceration can · directly impede educational
opportunities' and " i mpede employment oppo11un ities' because many employers
may avoid hiring know n del inquents and those who are labelled may less l i kely to
apply for good jobs because they expect and fear rejection from conventional
others . including employers . The authors conclude that social marginalisation
caused by the stigma attached to the deviant label rai ses the likelihood of
subsequent i nvol vement in deviant activity .
Label l ing theory is also affected by pre-existing stereotypes.

For instance ,

Bernberg and Krohn (2003 ) , citing Gans ( 1 995 ) , suggest that deviant labeling of
di sadvantaged youths who are processed by the juvenile justice system is
enhanced by the negati ve stereotypes already associated with these youths in the
mainstream culture . ThL' authors· study considered the effects of police
i ntervention and juvenile justice intervention on invol vement in serious crime at
ages 1 9- 20 . It found that contact \Vith the police increased the predicted number
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of cnme events at ages 1 9-20 but that educational attainment significantly
mediated thi s . The study also considered the impact of the young person ' s
background , concluding that official intervention b y criminal justice agencies has
a significantly stronger l abeling effect among m ales with impoverished
backgrounds .
Smith et al (200 l , p .62) s uggest ' there i s a large body of evidence that
demonstrates a close rel ationship between offending and victimisation ' . Smith et
al explain thi s on the basi s that some kinds of crime , such as pub fights , arise out
of mutual interactions between people and that even where the crime does not
ari se immediately out of i nterpersonal interactions , people often tend to commit
offences on others with i n their social circle , either due to accessibility or
unresolved issues . There i s also evidence that a high proportion of young people
convicted of serious cri mes had experiences as victim s of loss or abuse (Boswell ,
1 995 ) . Smith et al also point out that ' feelings of fear , anxiety , and persecution
(characteristic of those who score highly on alienation) may both arise from
victimisation and make further victimisation ( such as bullying) more likely ' (200 1 ,
p . 1 99 ) which could indicate a paral lel lebelling or stigmatisation experience for
young victims , albeit on a less formal basis for l ack of ' official' recognition of
that status .
Shifting identity from ' victi m ' to •offender' i s thus common . However, the label
' offender' is dichotomously opposed to that of victim so that ascription of the
former tends to u ndennine ascription of the latter. Young people who offend are
thus typically stripped of their victimhood . The discourse that surrounds deviant
behaviour consequently tends to undermi ne consideration of victimisation as an
expl anatory or contributory factor to offending .
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2.4 Children with harmful sexual behaviour in conflict with the law in England
and Wales
2.4 .1 Prevalence of harmful sexual behaviour- abuse by children
The possibil ity of convergence of victim and offender status in the case of
ch ildren with harmful sexual behaviour is powerfully described in a c ase study
from h i s own practice by H ackett , (2004) :
"Case Example
A social worker was concerned about where to place S tephen , a 7 year old
boy who had been sexually abused by his older brother. After the older
brother, aged 1 4 , had been removed from the home, S tephen began in turn
to behave in a sexual l y aggressive w ay to his younger 4 year old brother.
This behaviour continued for several months until the 4 year old was able
to communicate his experience to his mother . The social worker sought
consultation on her plan to place S tephen in the same foster placement as
his older brother (the original abuser) as Stephen had now 'crossed over
the line ' between victim and perpetrator. I t was as if, in being identified as
someone who had abused another child, Stephen ' s own vulnerability did
not matter any more ." ( Hackett , 2004 . p .3)
This case study , describing two incidences of serious harm caused (and
experienced ) by childre n , highlights the inter-changeability of victim and offender
status in this area as well as some i nsight into the extent to which outcomes may
be very different depending on the stage at which the behaviour comes to the
attention of professionals . While the analysis of the legal framework at Chapter 4
reveals unlawful sexual behaviour by children can cover a wide range of
behaviours . from experimental to violent , there is dearly a stark difference
between how workers might approach behaviours at the two ends of the spectrum
and the individuals involved once the criminal law has been transgressed,
depend ing on whether they are deemed offeriders or victims .
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As Hackett et al (20 1 3 ) have observed , it i s sometimes assumed that harmful
sexual behaviours by chi l dren are experimental or of a minor nature . Such an
assumption i s supported by the comments of B aroness Walmsley referred to at
2 . 1 ".2 . However, i n their analysis of 700 B ritish child and adolescent abusers ,
while noting that some of the c ase papers were missing , the authors conclude that
these assumptions were not borne out in the findings . However , these findings
were drawn from samples connected to treatment and intervention services as
opposed to cri minal justice data .

Moreover, as observed by Hackett (2004) ,

intervention services i n the U K are patchy general ly .
intervention can be di fficult to secure (Janes, 2007) .

For those in custody ,
It may be that the

assumptions concerning experimental behavi our are difficult to test but may be
borne out by analysis the chi ldren with a criminal j ustice outcome who do not
receive intervention . Thi s may be a significant cohort given the Y JB and Mini stry
of Justice ( 20 l 3b) data asserting that there were 1 ,888 ' proven ' sexual offences on
Youth Offending Team ( Y OT) caseloads in 20 1 1 and data from the Min istry of
Justice et al (20 I 3 ) suggesting there were around 490 sentences for sexual
offences ( see Chapter 4 .2 .2 ) .
from any perspective , any sexual ised behaviour displayed by a child i s likely to
be of concern , even if the actions would not be an i ssue when committed between
two consenting adults or appear to be low l evel or experimental in nature given
the d i fficu lties that children may have in discerning what is and is not acceptable
( Arch ard , 2000 ) .
Stati stics a s t o the pre valence o f sexual abuse suffered b y young people are varied
and are l i kely to be an underestimate as much sexual abuse goes unreported or is
not recognised or dealt with as sexual abuse . For instance, a prevalence study of
child maltreatment in the UK by Cawson et al (200() ), found that around 1 6<Jc;· of
young people surveyed had heen abused under the age of 1 6 and that three
quarters of this ahuse was unreported at the time .
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Relying on a range of studies, the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children (NSPCC) considers that between 25 % and 35% of all alleged sexual
abuse against children involves young , mainly adolescent, perpetrators (Lovell
2002) . Other academics have come to broadly similar conclusions based on both
UK and North American studies ( Erooga and Masson , 2006; Finkelhor et al ,
2009) .
A more recent NSPCC study of chi ld maltreatment i n the UK (Radford et al ,
20 I 1 ) that considered the experiences of children under the age of 1 8 found that
65 .9% of contact sexual abuse experienced by children is perpetrated by under
1 8 s , demonstrati ng the need for effective prevention , public education and support
for young people in negotiating respectful relationships . This includes contact
sexual abuse by any person under 1 8 to another child or young person, siblings ,
peers and inti mate partners .
These much higher rates of sexual abuse among peers were also found in a study
of child sexual abuse among pupils at a secondary school in Zimbabwe , Gwirayi
(20 1 3 ) found that 56.3(¼ of pupils had experienced some form of contact or non
contact sexual abuse . Gwiray i points to high prevalence rates of child sexual
abuse being reported in a range of countries including Sweden (45 .2% ) , Mexico
( 1 8 .7% ) , China ( 2 i1 .9'½ ), United States ( 38 . l r/o) and Vietnam ( 1 9 .7%), although
questions whether the reported prevalence rates are lower than in his study due to
the tendency for researchers to focus on contact abuse . In his study , he found
h i gh levels of sexual abuse by peers and he reports a range of studies that have
made similar findings in Ethiopia , Sweden and South Africa. The Gwirayi study
included a range of specific acts in its definition of child sexual abuse, ranging
from show ing a child pictures of sexual activity to making a child have sex .
Depending on how sexual abuse is defined , increased sexualised activity ranging
from around 40 1k . of children engaging in sexual intercourse before the age of
consent ( Mercer et al, 20 1 3 and UNICEF, 2007 ) to ' sexting' being normal among
1 2 - 1 3 year olds ( Phippen. 20 l 2} could present the criminal justice system with
essential ly ummmageabk- levels of allege<l victims and perpetrators .
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2.4.2 Arrest and conviction rates for child perpetrators of sexual offences
The crystall isation of harmful sexual behaviour as a transgression of the criminal
law rather than an immoral act, a treatment need or developmental behaviour
occurs at the point of arrest and the criminal justice processes that follow .
An overview of the avai !able data (Y JB and Ministry of Justice , 20 1 3a and 20 1 3b;
Home Office , 20 1 3 ) suggests that , if some of the prevalence rates are correct, only
a very smal l proportion of children w i th harmful sexual behaviour are dealt with
by the youth justice system .
Thi s is i n line with the assertions of Lovell (2002) that children who come to the
attention of services are as likely to be dealt with by child protection agencies as
by cri m i nal justice agencies. This also chimes with the findings in Hackett et al
(20 1 3 ) , of the 650 cases in the ir study where data was available, only 42% had
been convicted of a criminal offence at point of referral for intervention .
It also appears that while just under half of young people get pre-court disposals
for sexual offence s , the rate of convictions for children is proportionately higher
than for adults. Nevertheless . the number of children processed by the criminal
justice system for harmful sexual behaviour is declining in line with the fall in the
numbers of first time entrants to the system (Bateman , 20 1 2) .

2.42.1 Initial contact with the police
The pol ice recorded 53 ,665 sexual offences in total in England and Wales for
20 1 1 - 20 1 2 , amounting to I <;, of all police recorded crime (Ministry of Justice et
al , 20 l 3 ) .
Recorded crime <liffers from arrest rates. According to Government analysis
( M in istry of J ustice e t aL 20 1 3a ) , 4564 children \Vere arrested for sexual offences,
of which 2 <7r ( n = i l l )e ,vere females . Therefore young people arrested for sexual
offences made up 2 <k of al l notifiable ,)ffcnccs resulting in arrests of 1 0 to 1 7 year
olds ( n = 2 1 0 .660 ) . ( YJB and Ministry of Justice , 20 1 3b) . The number of people
of all a�es arrested for sexuul offences in 20 1 0/20 1 1 was J2 ,000 (Home Office,
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20 1 3 ) : therefore children accounted for approximately 14% of all arrests for
sexual offences.

According to the Office for National Statistics mid-20 1 0

population estimates , children aged between 1 0 and 1 7 accounted for
approximately 9 .62% (n = 5 ,359 ,900) of the general population of England and
Wales i n mid-20 1 0 (which i s estimated to be 5 5 ,692 ,400) (Office for National
Stati stics , 20 1 2) .

These figures suggest that children are m ore likely to be

arrested for sexual offences than adults .

2 .4.2.2 Proven offences
While data on arrests are collated by the M inistry of Justice , the Y JB provides
information deri ved from YOT caseloads. According to the YJB , "there were
I ,8 88 proven sexual offences associated with young people on the YOT caseload"
in in 20 I l /20 I 2 (Y JB and M i nistry of Justice Youth Justice , 20 1 3b , p.27).
Although not directly comparable , the number of offences recorded on YOT
caseloads is considerably lower than the number of children arrested for sexual
offences in the same period , suggesting: that many of the episodes leading to arrest
do not result in a formal sanction . Information is not available that would allow an
analysis of the reasons for this gap. But it would seem likely that at least part of
the attrition is explained by there being insufficient evidence in some cases for a
youth justice disposal or the incidents being deemed too minor to warrant a formal
sanction in others .
The I ,888 proven sexual offences associated with young people reported to be on
the YOT ( YOT ) case load represented a small proportion ( l .4Sf.) of the total of
1 37 335 proven offences by young people reported to be on the YOT caseload
which resulted in a fmmal disposal . either in or out of court (YJB and Ministry of
Justice , 20 1 3a ) .
Of the I ,888 proven sexual offem:es associated with young people , only l (¼, ( n =
1 9 ) wt.:re cmmnitted by females ( YJB and Ministry of Justice. 20 1 3a). By contrast,
females made up 1 7 .9<k of ull proven offences committed by young people .

In terms of ethnicity , 83 .3% of young people committing proven sexual offences
were white (n = 1 ,574) , 4% were Asian (n = 77) , 6% were Black (n= l 1 6) , 2%
were of mixed heritage (n= 40) , 1 % were ' other' (n=2 1 ) , and ethnicity was
unknown in 3% of cases (n=60 ) (Y JB and Ministry of Justice, 20 1 3a) . This
pattern i s broadly similar to the ethnic breakdown for all proven offences, except
that white young people are account for a slightly larger proportion of sexual
offences and black young people a slightly smaller proportion . Across the range
of al l offences , white young people made up 79 .8%i of al l offences , with 4% being
Asian , 8 .Y1/c1 B lack , 5 .5 <½ M i xed , 0 .6% were other and 1 .7 % unknown (YJB and
1

M i n i stry of Justice , 20 1 3a) . It is perhaps surprising that ethnicity was more likely
to be unknown for the much smal ler group of children committing sexual offences
than for the total youth offending population .
Ch ildren receiving a disposal for sexual offences tend to be slightly younger than
the general offending population . Ten to fifteen year olds accounted for 44.2% of
proven sexual offences by young people in 20 10/1"1 . The same age group
accounted for 42%. of all proven criminal offences generally (including sexual and
non-sexual ) (Y J B and M inistry of Justice. 20 l 3a) .
It is hard to compare the age for proven offences data for other jurisdictions due to
the very lmv age of criminal responsibil ity in England and Wales (see Chapter
4 .3 ) . However, Finkelhor et a l ( 2009) describe the age pattern of those who come
to the · attention ' of the pol ice in the United States in the following terms:
"The numbe r of youth coming to the attention of police for sex offenses
i ncreases sharply at age 1 2 and plateaus after age 1 4 . Early adolescence is
the peak age for offenses against younger children . Offenses against
teenagers surge during mid to late adolescence , while offenses again st
victims under age 1 2 decline ."
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2.42 3 Disposals and nature of offences
YJB and Ministry of Justice Statistical Bulletin for 20 1 1/2012 summarises the
number of cautions , reprimands and warnings for sexual offences:
"Between 20 I 0/1 1 and 20 l 1 / 1 2 there was a seven per cent increase in the
number of young people given a final warning , reprimand or conditional
caution for robbery . There was also a two per cent increase in young
people given out of court disposals for sexual offences , from 4 1 4 to 424;
however these numbers are small and tend to fluctuate year to year. All
other offence types showed a decrease ." (20 1 3b , p . 1 8 )
In addition , according to supplementary table Chapter 5 .2 (Court disposals) ,
suppl ied by Y J B and Ministry of Justice , 494 young people were found guilty of
sexual offences at Court (20 1 3a) . No explanation is provided for the discrepancy
between the 1 888 proven offences and the combined total number of young
people with cautions or court disposals of 9 1 8 . However, it is possible this is due
to the difference between data relating to offences and data relating to perpetrators
given that those accused of sexual offences may be charged with multiple
offences .

It 1s also possible that the proven offences referred to in the

Y JB/M inistry of Justice

Statistical

Bulletin (20 l 3b)

relate to offence

classificat ions historically used hy the Y JB and emanating from YOTs whereas
data on convictions an<l pre-court disposals outlined in the overview of sexual
offences provided by the Ministry of Justice et al (20 1 3a) and supplementary
tables come from courts and police respectively .
In any event , it is clear that almost half of young people with a recorded outcome
for sexual offending get pre-court disposals . Data produced by the Ministry of
Justice , the Home Office and the Office of National Statistics (20 1 3b) provides a
detai led break down of the number of cautions administered to children and adults
for different categories of sexual offences .
Figure I shows Lhe proportion of cautions given to children are much higher than
those given to adults where the offence is more serious.
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Figure 1 : Offenders cautioned by sexual offence type and age group, 201 1

Offence type

Total sexual offences (precourt disposals and
convictions)

Percentage of sexual
offences resulting in precourt disposal

Children
aged 1 0-1 7
years

Adults aged
18+ years

Children
aged 10-1 7
years

Adults aged
18+ years

Rape of a
Female

68

1 ,006

1 9. 1 %

0 .3%

Rape of a Male

17

81

1 7 .7 %

0%

Sexual assau lt
on a female

39 1

2 .474

43 .7 %)

1 5 .4%

Sexual Assau lt
on a Male

53

2 47

4 1 .5 %

1 0 .5%

Sexual Activity
with M inors

258

1 ,334

5 3 .9%

23 .2%

Other sexual
offences

1 14

1 ,450

53 .9%

26 .8%

Total sexual
offences

90 1 *

6 ,592*

45 .7 %

1 6 .9%

Source: Ministry of Justice et al (20 l 3b, Chapter 4)
*Smne (d' the data in this tahie does not correspond to the totals referred to
elsewhere in the Overview of Sexual offences, Ministry of Justice et al (2013 ) .
This may he due to the fact that the tahles that break down offences by pre-court
disposal wzd con viction hm•e slightly different .figures in them �vhich may relate to
problems in classifring o.hences . In any event, the total number of sexual offences
recorded here is slixhrly lower hoth for adults and children than elsewhere in the
same data set .
The data here has heen drawn from supplementary tables accompanying An
Oven·iew <d" Sexual Offending in England and Wales (Ministry of Justice et al ,

20o1 3b L The data on sentences following Court proceedings is derived from Table
4.8 . The data concerning pre-Court disposals is derived from Table 3 .6 .
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An analysis of the data also suggests that children represent a disproportionate

number of those formally held responsible for strict liability rape of a child under
1 3 (Ministry of Justice et al , 20 1 3b , Tables 4.8 and 3 .6) . In 20 1 1 , a total of 55

children received either a pre or post court disposal for the strict liability rape of
another child . This was out of a total of 266 such disposals in total and therefore

children were held responsible for 20 .7%, of all disposals for this offence .

According to the government ' s overview of sexual offences (Ministry of J ustice et

al , 20n1 3a) , i n 20 I I just 1 3 .8r½) of juveni les were sentenced to immediate custody
and 80 .9 </r of juveni les were sentenced to community sentences .

O f the 49n1 young people w h o were found gui lty a t Court o f sexual offences , only
five we re female , and none of those females were under 1 5 years of age . By

contrast, six of the convicted males were aged ten and eleven years old, and 1 30
of those found guilty at Court were boys aged 1 2 to 1 4 years .

Figure 2 shows the breakdown bet\\·een guilty findings at Court and pre-court

disposal s for adults and children .

Figure 2 Findings at Cou rt and pre-court disposals for adults and children

Di.vposalsfor - - �,. I Children
j
sexual offences
201 1
Pre- Court disposals

Sentences
fol lowing Court
proceedings
Total

1 2 "'

I

and
Adults
Children***

1 1 15

1 527

l 5 ,477

i 489 * *

!

!

0

Adults

,,

l

! 6.5 92

-

l _,. •-,. ·•-- -.,.,_ ,

1

5966

1n
7493

Source: Ministry of Justil.·e et al , 20 1 3b
*
It is not,,d that this _figurt' varfos ji-om the nwnher ( 424) sel out in Y J B and
M i n istry of Justice . 20 1 3b. p. 1 8
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I

** The _figure of 489 concerning children 's sentences following court proceedings
varies from the figure cd' 49 I at page 44 of the analysis, An Overview of Sexual

*** The total figures vary from the total figures l isted in the supplementary tables;
f

Offending in England and Wales ( Ministry o Justice et al, 201 Ja) .

the data source suggests this is due to the presence of some records where gender
has not been recorded .
The data here has been drawn from supplementary tables accompanying An
Overview

4 Sexual

Offending in Eniland and Wales (Ministry of Justice et al ,

20 1 3b) . The data on sentences following Court proceedings is derived from Table
4.8 . The data concerning pre-Court disposals is derived from Table 3 .6.
The table above shows that for records where gender is known , children
accounted for 90 I of 7493 of al l disposals - i .e . 1 2% of all disposals formally
designating the person as having committed the offence .
This data contrasts to fi ndings by Vizard et al (2007) which , relying on Home
Office data from 2003 , state that "<l those convicted of a sexual offence, 20% are
under 1 8 _v ears rd' agei" ( 2007 . p.59) . The number of young people being
sentenced for sexual offences has seen a decrease of 1 1 .9% from 556 i n 2005 to
49i1 in 20 1i 1 ( M inistry of Justice et al , 20 1 3b) . It may that there has been a decline
i n the proportion of sexual offences attribukd to children or thi s may reflect a
general decline in offences recorded against children falling which is not the case
for adults ( Bateman , 20 1 3 ) .
B etween 2005 and 20 1i1 . 36,629 individuals were found guilty i n court of a sexual
offence .

Of these , 3 ,684 . or approximately I in every 1 0 found guilty and

sentenced were under 1 8 (M inistry of Justice et aL 20 1 3b). Therefore , children
under the age of 1 8 accounted for an annual average of l l .2% of all findings of
guilt for sexual offences as u result of the court process during that period . The
number of sexual offences found gui lty in Court by young people under the age of
1 8 is higher than \Vould be anticipated given that children account for only 9.62%
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of the population and given the high number of out of court disposals awarded to
children .
This i s despite the fact that according to the Home Office (20 1 3 ) , the number of
adults sentenced for sexual offences has i11cr�ase_q by 30 .9% between 2005 and
20 1 1 , from 4 , 1 7 3 to 5 ,464 and the number of children sentenced for sexual
offences has cJe creased by 1 1 .9 % , from 556 in 2005 to 49 l in 20 1 1 .

The re latively h igh conv iction or admi ssion rate in respect of children may
warrant further explorat ion . According to the Home Office (20 1 3) in 20 1 1 , 27 1 3
out of 6944 defendants tried i n the Crown Court charged with a sexual offence
gave a guilty plea. The majority of defendants ( 423 1 or 6 I %) gave a not guilty
plea. Of these , 2 ,592 were acquitted . The data does not break down the plea by
age . However, i n the description of the research sample for this project, it is noted
that on ly one out of ten participants pleaded not guilty .

2.4.2.4 The use of custody
The number of children i n custody for sexual offences at any one time is small . I n
20"1"1 -20 1 2 , according t o t h e YJ B , 4 c½ (n = 79) o f the under 1 8 custody population
were in prison for a pri mary offence which was a sexual offence . Of these , 48
were white , 4 were Asian . lO were Black and 2 were of mixed heritage . The
ethnicity of 1 4 young JkOple ( 1 Wlr") were unknown, which makes it difficult to
draw any conclusions from this data ( YJB and Ministry of Justice , 20 13a) .

Figure
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Source: Reproduced from Ministry of Justice et al , 20 I 3a, p .44

Only 1 3 .8% of children convicted of sexual offences were sentenced to immediate
custody . compared to 6 1 .7% of adult sexual offenders sentenced to immediate
custody (Ministry of Justice et al , 20 1 3a).
Of al l offenders sentenced to immediate custody, 300 indeterminate sentences and
23 life sentences were given for all sex offences in England and Wales (i .e.
committed by adults and children) ( Ministry of Justice et al , 20 1 3b) . There is no
published data recording the number of children sentenced to indeterminate
sentences for sexual offences.
The low numbers of children convicted of sexual offences in custody, which may
reflect the decline in the prison population generally, poses unique problems in
meeting the particular needs of this group (Janes. 2007 ) .
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2.4.3 Characteristics of children with harmful sexual behaviour
One of the difficulties in meeting the needs of children with harmful sexual
behaviour i s that i s difficult to know who these children are . Chaffin (2008) , a
citing extensive research by B ecker and others i n the US , points out that there is in
fact a ' mi spercieved homogenity ' :
" [ Y J outh captured under the sex offender label , although presumed to
share common feature s , are actually incredibly diverse and may have l ittle
in common with each other aside from their administrative classification
under l aw and pol icy ." ( Chaffi n , 2008 , p . 1"1 7 )
Nevertheless, the research that exists m relation to UK samples shows some
' remarkabl y striking' similarities in the core demographic data:
"A hi gh proportion of the young people across the studies had extensive
prior involvement with health and social care professionals prior to the
emergence of adolescent sexual aggression , as well as extensive histories
of adversity , loss and discontinuity of care ." (Hackett, 2004, p.27) .
Manocha and Mezey ( 1 998) also found high levels of social disadvantage and
previous sexual experiences , which were by virtue of age , i llegal .
Thi s social di sadvantage is at the heart of Marshall and Barbaree' s integrated
theory of sexual offending ( 1 990) , which explains how young people growing up
i n neglectful and abusive environments can develop psychological vulnerabilities
that can predispose them to behave in a sexually harmful way . Marshall and
Barbare e ' s integrated theory of sexual offending also highlights how boys with
these sorts of psycholog ical vulnerabil ities are likely to enter puberty with skills
deficits that make it harder for them to negotiate adolescence.
Recent research has been conducted in the UK by Hackett et al (20 1 3) who have
studied a 700 strong sample of adolescents referred for treatment . In general the
research corrnhornted Chaffin's rnncept nf mispercei ved homogeneity, finding
iom ...:nnstitu tc a diverse group \vith a
that dii ldn:n with

complex set of motivations , background experiences and varying types of abusive
behaviour.

However, the research noted i n partic ular high levels of learning

difficulty amongst this group, high instances of abuse of both females and makes,
and high level s of past victimisation , either sexual or non-sexual . The study also
concluded that girls were generally referred for treatment at a younger age , less
l ikely than boys to have cri m inal convictions and more likely to have sexual
victimisation in thei r hi stories.
The relationsh i p between harmful sexual behaviour and a history of being a victim
has been a persi stent matter of debate and contention in the j uvenile sexual
aggression field ( Hackett , 2004 ) . In the 700 strong sample , Hackett et al (20 1 3)
found that the total group was almost equally split between young male sexual
abusers w i th and without prior sexual victimisation experiences . The authors note
that th is overall rate of victimisation i s significantly higher than any other large
scale study they are aware of.
The relationsh i p between victimisation and serious offending was considered in a
study of 200 young people convicted of serious crimes and found that high
proportions had experienced abuse or loss of a person to whom they were
emotional ly attached and that violence can be linked to unresolved fear or grief
( Boswe l l , 1 995 ) .

2.4.4 Recidivism , risk as.«ressment and treatment
According to Chaffin ( 2(X)8 ) while ·the facts' , by which Chaffin means scientific
data , are ' considerably more robust' and capable of leading to finner conclusions
about the nature of the risk posed by children with harmful sexual behaviour, 'th e
facts have hardly mattered at all in the publ ic policy arena' . He argues that 'moral
pan ic' has clouded the assessment and treatment of young people with harmful
sexual behaviour ( 2008 , p, 1 1 1 ) .

2.4.4.1 Recidivism
Recidivism studies of those who committed sexual offences as children have
concluded that child sex offenders are likely to desist in adulthood. So Beckett
(2006 , p .233) finds that ' [s]tudies to date suggest that most adolescents who
sexually abuse will cease this behaviour by the time they reach adulthood ,
especi al l y if they are provided with special ised treatment and supervision . '
S i m ilarl y , S mal lbone ( 2006, p. 1"1 1 ) asserts that 'juvenile sex offender recidivism
stud ies clearly show that relatively few go on to be reconvicted of a new sexual
offense as adults' . Wei nrott ' s e xtensive literature review (cited in Righthand and
Welch , 200 1 , p .3 1 ) concludes that 'virtually all of the studies show , contrary to
popular opinion , i s that re lati vdy few JSOs [juvenile sex offenders] are charged
with a subsequent sex crime . ' This is consistent with research that suggests that
general criminal behaviour by juveniles is ' adolescent-limited ' , general ly peaking
at the age of 1 7 and decl ining as adulthood approaches ( Beckett, 2006) .
This view of the future ri sk of sexual offending by adolescents who commit
sexual off"ences is endorsed by Chaffin (2008 , p . 1 1 2) who concludes that children
with sexual behaviour problems , as a group, ' pose a low long- term risk for future
child sexual abuse perpetration and sex crimes. ' Chaffin states that decades of
U .S . studies typical ly report long-term future sex offence rates in the range of 5%1 5 7< .

Like Beckett . Chaffin, notes that the lower end of this range will be

characterised hy those who have completed a treatment programme , whereas
those with a higher likelihood of reoffending tend not to have completed treatment.
The most recent long term study of recidivism among children who have been
convicted of sex ual offem:e� concludes that the research cited above has been
correct , placing recidivism at around 7% for this group over a five year period and
rising to 1 3% over a 35 year period (Hargreaves and Frances, 20 1 3) . The authors
compare their fimiings to a long term study of adult sex offenders which found
that found all 4 l 9 male sexual uffcmkn, discharged from prison in 1 979 in
England and Wt1les: wcrn followed up umil 2000 had sexual reconviction rates
after 5 and 20 years were l 6'k and 2s r;,t rtspectivcly . The results suggest that
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reconviction rates for children are substantially lower (almost half) than those for
adults.

2.4.42 Risk assessment
Set against the low statistical risk of sexual reoffending are a number of concerns
about the chal lenges of predicting sexual reoffending in adolescents . This is in
part due to the enormous developmental changes that occur during this period
(Caldwe l l et al , 2008 ) . I n addition , it is difficult to distinguish general features of
adolescence such as immaturity , poor decision-making , risk taking and intense
and fluctuating emotions from behaviour that poses a specific risk of sexual
offending ( Prentky et al . 2009) .
As a result, compared to adults , there are relatively few empirically driven and
validated risk assessment instruments for young sexual abusers.
Although i n his survey of risk assessment tools Richardson (2009) raises concerns
about the rel iability of and consequently the reliance on such tools for life
changing decisions , recent research provides increased support for the use of the
Estimate of R isk of Adolescent Sexual Offence Recidivism (ERASOR) in
assessing the risk of sexual re-offending in adolescents (Viljoen et al , 20 1 2;
W orling et al . 20 1 2 ) .
The ERASOR ( Worling , 20 ! 2� Worling. 20 1 3) provides a framework for
understanding both the static historical risk factors that were present at the point
of the offence and dynamic on-going risk factors that may be relevant to the
sexual offendi ng for adolescents. As a consequence, the tool can assist in
identify ing treatment target, for young people. Based on what is known from
recidi vism studies, factors that the ERASOR talces into account include , whether
the youn g person has completed treatment and whether the young person received
sanctions from an adult before committin2', the index offence . These factors are
basL:d on the nntinn that mfoks�l�nt:-. \vho ..:ontinue to comm it sexual offences after

they have been detected and warned by police , parents , residential staff or
teachers , or completed treatment , are more l ikely at risk of continued sexual
aggression towards others .

The tool has also rec ently been further developed i n light of the recognition that
risk assessment is more accurate where the presence or absence of protective
factors are taken into account ( Beech et al , 2009 � Werling , 20 1 3) .

2.4.43 Intervention
According to Rich ( 20"1 1 ) , studies in the US have shown that recidivism rates for
children with h armful sexual behaviour are significantly lower where they have
rece i ved i ntervention .
The chal lenge of how to deliver effective interventions for young people with
harmful sexual behaviour has been considered in depth (see , for instance, Hackett,
2004 , Erooga and M asson , 2006 and O'Reil ly et al , 2004) .
The disadvantaged backgrounds of many of the young people with harmful sexual
behaviour require that treatment should involve a holistic approach and not j ust
attempt to change the child ' s behaviour but must examine and treat any factors
that could be causing the child to engage in harmful sexual behaviour (Hackett,
2006) .
One approach that attempts to deal with the child as a whole i s the Good Lives
Mode l (GLM ) , which gives consideration to the e valuation of risks alongside the
i dentification of strengths . needs and goals ( Yates et al, 2009). The GLM (Ward
and Gannon , 2006; Ward and Stewart, 2003) is a theory of offender rehabilitation
based on the notion that sexual offenders strive to meet a range of core personal
and social needs, descrihed m; 'primary goods' , in order to achieve a sense of
wellbeing and meaning i n their lives. Howe ver. those who offend sexually do not
have the external resources and inter n al skills to meet obtain primary goods
through prusodal mean� (Ward and Gannon . �006}. In vie-.v of this the GLM

aims to address offending by i ntervention focused on helping offenders to attain
these primary goods in appropriate ways , guided by an individualised Good Lives
plans (Ward and Stewart, 2003 ) . This does not preclude discussion of the offence
cycle but the focus is different from traditional forms of intervention , which tend
to focus on the facts of the offence and the offender' s attitude to it (see for
instance , Finkelhor. 1 984 ) .
Whi le denial i s often associated as a common feature amongst sex offenders
gene ral l y and is commonly considered a block to risk reduction and successful
rehab ii itation ( Hudson , 20 I 2 ) , there is considerable evidence that there is no
relationsh i p between den ial and recidivism in either adults ( Hanson and Morton
Bourgon . 2005 ) or children ( Worl ing, 2002 ) .

2.4.5 Reactions to children with harmful sexual behaviour
One of the reasons why people deny harmful sexual behaviour i s because they are
scared about how famil y , friends and the world at large will react. Such fears are
borne out by research into family reactions to children who display harmful sexual
beh aviour ( Hackett et al , 20 1 2 ) . Hackett et a! find that such responses are varied ,
for exarnple by denying the abuse . by seeing the child as a 'monster' and rejecting
him or her: or hy supporting the child ( Comartin et aL 2009; Heiman , 2002, as
c i ted in Hackett et aL 20 1 2 \.

The response of the family often depends on

whether or not the \ il'tim is a close family member. Where the victim and
perpetrator are within the famil y . the response by the parents can be ' especially
complex · - even if families chuosc to support the child, they may struggle with the
emotional hurdcn of accepting that the abuse has happened (Hackett and Masson,
2006 , as cited i n Hackett , 20 1 2 ) or of meeting the demands of the complex
welfare and justice system. s that seek to intervene to address the abuse (Hackett,
200 1 ) .
New research by i iw..·kdt tt a l ( 20 l 2 l ,:akg:orise family reactions into three groups
supportive. amhi\'alent and negativt� and concludes that parental responses were
highl y differentiated hy abuse type . Hackett et al also highlight that family
reactions . often trigger profound shrn:k , even trauma on discovery but can change
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over time in response to new events or as they became more aware of the causes
of the abuse and thereby more accepting of what the child has done . As Heiman
(2002) notes , parents are likely to experience feelings such as shame, guilt and
anger.
Family reactions to a child' s harmful sexual behaviour can have a tremendous
i mpact on how the young person responds to treatment (Letourneau et al , 2009 , as
cited in Hackett 20 1 2 ) . Reactions to harmful sexual behaviour by society at large
mi rror family reactions and are often characteri sed by commentators as ' moral
panic · which often cloud our understanding of the critical i ssues affecting young
people with harmful sexual behav iour (Chaffi n , 2008).
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 The aim of the research and an overview of the methodology
Childre n , sex and the law i s an exploration of the complex issues that emerge
when the law is used to respond to sexual activity by children .
The starting poi nt for the research was the author' s experiences as a legal
practitioner working with a l arge number of children convicted of serious sexual
offences: these experiences suggested that this group struggles with almost every
aspect of the crimi nal justice and rehabilitation journey , as i l lustrated by their
persistent and consistent need for legal intervention , whether it related to
understanding or challenging their sentence , obtaining appropriate i ntervention in
custody or resettlement packages , understanding or challenging their notifications
requirements , struggl ing to understand or vary restrictive licence conditions or
challenging dec isions to d i sclose their past thereby restricting opportunities for
progress and development . There is very little evidence as to how a conviction for
a sexual offe nce and l iabi lity to registrati on affects young people and the extent to
which these might affect development and rehabilitation .
The obvious questions that arose for the author were:
• What is the role of the law in regulating sexual activity by children?
• Does the law work effectively and fairly for children who commit
sexual offences?
• What is the impact of the law ' s attempts to regulate and punish sexual
activity by children?
However, an inductive .tpproach \.V as adopted to the project , based in part on the
apparent absl!nce of in depth research on the interplay between the legal and
criminological . sodologital and psychological impacts on this distinct group of
young. people. A further reason for this approach was the apparent absence of
youn� peoph: · s voices in this discourse . While it is accepted that much of the
resean:h in thb !kid is based on qualitative studies relying on subjective clinical
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judgement most of these appear to be concentrated on around the ' what works'
l iterature concerning the effectiveness of interventions and factors for recidivism
(Hackett , 2004) . None of these studies appear to focus on the young people ' s
experi ence of the legal processes or provide a platform for the voices o f young
people w i th any proxi mity to their youth .
Any practitioner working regularly with children convicted of sexual offences i s
l ikely t o b e struck by how complex each case appears and how little i s known or
understood about th i s group of young people and the legal framework that
governs the m .
The legal framework and the rationale behind it i s complex and the result of
developing social concerns over time , often heavily influenced by wider concerns
about the need to prevent sexual activity between adults and children . Initial
information gathering during the literature review revealed that whi le the broader
context in which the legal framework i s situated has been widely discussed in the
literature itself (see for i nstance Hackett. 2004) , there is no s ingle text that appears
to draw together the specific legal framework , including its theoretical
foundations and historical development , for this group.
To provide an original perspecti ve as to the practical operation and consequences
of the l egal framework , it seemed appropriate to elicit the views of young people
convicted of sexual offences as they navigate the legal system . The l iterature
review revealed that the only comprehensive research that comes close to
providing an i nsight into young people' s experiences of being sex offenders
emanate from social sci ence or psychological disciplines and relate to either long
term quantitative studies considering recidivism (see for instance, Hargreaves and
Francis , 20 1 3 ) or more in depth studies aimed at better understanding thi s group
so as to be in a better position to ' treat' them or predict risk (see for instanc e
Hackett , 20 1 3 ; Worl ing e t a L 20 1 2: Richardson , 2009; Vizard et al , 2007). There
appears to be no research at al l as to young pec,>p}e \; views on the legal process
and how it impacts on them .
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In order to explore young people' s and practitioners' views in context, the first,
paper based , phase of thi s research was therefore an analysis of the legal
framework and history governing children who have committed sexual offences ,
including the relevant theoretical foundations underpinning the law .
The second phase invol ved direct research with young people , on the basis that it
seemed at least possible that i n depth discussion with young people with
convictions for sexual offence s , set again st a clear understanding of what the legal
framework is trying to achieve , could provide a greater understanding of their
perceptions of the system and w hether it is working effectively . To that end , a
sample of young people with convictions for harmful sexual behaviour was
interviewed in depth .
The final phase of the investigations for this research was designed to situate the
young people ' s responses within the context of professional observations and
experience s .

It was anticipated that for a number of reasons young people' s

experiences might not tell the full story .

Therefore , professionals were also

interviewed for the research to illuminate and develop i deas provided by the
young people .
Final l y , the fi ndings from the desk based and field based research were analysed
in l ight of the in formati on gathered for the l iterature review and conclusions and
recommendations were drawn .

32

Methods

I n view of the novelty and inter-di sciplinary nature of the issues to be answered
and the gaps in knowledge, a single method of data collection and analysis
seemed inadequate to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the issues faced
by young people convicted of sexual offences. Therefore thi s study utilised a
range of methods to collect and analyse the data (Murray Thomas , 2003). These
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methods, ranging from paper based research for the legal framework to semi
structured in-depth and open-ended qualitative interviews with young people and
professionals respectively , were suitably adapted to generate the information
geared to the research questions and gaps in our knowledge and understanding
(O' Leary , 2004) .

3.2.1 Paper based research on the legal framework
While there is a growing body of l iterature based on the phenomenon of young
people with harmful sexual behaviour ( see for i nstance Hackett 20 I 3 ; Calder
2009; Masson and Erooga 2006) as revealed in the literature review , these tend to
focus on treatment , i ntervention and recidivism . The studies tend to focus on
clinical , sociological and psychological discussions of who these children are ,
what causes them to offender, what interventions work and how to predict
recidivism (Hackett , 2004; Hargreaves and Francis, 20 1 3) .
A range o f sociological and legal texts look a t historical and legal issues , such as
concepts concerning consent (Waites, 2005) , the historical development of law to
regulate sexual activity (Temkin , 2002; Weeks, 1 989) or the law itself, (Card ,
2004; Bennion, 2003 ) . HO\vever, no single text appears to draw together the
specific legal framework , including its theoretical foundations and historical
development, for this group .
Therefore original analysis o f the legal developments affecting young people with
harmful sexual behaviour was a necessary and novel way to provide a context for
understanding the criminal justice system ' s treatment of this particular group of
chi ldren.
An initial review of relevant literature . policy , guidance , statute and case law, with
a specific fo<.:us on t.:hildren ' s liability to life long notification as a sex offender
and life long status as a schedule 1 offender was undertaken .

This work

culminated in a paper on this subject, which was published in the Howard Journal
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of Criminal Justice (Janes , 20 1 1 ) . Thi s was original research that required in
depth consideration and coordination of various legal sources . Building on this
approach , thi s phase of the research considered the criminal j ustice journey for
children from the theoretical principles underl ing the youth justice system, to the
range of offences and disposals available and how these legal frameworks
emerged over time. This phase of the research involved detailed consideration of
existing secondary data within a particular analytic framework to enable informed
exploration of the i ssues and predicaments relevant to young people with harmful
sexual behaviour.

3 .2.2 Interviews
Given the inductive nature of the aim of the research , it seemed appropriate to
adopt qualitative methods to enable a critical or standpoint perspective resulting i n
data comprised o f descriptive analysis , suitable fo r small scale studies (here a
necessity for convenience , ethical and practical reasons) and a holistic focus with
an emergent research design rather than a pre determined research design ,
( Denscombe 2007 . B rannen 1 995 ) . Qualitative studies are better suited to
exploring mean ing and phenomena within their natural setting, (A vegard, 2008)
using the words and descri ptions given by the participants to understand the
situation under research . Given the nature and aim of the research a quantitative
or more ' scientific' approach would not be possible or appropriate .

32.2.1 Selecting the data sources
The study used purposive sampling ( Avegard 2008) to ensure that the partic ipants'
responses would be data rich .
A conven ience sampl ing approach was adopted (Gray , 2004) . A single placement
was identified on the basis of its reputat. i on for providing specialist services to
boys with harmful sexual behaviour. A!l those connected with the unit would
therefore havt.: both relevant experiences and perspectives , making them
appropriate targets for inclusion . There were also important ethical reasons for
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this approach (see Chapter 3 .4 below) .
The young people who participated in the research were therefore selected for
their connection to a specialist open children' s home for children with harmful
sexual behaviour. This resource , which provides specialist care and therapeutic
intervention , necessarily meant that the young people represented the more
serious end of the offence spectrum (see below , Figure 5 .2 . 1 t, Chapter 5 .2) . The
draw backs of this setting , which included the fact that the sample was skewed to
the more serious end of the spectrum, the young people were still immersed i n
parts o f t h e experience under surveillance and that the young people were t o a
certain extent insulated from the full experience of wider community
rehabi I itation . These were off set by the benefits of access in an environment
where the researcher could be confident that they were appropriately supported
through the experience . The fact that the young people had been convicted of
offences at the more serious end of the spectrum allowed for comparison within
the group of experiences, and a focus on how the more serious end is dealt with ;
by implication this would lend itself to an understanding of the way children at the
lower end of the spectrum might be dealt with .
Another consequence of selecting a data source connected to a supported
therapeutic placement was Lhat the sample size was relatively small , but out ofa
small pool ( they represent around I Wlc of all those in their serious category) .
In order to situate the young peoples' responses in a wider and professional
context . it seemed appropriate to interview a range of professionals to ascertain
their views and experiences of the way the young people were dealt with . This
was part icularly important i n view of the relatively small sample size and the fact
that the young people were still in the system and might not be able to take a
broader or more reflective perspective .
The professional group were selected for their proximity or relationship to the
sample .

In some cases. pmfessionnls were one step removed, having been

recommended by a colleague connected to the sample.
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3.2.2.2 Interviews with young people
In view of the inductive nature of the research , the interviews with young people
were designed to be young person led and provide scope for discussion . However,
in order to allow for robust and comparative analysis a questionnaire seemed
appropriate .

The method for gaining access to participants is considered under

· ethical considerations' below . A summary of the young people interviewed is set
out at Figure 5 .2 .e1 , Chapter 5 .2 .

3 .2 .2 .2 . 1 Third party information
In addition to gaining information from young people through the structured
interv iews , the i nevitably complex nature of the h i stories and characteristics of
young people with harmful sexual behaviour (Dolan et al , 1 996; Richardson et al ,
1 995 ) meant that it seemed appropriate to undertake some initial information
gathering by talking to staff and perusing case papers with consent. This obviated
the need to spend large amounts of time in the face to face interviews clarifying
information and instead allowed for exploration of the young person's
understanding of their own situation . I t also allowed for early identification
where the young person had a particular disability or sensitivity (for example
bereavement or denial ) .

3 .2 .2.2 .2 Questionnaire design/location
A questionnaire was devised (appendix I ) with a view to conducting in depth and
structured interviews . The questionnaire was designed as an aide to the interview,
to be completed in the course of the face to face interview . The questionnaire used
a variety of question designs depending on what was being asked and included
open, closed , Likert scales and free text to allow greater description.
The fields allowing for greater des<:ription were interspersed throughout the
entire questionnaire.

However, in recognition that more complex and less
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tangible issues which explore beliefs and deeply held values is limited (Marshall
and Rossman , 1 999 ) , it was anticipated that young people may simply want to
develop free-ranging discussion prompted by specific questions or clusters of
questions .
For ethical reasons it was not possible to pilot the questionnaire directly with
young people . However. i n vi ew of the critical importance of the questionnaire
design and the inevitable difficulties most researchers face i n designing and
writing a good questionnaire ( Oppenhe i m , 1 992) , e xtensive reviews of the
quest ionnaire were made in consultation with the head of the unit where the
research sample was based .
The main focus of the interview was designed to explore:
• Young people's understanding of the charge , the criminal process
( including the trial process) and the extent to which they felt they
understood what was happening to them ,
" the extent to which the child felt they had been fairly treated,
• the consequences of the conviction ,
• Young people' s understanding of risk management provisions,
i ncluding \vhat it means to be a Schedule I offender/notification
requirements ,
• Young

people's

views

as

to

how

the

risk

management

structures/conviction will affect them later in life in terms of
employment , personal development , forming relationships etc.
As demonstrated by the findings , although the questionnaire was designed wi th only
limited reference to young people " s experiences prior to contact with the criminal justice
system , rich data , in relation t1J this area. emanated from the discussions during the
i nterviews .
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3 .2 .2 .2 .3 Details of facilities available for the investigation at the collaborating
establishment
The interviews took place at the unit. The placement is very well respected and is
run by experienced staff. The home had facilitated research in the past and has
agreed to assist with thi s proj ect . Staff at the home were consulted on the project
and have assi sted with the des ign of the project to ensure the safety and well
being of al l involved .
Interview rooms were made available and staff were available to support the young
people as required before , during and after the i nterviews. The placement also provided
space for case papers to be reviewed in pri vate .

3.2 .2 3 Research with professionals
As noted above , interviews with professionals were designed to complement and
illuminate the responses provided by the young people . Ten professionals were
selected and i nterviewed for thi s purpose . A summary of the sample is set out at
Figure 6 . Gaining access and consent to thi s group i s considered under ethical
considerations below .
3 .2 .2 .3 . 1 Selecting professionals for interview
The sample was purposive given the very limited number of professionals with
significant and relevant experience in this field. This ensured , as with the young
people, a data rich sample capable of providing an informed view, rather than a
sample representati ve of all professionals in general .
The nature of the cases within the sample of young people meant that there was an
extensive range of professional involvement. This allowed for identification of a
range of different professionals who would be able to provide light on the
experiences of children in the criminal justice system. The professionals selected
were either involved with the young people in the sample , or they were able to
identify appropriate colleagues to assist.
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3 .2.2 .3 .2 Appreciative inquiry
Given that the professionals were selected for their expertise in a particular aspect
of young people ' s experiences and that the research was to be primarily young
person led , it seemed inappropriate to use the same method of interview .
Appreciative inquiry (Cooperrider and Srivastva, 1 987) was selected as an
appropriate theoretical foundation for an open ended method of interviewing
professional s . Appreciative inquiry has been considered an appropriate model to
use i n interviewing professional s in i nstitutional settings (Liebling et al , 1 999) and
aims to encourage a reflective and creative approach , allowing the subject to draw
on their own chosen narratives ( Ludema, 2002; Khalsa, 2002) .
The method is particularly wel l su ited to qualitative i nductive research , designed
to explore new ideas and possibil ities. In this case professionals were asked two
questions:
• What i s the nature and extent of your experience working with young
people with hannful sexual behaviour?
• What are your main reflections?
The professionals were assured of their anonymity at the beginning of the
interview to ensure that each felt at ease to speak their mind. They were also
provided with a ful l transcri pt of the interview and an opportunity to further
reflect and comment on the final piece .
3 .2 .2 .3 .3 Seminar feedback
In order to test the extent to which the findings from the young people' s responses
were likely to reflect the views and experiences of other children with harmful
sexual behaviour, the interim findings were tested at a workshop attended by
practitioners from a broad range of backgrounds. The broad questions put to the
young people were posed to the seminar audience, comprised of around thirty
professionals from a range of backgrounds including residential care homes ,
therapeutic service providers, YOT workers , probation officers and child and
adolescent mental health workers. The participants discussed what they would
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expect the young people to say i n response to the issues raised based on their own
experiences from practice and then relayed these to the group . The responses were
broad l y in line with the responses and issues raised by the young people .

33 Limitations on the research
The study i s based on a smal l number of boys connected to a single establishment,
complemented by the reflections of a range of professionals in this specialist field .
The findi ngs cannot accordingly be considered representative of the experiences
of young people with harmful sexual behaviour in the criminal justice system ,
especial ly in light of the varied outcomes for such children noted in the l iterature
( Love ll , 2002 ) .
O n the other hand , the sample size represents a significant proportion of children
convicted of serious sexual offences given the rel atively low numbers of children
convicted of serious sexual offences at any given time . This is demonstrated by
the fact that most of the sample (n=7) had been i n detention prior to being placed
in the unit. Recent Ministry of Justice data suggests that the number of children in
the secure estate for 20 1 l - 20 1 2 where the primary offence i s a sexual offence
was just 79 (Ministry of Justice , 20 1 3 ) .

Therefore the sample represents a

significant proportion of children sentenced at the higher end of the spectrum for
sexual offences . Further, the experiences of those at the more serious end of the
spectrum provide an opportunity for full analysis of the c1iminal justice journeys
of those children including examination of their experiences in the build up to the
offence and their experiences as thei r risk is deemed to have reduced and they
prepare to return to the wider community .
I n these circumstances , the findings fi l l a considerable gap in the literature and
provide useful insights into the perspectives of experiences of children with
harmful sexual behaviour in the criminal justice system that may form the basis
for w ider research.
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3. 4 Ethical considerations
The sensitive nature of the research raised a number of ethical issues which
required careful planning .
3.4.1 Access to participants
A process of seeking willing consent from young people to participate in the
project was devised with ass istance from staff at the placement. Young people
were asked if they were wil l i ng to take part by unit staff that they knew well and
then again at the beginning of the interview.
Unit staff were briefed i n writing about the research i n advance of asking the
young people to engage . The rationale behi nd this approach was so as to ensure
that the young people did not feel obliged to take part i n the interview when faced
with the presence of an eager researcher.
As noted above , access to professional participants was based on their connection
to the sample . Professionals were approached by the researcher and offered an
opportunity to be i nterviewed on an anonymous basis.

In some instances ,

colleagues were rec ommended instead or in addition .
3.4.2 Informed consent
It was essential to obtain informed and willing consent from the participants.
I nformation about the project was generated and participants were infonned that
their identity would be protected. This was essential given the relatively specialist
nature of the work and the group, a decision was made at an early stage not to
describe detail s of the offences or other features that would lead to the
identification of the young people or professionals.
In many cases, due to the age of the young: people, it was also necessary to obtain
the consent of parents or guardians . Again, unit staff approached the young
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people's parents or guardians , including their local authority if applicable, to seek
consent where required .
As part of the process informed consent was obtained from each young person to
view their pre sentence report, their asset core profiles and other relevant case
papers .
The purpose of obtai ning this information was in order to verify factual aspects
relating to the young people's criminal justice experiences and to situate the young
people's responses in the context of information gathered by professionals
working with them . For i nstance, access to this i nformation allowed verification
as to whether a young person had correctly understood their sentence . Similarly,
an independent point of reference to understand whether their perception that they
had not previously been in trouble for sexualised behaviour was matched with
( objective) information gathered by professionals on early instances of sexualised
behaviour. Another benefit derived from considering third party information was
to minimise the risk of referring to issues and that would be distressing the person
during the interview . This was an important ethical consideration as many young
people have suffered from neglect , abuse and bereavement and may find passing
references to related topics traumatic .
Young people were asked for their consent for consideration of thi s information
on the understanding that there would not be an in-depth analysis of it in the
resulting research . The decision was also made not to discuss the information
contained in these documents with the young people so as not to detract from the
interview research being young person led .
The nature of the research was explained to young people along with the
possibil ity that it would be publi shed . All young people were asked if they would
l ike to be kept informed o f progress and whether they \Vished to remain
contactable if possible for this puqx)sc .

In order to ensure informed consent, the nature of the research project was
explained personally to each professional prior to the interview and each
professional was provided with an opportunity to consider the written transcript of
their interview .
The only exception to this concerned the information gathered at the seminar
where it was made clear at the beginning of the session that feed back would be
incorporated into the project if appropri ate .

3.4.3 Confidentiality and disclosures of harm or illegal activity
Intervi ews took place i n a private setting with support available if requested .
Careful consideration was give n to whether or not i nterviews should be recorded
and staff at the placement were consulted . It was fel t that the young people would
not feel at ease with the i r conversations being tape-recorded . Therefore detail ed
notes were made by hand and typed up as soon after the interview as possible.
Several young people found the i nterview experience intense and the interviews
were sometimes spl it over several sessions to avoid overloading.
It was explained to e ach young participant at the beginning of the i nterview that if
he disclosed anything that suggested that a child, young person or vulnerable adult
may be at risk of serious harm . the child protection pol icy of the placement would
be followed and that this \Vould becnme a matter for unit staff.
To avoid problem:-. concerning data storage of anything of the factual information
gathered by professional s . this information was simply viewed on site and
absorbed by the researcher.
The transcripts of interviev,i did not provide any detai ls on them that could
identify the young person but were nevertheless stored in a locked office.
Professional interviews \i.'ere: t·onducttd at mutually agreed times and places.

3.4.4 Ensuring safety of researchers and participants
It was agreed that prior to interview, placement staff would undertake a risk
assessment of each indivi dual young person and inform the researcher of any
precautions or actions that need to be undertaken to ensure the safety of the
participant and the researcher. When the researcher was alone, she was provided
with access to a cordless phone with an emergency button on it to ensure that she
was safe at al l times: thi s is standard practice for those attending young people
alone at the unit. The safety of participants was in accordance with the unit's own
worki ng practices . All young people had access to support from a key worker or
therapist before , during and following the i nterview if they wanted. Any concerns
that arose as a result of the interview were di scussed in a de-briefing and, if
appropriate , measures could be put in p lace to monitor and assist the young person .
Thi s included rai sing issues with staff where pockets of confusion arose about the
young person· s legal issues. such as understanding of the notification
requirements or confusion between the register and Sarah ' s law.

3 .4 .5 Mechani sms to withdraw from the research
Every partici pant was informed at every stage of the process of their abi lity to
withdraw from the research at any stage and , i n the case of young people ,
placement staff were be asked to ensure that participants continued to be aware of
this and offer assi stance i n achieving this.

3 5 Analysis of data
I nterview material was analysed using a ' framework ' approach (Ritchie and
Spencer. 1 994) and considered the context of the secondary data that had been
collated and assessed .

This approach has been identified as appropriate for

anlaysing qualitati ve data in appl ied social policy research (Srivastava and
Thomson , 2009 ) . Fol low ing a process of irnrnersion in. or ' familiarisation' with ,
the data . the researcher developed a 'thematic framework' reflecting the dominant
themes emerging from the participants' responses . I nterview transcr"i"pts were then
<
to illuminate
subject to · indexing' and •charting· (a form of qualitative coling)
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participants ' perspectives in relation to the identified themes . A s noted in the
methodology , the young people ' s perspectives have not been presented following
the rigid structure of the questionnaires . Thi s is because the respon ses to various
questions and issues overlapped and provided different layers of understanding
and perspectives at various points in the interview .

The professionals'

perspectives have been interspersed as appropriate to i ll uminate or contexualise
i ssues rai sed by the young people.

In order to allow for better analysis and

structured argument the data was presented in three chronological stages,
replicating the way that the criminal j ustice system somewhat artificially slices
young people ' s l i ves into segments .

Chapter 4: Understanding the legal framework
The l aw attempts to deal with the concern that sexualised behaviour can be
harmful by designating such behaviour capable of criminal sanction. The law also
criminal ises behaviour that might be acceptable between adults but is not
acceptable between adults and children or between children . The impact of the
legal framework on child perpetrators , many of whom fall between the age of
criminal responsibil ity at ten and the age of sexual consent at sixteen , can only be
understood by a thorough examination of the principles underpinning the law , the
legal framework that applies and some consideration of the historical development
of the law .

4.1 Role and purpose of the law in regulating behaviour
Bandalli (2000) defines the criminal law as a method of social control, prohibiting
certain conduct , defining states of mind and capacities in order to secure liability .
Yet, Bandal li argues , the criminal law is "only one method of social control"
applied to children who are regulated by many alternative methods including
famil y . peers and schools (2000 , p.92 ) .

Bandall i argues that the negative

associations of stigma and humiliation that attach to the use of the criminal law
mean that it should be avoided wherever possible .
This notion of last resort has the potential to be particularly effective with young
people in l ight of the research that children tend to naturally grow out of crime.
Such evidence goes some way to supJX)rt Edwin Schur' s admonition that public
policy should be gu ided by the injunction to ' leave the kids alone' wherever
possible ( ( Schur. 1 973) as cited by Bateman. 20 1 3 , p.1"1 9).
As Padfield (2004, p.2 ) , citing Ashworth . outlines, the criminal l aw in England
and Wales is founded on a num. bcr of key principles. While the notion of ' last
resort' features in this list. it is just one of many , including:

• The principle of welfare , upholding the common good
• The principle of prevention of harm to others
• The pri nciple of minimal intervention: the law should not criminalise too
much behaviour
• The principle of social responsibility : society requires a certain level of
cooperation between citizens
• The principle of proportionate response: the response of the criminal law
should be reasonably proportionate to the harm committed or threatened
• The principle of maximum certainty: people should have fair warning
about the cri minal l aw
• The principle of fair labelling: offences should be labelled so as to reflect
the seriousness of the law breaking
Many of these principles cannot be straight-forwardly applied to young people
engaged in unlawful sexual activity where the circumstances are often disputed ,
and knowledge and understanding may be hazy .

However, decisions to

criminal i se certain forms of sexual behaviour may reflect a tendency to put the
principle of preventing harm above other principles .
Easton and Piper argue that developments in criminal law , especially following
the sentencing framework provided in the Criminal Justice Act (CJA) 2003, have
' re inforced the util itarian aspect of sentencing and puni shment' (Easton and Piper,
2005 , ip. 1 0 1 ) .
A utilitarian approach can be loosely described as prioritising the ' deterrence'
element of punishment.

Bentham is regarded as the source of modern

utilitarianism and his arguments were based on the principle of utility described
by Easton and Piper as the • minimisation of pain and suffering and the
max imisation of pleasure ' (Easton and Piper, 2005 , p.104) . In order to achieve
the greatest happiness for the greatest number, utilitarianism may involve
punishment of those whose behaviour jeopardises the happiness of the many , even
though it wil l result in pai n and suffering for the offender. An extension of this
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line of reasoning concludes that punishment i s justified as it is ' good for society,
sacrificing a few i ndividuals for the greater good of others ' (Easton and Piper,
2005 , p . 106). However, B entham allows room within his theory for the principle
of proportionality so that the utilitarianism is not used to justify disproportionate
punishment, and proportionality in sentencing is also recognised as a general
principle of sentencing and protected under the Human Rights Act 1 998 .
However, there is some room for justifying disproportionate penalties in
Bentham ' s theory where the positive outcome i s for the good of society at large .
Easton and Piper point out that thi s could include instances of punishing the
i nnocent (Easton and Piper, 2005 ) . They identify four consequences that justify
pun ishment under a contemporary util itarian approach: general deterrence , special
deterrence , incapacitation and rehabilitation .

4.2 Role and purpose of the law in regulating children's sexual behaviour
Each of the four consequences identified by Easton and Piper that justify
pun ishment under a contemporary utilitarian approach can be applied to the
application of the criminal law to children engaging in harmful sexual behaviour:
(i)

General deterrence: i t is arguable that the very existence of a robust
legal framework criminalising harmful sexual behaviour could deter
children from engaging in it . However, the criticatl questions here will
be whether children have sufficient knowledge of precisely what the
law prohibits for it to function effectively as a general deterrent and
disseminator of information .

(ii)

Special deterrence: it is clearly arguable that a child convicted of
harmful sexual behaviour and punished for it is likely to be deterred
from repeating the act in the future .

(iii)

Incapacitation : the range of punishments available to children for
harmful sexual behaviour are outlined at Chapter 4.6. They range
from community sanctions to life imprisonment. Clearly, a child who
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(iv)

i s detain ed or placed under robus t supervisi on will be restric
ted from
repe at offend ing for the duration of the restric tion impos ed 1 •

Rehab il itation : children convicted of harmful sexual behavi our will as
a con sequen ce come to the attention of authori ties. This may increas e

the likelihood of profess ional assistan ce towards rehabili tation ,
althoug h equally the criminal justice process may delay such steps or
create problem s of its own . As Muncie, (2006) argues , the role of the
c ri minal law in rehabilitation means that "to gain access to welfare
serv ices . or perhaps more accurately be 'targeted ' by an ' interventio n' ,
c h i ldren and families must be seen to have ' failed' . . . " (p.36) . Thomas
argues that ' there is even a case for lengthening the period of
registration for young offenders rather than halving it, in order to
support treatment . . .' (Thomas 2009, p .493) . The literature around the
potentially negative consequences inherent in system contact (McAra
and Mc Vi e . 2007; 20 10) and the notion of spoiled identities outlined at
Chapter 2 .3 pose serious questions about the efficacy of rehabilitation
in a criminal justice context.

Beyond these aims, a broader justification for the intervention of the criminal law
in the reg u l ation of sexual behaviour is the view espoused by Durkheim, that the
law is to ' reflect the moral climate already existing in society' (Cotterrell, 1 999 ,
p. 1 68 ) . This would accord with judicial comment about the need to send out
· messages· to society about acceptable behaviour. A striking example of this
approach can be seen in the judicial comments by the Lord Chief Justice in R v
Blackslww and others [20 1 1 ] EWCA Crim 23 1 2 where the Court of Appeal
considered ten sentences imposed in respect of offences committed during
nationwide riots in 20 I l .

The Court of Appeal held that even though the

sentences departed dramatically from the guidelines in relation to the offences
when viewed in isolation, they were justified and lawful in the context of
nat ionwide unrest .

In passing judgment, Lord Justice Judge referred to "an

1 s,�e 6.:-! hclow for the number of children convicted under s5 and the estimated number
o f ehi ldrcn im:urceratc<l for it. See also 2."1 above.
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overwhelming obligation on sentencing courts to do what they can to ensure the
protection of the public . . . " through the "imposition of severe sentences, intended
to provide both punishment and deterrence" and concluded that the "sentences
should be designed to deter others from similar criminal activity" (paragraph 4) .
In R v G [2009] 1 AC 92 Baroness Hale made similar observations about the
social function of the law in sending out a strong message:
" [T]he message of sections 9 and 1 3 is that any sort of sexual activity with
a child under 1 6 is an offence , unless in the case of a child who has
reached 1 3 the perpetrator reasonably bel ieved that the child was aged 1 6
or over. There are many good policy reasons for the law to convey that
message , not only to adults but also to the children themselves .
49 . SS reinforces that message . Penetrative sex is the most serious form of
sexual activ ity , from which children under 1 3 (who may well not yet have
reached puberty ) deserve to be protected whether they like it or not ."
(paragraphs 48 and 49)
However, Durkheim does not suggest that the law shapes moral standards and
argues that ' l w ]hen the law forbids acts which public opinion considers
i noffensive , we are indignant with the law not with the act it punishes' (cited in
Cotterrel l , 1 999 , p . 1 68 ) . A particular difficulty may arise when social realities
appear to clash with stated public opinion . For instance, Durkheim uses the
example of legislation that would facilitate divorce by mutual consent on the basis
that it would send a negative signal about society' s willingness to defend the
sanctity of marriage . In the same way , there is arguably a strong role for the law
in reassuring society about what is and what i s not acceptable behaviour between
children , even if the practical application of the law may not always provide the
most effective way of rehabilitating the children involved.
Setting the Boundaries ( Home Office. 2000). a government paper reviewing
se xual offences and a precursor to the SOA 2003 , explicitly deals with the role of
the law to set ' standards of acceptable and unacceptable conduct' and to protect
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children i n the 'field of sexual relations because they are physically and
emotionally dependent and not yet fully physically or psychologically mature' .
Similarly , Crown Prosecution Service (CPS ) guidance on child sex offences
committed by children or young persons states that:
"The overriding purpose of the legi slation is to protect children and it was
not Parl iament' s i ntention to punish children unnecessarily or for the
criminal law to intervene where it was wholly inappropriate . Consensual
sexual activity between , for example, a 1 4 or 1 5 year-old and a teenage
partner would not normally require criminal proceedings in the absence of
aggravating features" (CPS , 20 1 3b).
The Constitutional Court in South Africa commenced its j udgment in the Teddy
f

Bear Clinic For Ahused Ch ildren and Another v Minister o" Justice and
Constitutional Development and Another l20 1 3 ] ZACC 35 w ith a note on the role
of the l aw in protecting children :
"Ch i ldren are precious members o f o u r society and any law that affects
them must have due regard to thei r vulnerability and their need for
guidance . We have a duty to ensure that they receive the support and
assistance that is necessary for their positive growth and development .
I ndeed , thi s Court has recognised that children merit special protection
through legislation that guards and enforces their rights and liberties . We
must be carefu l . however, to ensure that , in attempting to guide and protect
children , our i ntervcntions <lo not expose them to harsh circumstances
which can only have adverse effects on their development." (paragraph 1 ) .
The recognition b y the South African constitutional court o f the potential adverse
effects that the impos ition of the criminal law can have on children ' s development
is borne out to a certain extent in the literature on spoiled identities (see Chapter
2 .3 ) . However, research by Coy et al ( 20 1 3 ) highlights the possibility that the
presence of a strict legal framework regulating young people's sexual behaviour
has inhibited imprn1m1t research in this area. The authors comment that research
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on how young people negotiate consent i s still rare and , citing Thomson (2004) ,
note that "the legal framing of an ' age of consent' is a form of prohibition which
has , to date , precluded a positive discussion of consensual sex" (Coy et al , p .87) .
However, the research with young people that does exist on role of the law in
regulating their activity does suggest that young people question the authority of
the law to police their dec ision-making (Coy et al , 20 1 3 , citing Thomson , 2004
and Smette et al , 2009 ) .

43 Criminal responsibility and consent

The particular role of the law in protecting chi ldren must also be considered in the
context of the different approach that the law applies to children as distinct from
adults . Thi s phenomenon of a distinct youth justice , referred to briefly at Chapter
2 .2 and outl ined below at Chapter 4 .4, is framed by the 1igid or bright lines that
mark out certain actions as permissible or punishable by virtue of a person ' s age .
A particular feature of Eng l ish law is the different ages which appear to apply in
different legal contexts, presenting an impression of inconsistency or fickleness
within the legal approach . For instance , while children are legally defined by the
Children Act (CA) 1 989 s I 05( 1 ) as those under the age of 1 8 , criminal
responsibi l ity in England and Wales begi ns at the age of ten (Children and Young
Persons Act ( C Y PA ) 1 933 sSO , as amended by CYPA 1 963 s 1 6( 1 ) ) , which is the
lowest i n Europe and a child must wait for a further six years before being able to
engage in sexual activity lawfully (SOA 2003 ss9 and 1 3) and a further eight
years unti l they can marry without parental consent (Marriage Act 1 949 ss2 and 3)
or vote until they are 1 8 (Janes, 2009).
A reviev; by the Electoral Commission in 2003 concluded that the voting age
should remain at 1 8 based pn.:dominantly on perceptions of maturity and readiness
for decision- making (Janes 2009). if the age of criminal responsibility were to be
determ ined by perceptions of children 's maturity and readiness for decision-
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making , the debate as to what age it should fall at might be simpler to grapple
with . However, as Church et al (20 13) observe , the age of criminal responsibility
i s "one of the most complex , contested and controversial questions confronting
modem juvenile/youth justice systems" (p .99) .

While the authors define the

minimum age of crimi nal responsibility as "the age at which a child is deemed to
be sufficiently ' mature ' to be held responsible before the substantive criminal law"
(p.99 ) , since the abol ition of doli incapax (meaning ' incapable of crime ' ) and in
light of the presence of strict liabil ity offences affecting children that take no
account of their frame of mind (see Chapter 4.5 .2) , it appears problematic to
accept this definition . Unless a statute explicitly precl udes a child from its scope ,
any law passed appl ies to a child over the age of criminal responsibility.

I n fact , there is no evidence in the extensive l iterature on this subject that the
designation of the age of ten for criminal responsibility followed such a rationale.
As noted i n ' Rules of Engagement' (Centre for Social Justice , 20 12) , it appeared
that the deci sion to increase the age of criminal responsibility in 1 963 from eight
to ten was reached on "a somewhat arbitrary basis" (20 1 2 , p .20 1 ) . This view i s
corroborated b y the fact that the C Y PA 1 969 did contain provision to raise the age
of criminal responsibility to 1 4 . However, thi s was never implemented and the
provi sion was repealed in the CJA 1 99 l . Thus , it appears decisions about the age
of crim inal responsibility are more about politics than scientific evidence in
relation to maturity . However. there i s a growing body of evidence that maturity
and readiness for decision making are qualities that develop substantially after the
age of criminal responsibil ity ( Delmargc , 20 1 3 ) .

Conversely, a s the legal h istory o f the age for sexual consent outlined at Chapter
4 .8 reveal s , anx ious scrutiny has been lavished on determining the age at which it
should be considered appropriate to engage in sexual activity .

Similarl y ,

contemporary debates about the age of consent appear t o engage i n thoughtful
discussion about the realities of young people's lives and their readiness for
sexual activity (se e , for instance , BBC, 20 1 3 ) .
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A comparison with other countries reveals a very different approach to the age of
criminal responsibility and consent . A review of the ages of consent in European
countries that have such an age, reveal that nowhere is this age set lower than 1 2
years (Graupner, 2002) .
A brief survey of international ages of criminal responsibility compared to ages of
consent reveal that England is the one of the only countries in Europe that has an
age of consent that i s �igujfiqi_mly higher than the age of criminal responsibility
(Hazel , 2008 ; Howard League for Penal Reform , 2008; Bunting , 20 1 3 ; Graupner,
2002 ) . A child becomes criminally responsible at the age of ten but must wait for
some 6 years before being able to engage in sexual activity without fear of
criminal sarn.:tion . The c losest position to thi s is Ireland where the age of consent
remains 1 7 and the age of responsibility is 1 2 , and The Netherlands , where the age
of consent i s 1 6 and the age of cri m inal res ponsibility is 1 2 . Elsewhere, the gap
between criminal responsibility and the age of consent narrows , with countries
such as France having a two year difference between criminal responsibility and
the age of consent. In some jurisdictions the two relevant ages are aligned . In
other countries , such as Luxembourg and Portugal , one is able to consent to
sexual activity befor_e becoming crim inally responsible.
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Figu re 4 International Ages Of C riminal Responsibility Compared To Ages Of Consent

Country

Age of Criminal Responsibility

Age of Consent

England and Wales

10

16

France

13

15

Gennany

14

14

Luxembourg

18

16

Portugal

16

14

The Netherlands

12

16

Ireland

12

17

Bulgaria

14

14

Sources: derived from Bunting , 20 1 3 : Graupner, 2002: Hazel , 2008 .
The contrast between the age of consent and criminal responsibility is England
and Wales suggests that the system lacks coherence and runs contrary to the
requirement of international law to treat children differently from adults (Bateman ,
20 I 2) .

4.4 A distinct youth justice system
The development of a distinct youth justice system both in international law and
in England and Wales with n "distance , conceptually and spatially from the adult
criminal justice system" is well recognised (Easton and Piper, 20 1 2 , p.226).
Citing Professor Radzi110\vicz and Professor Hood in his lecture 'Justice for the
Young ' , 1 997 , Lord B ingham noted that there were no differentiations in the trial
process or punishments that could be imposed based on the age of the offender
until well into the nineteenth century:
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" [B l y the beginning of this century it was accepted that young offenders
formed a distinct category of offenders from whom special arrangements
were necessary . The Children Act 1 908 was a major reforming measure
which reflected thi s change of attitude to young offenders ." ( p .3)
The English courts have repeatedly acknowledged that young people should be
treated differently from adults ( see for example , R v. Lang and 12 others [2006] 2
All ER 4 1 0 and R (on the application c�f' Smith ) v Secretary qf' State for the Home
Department [ 2005 ] UKHL 5 1 at paragraph 23 ) .
A s recogn ised by Lord Justice Thomas in his lecture to the Young Defendants '
conference , ' like much else i n the law , there has been no straight line logical
development' (200 9 , p .3 ) . For instance , although the legal defi nition of a child
was clarified as 1 8 by the Chi ldren Act 1 989, it was not until the passage of the
CJA 1 99 1 that many of dividing l ines between adult and youth provisions in the
criminal law were re-drawn at 1 8 .

While a number of anomalies remained (and some still remain), it is arguable that
legislation , pol icy and practice have been adapted over time towards achieving a
coherent youth justice system where those under the age of eighteen are treated
differently from adults . Where anomalies have continued , attempts to iron them
out have been large ly successful , as demonstrated in the recent case of R on the
application of C \' Secretury tfState for the Home Department [20 1 3] EWHC 982
(Admin ) where the Court accepted that seventeen year olds should be entitled to
appropriate adults at the police station along with other children. In passing
judgment the Court categorically stated ·'since the Children Act 1908 , the criminal
justice system has acknowledged that y<mng offenders should receive different
treatment from adults" ( paragrnph 3 1 ).

The rationale behind a separate system for children has varied over time and
jurisdiction . However, in the ea� of EnglanJ and Wales it is possible to discern
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trends in youth justice , influenced by notions of ' welfare' and 'justice' (Muncie ,
2009; Easton and Piper, 20 1 2) .
According to Muncie (2009) c iting Stewart and Tutt ( 1 987), the ' welfare approach'
is based on assumptions i ncl uding the notion that delinquency is a product of
neglect and unmet needs that require rehabilitation and that young people who
offend and other children in need share many characteristics and can effectively
be dealt with through a single system.
According to Easton and Piper the welfare approach to justice is ' associated with
interventionist measures of c are , protection and rehabilitation which have drawn
on knowledge from medicine and cri minology since the early twentieth century '
(2005 . p . 1 94) . Predicated on the assumption that "all interventions should be
directed to meeting the needs of young people. rather than responding to their
deeds" ( Muncie. 2009 . p.282 ) , some criticise the welfare approach as ignoring
children ' s rights and capacity for autonomous action .
According to Muncie (2009) citing Stewart and Tutt ( 1 987) , the 'justice approach'
is based on assumptions including the notion that delinquency is a matter of
choice and that people should be accountable for their actions . The punishment
should fit the cri me and there should be a strong focus on due process and the rule
of law . The right of a child to participate effectively is guaranteed by Article 6 of
the European Convention on Human Rights, just as it is for an adult. The
European Court of Human Rights has set out the full extent of what this means:
" IE]ffective participati on in this context presupposes that the accused has a
broad unde rstanding of the nature of the trial process and of what is at
stake for him or her, including the significance of any penalty which may
be imposed ." (SC' v CK, 2005 40 EHRR 10, paragraph 29)
In that case the particular disadvantages of the young defendant meant that he
cou ld not participate effectively . The Court concluded at paragraph 35 that it was
essential SC be tried in a
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" [S]pecialist tribunal which is able to give full consideration to and make
proper allowance for the handicaps under which he labours , and adapt its
procedure accordingly" .
Even if the justice model could be adapted to achieve procedural fairness , it has
been criticised as unable to deliver ' substantive justice' as it fails take into
account the social d isadvantages and development of children (Easton and Piper,
20 1 2 , c iting Scraton and Haydon 2002 , p .246) .
The welfare model of justice should not be confused with the application by the
Courts of the welfare principle , recognised by the Courts in R ( F and Thompson) v
Secretary cfState for the Home Department [2008 ] EWHC 3 1 70:
" [ T j he courts have consistently approached consideration of measure s
which are to b e applied to children o n the basis that the immaturity of a
chi ld offender must be taken into consideration as being of prime
importance ." (paragraph 1 9)
A simi lar approach was advocated by Mr Justice Collins in R( M) v the Chief
Magistrate !20 1 0 ! EW HC 433 (Admin ) :
"The wel fare o f the child i s a n important and indeed fundamental
consideration in determining how a child who has committed offences
should be d e alt with" ( paragraph 7 ) .
The development of the application of the welfare principle in decisions affecting
children across all areas of law should not be confused with the nature of the
youth justice system itself. In fact, the statutory purpose of the youth justice
system , as set out at s37 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1 998 , simply states that its
purpose is to prevent rcoffending - an aim that can arguably accommodate either
wel fare or a justice approach ,
Despi te powerful comments about the applkation of the best interests and welfare
pri rn.:ipks in the higher courts , there is evi<lem.;e that as a matter of policy and
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practice , youth justice has taken a punitive tum (Muncie and Goldson, 2006) .
Muncie and Goldson describe how there existed a remarkable consensus
internationall y that "care and control of young offenders was thought best placed
in the hands of social service agencies and professionals" until at least the 1 970s.
H owever, they comment that , by 1 980s , "this consensus began to unravel" as the
emphasis shifted from care to control (Muncie and Goldson , 2006 , p . 1 97).
I t is within this context that the specific legal framework that deals with sexual
offending by children must be considered .

45 The la w on sexual offending by children

4.5 .1 What sexual behaviour amounts to a criminal offence'?
The definitions of sexual offending as a matter of law and sexually abusive
behaviour generally differ. Ryan and Lane ( 1 997) as cited in Whittle et al (2006,
p .9) a joint report commissioned by the Department of Health and the Home
Office , have offered an explanation of sexually abusi ve behaviour, defining it as:
"any sexual interaction with person(s) of any age that is perpetrated ( 1 )
against the victi m ' s will , (2) without consent, or (3) in an aggressive ,
exploitative , manipulative or threatening manner."
By contrast, sexual offending that transgresses the law will amount to any conduct
that falls within any of the numerous sexual offences defined by law conducted by
a person over the age of ten .

4.5.2 Strict liability and mens rea
Most criminal offences require the accused to intend to commit the offence . Thus
the need for a person to have the mens rea to commit rape means that the accused
must have intended to have scxunl intercourse either in the absence of consent or
in the absence of a reasonahle bel ief in consent.
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However, there are a number of strict liability offences , such as rape of a child
under 1 3 (s5 , SOA 2003 ) . In the case of this offence , the usual abusive features of
rape such as absence of consent or aggression need not be present for the offence
to be committed: the action will be deemed ' exploitative' by virtue of the child' s
age , regardless of whether or not the offender knew that the child was under 1 3
and regardless of the age of the offender.

4.53 The statutory framework: offences
The SOA 2003 was an attempt to codify the law on sexual offences . lt repealed
most of the relevant previous acts and created a number of new offences , as well
as a new scheme to deal w ith children who commit sexual offences .
The SOA 2003 finds its origin i n a government review of sexual offences (Home
Office , 2000 ) . The review was in part a response to the continuing debate about
equal ising the age of consent for homosexuals (Waites, 2005) and also in
recognition of the pressing need to reform the law relating to sexual offences .
The SOA 2003 was therefore designed to consol idate sexua"l offences in England
and Wales and to i ron out absurd inconsistencies in the pre-existing legislation .
For instance , an offence of unlawful intercourse with a girl under 1 6 carried a
maximum penalty of two years whereas an offence of consensual indecent assault,
such as "petting" a 1 6 year old , carried a maximum penalty of ten years .
In the introduction to the green paper, Setting th e Boundaries ( Home Office,
2000) the then Mini ster , Jack Straw explained the purpose of the sex offences
review:
'to consider the existing law on sex offences, and to make
recommendations for clear and coherent offences that protect individuals,
especially children and the more vulnerable , from abuse and exploitation ,
and enable abusers to be appropriately punished .' ( Home Office , 2000 ,
p.l ).
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The emphasi s on specific protection for vulnerable children i s a theme that
continues throughout the consultation documentation and into the final Act with
the specific crimes again st children appearing prominently in the new Act . The
Act included for the first time a statutory definition of consent, as well as new
offences concerning grooming and internet offences , trafficking and voyeurism
and statutory rape of a child under 1 3 . Many of the offences would technically
c ri m i na l i se consensual activity between children. Professor Spencer has
commented that other jurisdictions have avoided the ' undesirable results this Act
produces· hy citing the Criminal Code enacted i n France in 1 994 which contains
an o ffence of consensual sexual behaviour with persons who are under the age of
1 5 ( Spencer . 2004 , p .355 ) . H e also notes that, in contrast with the earlier law , it
can onl y be committed by those aged 1 8 or over.
A lthough the review committee ' s overriding concern was to protect children from
adult sexual abuse , some consideration was given to sexual activity between
chi l dren . I n fact the green paper made a recommendation that an offence of
sex ual activity between minors be introduced and used for cases where children
engaged in sexual intercourse ( Home Office, 2000) . It w as envisaged that such an
offence would be abl e to deal sensitively and appropriately with consensual sex
between m inors \Vith an emphasis on diversion and alternative disposals.
Eventually . this recommendation materialised in the form of s 1 3 of the Act which
al lows certain offences by adults committed with children to apply where the
defendant is a child. These offences are set out at ss9 to 1 2 of the Act and
i nclude :
sex ual activity with a child ,

•

..
..
..

penetration of a chil d

causin g o r incitin g a child to engage i n sexua l activity ,
engagi ng in sexua l activity in the prese nce of a child and
causi ng a child to watch a sexual act.
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However, s 1 3 of the Act provides a special framework to enable children
convicted under ss9 to 1 2 to be charged under s 1 3 and treated in a more lenient
w ay by capping the maximum sentence available to five years:
"Section I 3: Child sex offences committed by children or young persons
( 1 ) A person under 1 8 commits an offence if he does anything which
would be an offence under any of sections 9 to 1 2 if he were aged 1 8 .
(2) A person gui lty of an offence under this section i s liable (a) on summary conviction , to i mprisonment for a tem1 not exceeding 6
months or a fine not exceeding the statutory maximum or both ;
(b) on conviction on indictment , to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
5 years ."
While the range of punishments permitted for child defendants under s 1 3 is
significantly less than those available to adults, there does not appear to be any
e mphasi s on diversion and alternative disposals in the legislation itself. Further,
there is nothin g to stop children being prosecuted under ordinary provisions for
serious sexual offences , including rape under s l or strict liability or statutory rape
of a child under 1 3 under s5 . As the analysis of data at Chapter 2 .4.2 shows ,
children accounted for around 20 % of pre and post court disposals for this
offence i n 20 1 1 .i The case of R v G, analysed below , highlights some of the
concerns connected to this offence .
However, the broad construction of s9 to include almost all forms of sexual
activ ity means that any offence could be prosecuted under s 1 3 .

4.5.4 When does the law bite? The decision to prosecute
It will be a matter for the prosecution to decide the appropriate section for
charging . This gives the prosecutor deciding the appropriate charge an element of
control as to the parameters of the sentence.
I n R v G it was argued , both in the House of Lords and the European Court , that
the Crown acted unduly harshly by prosecuting G under s5 rather than under s 1 3 ,
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given the limited scope for punishment under s l 3 . The Lords could not agree on
the answer. However, Lord Hope , concluded that the existence of s l 3 suggested:
"that a child under 1 8 ought not to be prosecuted under section 5 for
performing a sexual act with a child under 1 3 of the kind to which that
section applies unless the circumstances are such as to indicate that it
plainly was an offence of such gravity that prosecution under section 1 3
would not be appropriate" ( paragraph 23 ) .
However, the majority of the Lords found nothing wrong m the prosecutor's
decision to charge G under the more serious s5 . The European Court of Human
Rights agreed (G v UK 1 20 1 1 / ECHR 1 308) .
Thu s the SOA 2003 leaves enormous scope for prosecutoriial discretion , both in
whether to prosecute at all and in respect of which section of the Act to prosecute
under. The central role of prosecutorial discretion was envisaged by the
Government as a sufficient safeguard to prevent injustice where children engage
in truly ' mutually agreed' sexual intercourse. CPS guidance refers to the
sentiments expressed by the Lord Chancellor during the passage of the Act that its
'overriding concern is to protect children , not to punish them unnecessari ly . '
CPS guidance now requires a special approach to the consideration of children
accused of harmful sexual behaviour:
" Y outh Offender Specialists should review all files involving youth
offenders and take all major decisions in relation to those cases, in
particular, whether or not a prosecution should take place . . . (It is] essential
that before any decision is made on whether or not to prosecute,
prosecutors have as much information as possible from sources , such as
the police , YOTs , and any professionals assisting those agencies about the
defendant's home circumstances and the circumstances surrounding the
al leged offence , as well as any information known about the victim.
Failure to do so may kad to judicial review of any decision . " (CPS ,
20 1 3b)
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The guidance sets out the factors that may be taken into account when deciding
whether to prosecute a child. These include
•

The age and understanding of the offender. This may include whether the
offender has been subjected to any exploitation , coercion , threat, deception ,
grooming or mani pulation by another which has lead him or her to commit
the offence;

•

The relevant ages of the parties, i .e . the s ame or no signifi c ant disparity in
age ;

•

Whether the complainant entered i nto sexual activity willingly , i .e . did the
complainant understand the nature of his or her actions and that (s)he was
able to communicate his or her willingness freely;

•

Parity between the parties in regard to sexual , physical , emotional and
educational development;

•

The relationship between the parties , its nature and duration and whether
this represents a genuine trans itory phase of adolescent development;

•

Whether there i s any element of exploitation , coercion , threat, deception ,
grooming or man ipulation in the relationship;

•

The nature of the activity e .g . penetrative or non-penetrative activity ;

•

What is i n the best interests and welfare of the complainant; and
What i s in the best interests and welfare of the defendant .

In R (E) v DPP [20 1 1 ] EWHC 1 465 ( Admi n ) , the Court considered the lawfulness
of a decision to prosecute a 1 4-year-old girl (E) her alleged sexual abuse of her
two younger s i sters . The challenge was brought by all three siblings on the basis
that the CPS had failed to heed the advice of a multi-agency strategy group to
avoid prosecution . In add ition , E had also been a victim of adult grooming . The
Court held that the CPS guidance failed to address and give special recognition to
the special status of a child who was both defendant and victim. The case
ill ustrates the dangers of broad laws reliant on prosecutori aI decision-making to
achieve justice .
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4 .5 .5 Alternatives to prosecution: diversion and welfare interventions
I n the E case , d iversion was ultimately pursued, albeit after the Court process was
initi ated . Lovell (2002) found the decision about whether a child or young person
i s directed toward s the child protection or criminal justice system was highly
vari able , with children of similar sexual behaviour profiles being as likely to go
down one pathway as the other.
The consequences are vastly different: a child or young person in the criminal
j u stice system may be sentenced to a term of imprisonment, which may have an
enormous impact on thi s child ' s development in g eneral , depending on where the
child is placed and what interventions , if any , will be made available . A child
dealt with i n the criminal justice system may be subject to notification
requi rements ( sometimes indefinitely - see below) . A child who is diverted will
not be expo sed to the criminal justice system and may be able to undertake
community based interventions. However, the facts that gave rise to the concern
will be sufficient to trigger a child in need assessment or child protection
procedures which may in tum lead to further services.

4.6 Pun ishments
Where a c h i ld i s not diverted from the criminal justice system and faces either a
pre-court disposal or a sentence following conviction at court, there are a large
range options availab l e . These can include a range of interventions offered by the
Y OT and sentences imposed by the court.

4.6.l Pre-court disposals
Pre-court d isposals w i l l be at the discretion of the CPS . Ordinary cautions are not
avail able for young people under the age of 1 8 (Crime and Disorder Act (CDA)
1 998 ( s65( 8 ) ) .
However, a youth conditional caution was introduced by s48 the Criminal Justice
and I mmigration Act ( CJIA) 2008 . initially under a pilot scheme for 16 and 1 7
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year olds .

The scheme was extended by ss l 36 to 1 3 8 of the Legal Aid ,

Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act (LASPO) 20 1 2 . It mirrors the adult
conditional caution and allows a young person who would otherwise face
prosecution an opportunity to receive a caution if they comply with certain
conditions over a period of time . The conditions may be approved by the police
and may i nclude a financial penalty and/or a requirement that a young person
attends a specified place at specified times for a maximum of 20 hours . If the
young person does not satisfy the conditions within a specified period, he or she
can be prosecuted for the original offence .
LAS PO 20 1 2 also introduced youth cautions ( s 1 35) where there i s sufficient
evidence to charge the young person with an offence but the child or young
person admits the offence and the constable does not consider they should be
prosecuted or given a youth conditional caution .
The youth caution replaced the reprimands and warnings , sometimes known as the
'Final Warning Scheme ' . A reprimand was a formal verbal warning given by a
police offi cer to a young person who admitted guilt of a minor first offence .
Sometimes the young person would be referred to the YOT to take part in a
voluntary programme to help them address their offending behaviour.

A

repri mand could only be administered if the young person had not already
recei ved one and where the pol ice were satisfied that although there would be a
reali stic prospect of conviction , it is not in the public interest to prosecute .
A final warning was a formal verbal warning given by a police officer to a young
person who admitted guilt for a first or second offence . The same test applied as
for a reprimand . although the circumstances in which it could be administered
were more restricted . A young person with a final warning would be required to
undertake a programme of activities to deal with their offending behaviour.
As confirmed in the case of R( T) v Chfr/ Constahle Of Greater Manchester and
others 1 20 1 3 l EWCA Civ 25 , simple cautions, warnings and reprimands are
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deemed to be spent as soon as they are administered (paragraph 1 of Schedule 2 of
the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act (ROA) 1 97 4) . However, these pre-court
disposals represent a formal admission of guilt which remain on a person' s record
for the purposes of child and public protection investigations and, in certain
circumstance s , must be disclosed to employers .
4.6.2 Court disposals
The law is administered by judges who are trained as lawyers engaged in the
business of defensible deci sion-making according to the strict letter of the law .
Even where the l onger term rehabilitati on of a young person and their consequent
risk may appear to be better served by a community sentence , the law , as
prescribed by developing case l aw inevitably informed by public opinion and
policy , simply may not allow for it. The framework that guides judges in their
sentencing decis ions is deri ved from sources of law and judicial guidance.
Law that applies to adults also applies to children unless statue explicitly prohibits
this. Therefore the pri nciples of minimum sanction and that custody should be a
last resort applies equally to children and adults (s l 52 of CJA 2003). However, in
the case of children , international law underlines the importance of custody as
both a last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time (Article 37,
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child) .
The purposes of sentencing for adults are set out at s 1 42 of the CJA 20 1 3 and
include principles of both retribution and rehabilitation . However, they do not
apply to children. S 1 42A , which was designed to explicitly temper these aims
with the welfare principle in respect of children , has never been brought into force.
However, s 1 43 , which i s essentially retributive in nature, applies equally to adults
and children :
"The Court ' must consider the offender's culpability in committing the
offence and any harm which the offence caused, was intended to cause or
might foreseeably have caused:"
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In addition , s37 of the CDA 1 998", which provides that the purpose of the criminal
justice system for young people i s to prevent reoffending , applies to judges
sentencing chi ldren . How that is to be achi eved through sentencing is a judicial
matter of discretion . The House of Lords has identified that a key aim ' of any
sentence imposed should be to promote the process of maturation , the
development of a sense of responsibility , and the growth of a healthy adult
personality and identity ' (R v Secretary of State ,

£x parte

Maria Smith [2005]

UKHL 5 1 , paragraph 25 ) .
Thi s aim i s consistent with s44( I ) o f the CYPA 1 933 (the ' welfare principle ' ) ,
which must also be appl ied in the sentencing o f children :
' ( l ) Every court i n deal i ng with a child or young person who i s brought
before it , either as an offender or otherwise, shall have regard to the
welfare of the child or young person and shall in a proper case take steps
for removing him from undesirable surroundings , and for securing that
proper provision i s made for his educ ation and training .'
S entencing Guidelines Council ' s Guideline, OverarchinR Principles: Sentencing
Youths ( 2009 ) emphasi ses the need for judges to apply the ' welfare principle ' in
the sentencing of children and provides a comprehensive overview of the special
considerations that apply for children. However, as they form a distinct piece of
guidance , there i s a real ri sk that judges will sentence young people convicted of
sexual offences w ith reference in the first instance to the guidance pertaining to
sexual offences and then moderate t.he sentences by considering the Overarching
Principles . The consultation paper for a new sexual offences guideline
(Sentencing Guidel ines Council, 20 1 3) purposefully refrained from considering
children in anticipation of a revised overarching guideline for youths. However,
this ri sks an overly mechanistic approach of the kind explicitly avoided by the
Lord Chief Justice i n resetting the minimum term for the two children convicted
of ki l l i ng Jamie Bulger {Re Tlwmp.wm und Venubles ( Tarijf recommendations)
f 200 I ] I Cr App Rep 40 ). I n that case , Lord Woolf substantially reduced t h e
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minimum terms i n view of the fact that both boys were on the cusp of adulthood
which would have in turn resulted in a transfer to the ' corrosive atmosphere' of
adult prison and ' undo' much of the good work the y had achieved .

4.6.2.1 Post court community disp osals
The Youth Rehabilitation Order (YRO)
The YRO is a generic community order that replaced most previous community
sentence s . The sentence provides a ' menu ' of requirements i ntended to a11ow a
more individual i sed approach to sentencing . The following requirements can be
attached to a YRO:
• activ ity requirement
• supervi sion requ irement
• unpaid w ork requirement ( 1 6/ 1 7 year olds)
• programme requirement
• attendance centre requi rement
• prohibited activity requ i rement
• curfew requirement
• exclusion requirement
• residence requirement ( 1 6/ 1 7 year olcls)
• local authority res idence requirement
• mental health treatment requirement
• drug treatment requ i rement
• drug testing requirement ( 14 yearn and over)
• intoxicating substance requirement
• education requirement
" el ectron ic monitoring requirement
Extended acti vity requirements can include either intensive supervision and
survei l l ance ( I S S P ) or intensive fosteri ng , where the ()ffences are imprisonable
and so serious that if the extended acti vity requirements were not available , a
sentent:e of custody \Vould be appropriate . For under i 5 year olds, the young
person must also be a persistent offender.
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There are no restrictions on the number of times a young person can be sentenced
to a YRO . Courts would be expected to use the YRO on multiple occasions ,
adaptin g the menu a s appropriate to deal with the offending behaviour. The
legislation also contain s provision for breach of a YRO . A warning is required if
the supervising officer finds there is a failure to comply with a YRO without
reasonable excu se . If following a further second warning , within the 1 2 month
'warned period ,' there is a third fail ure to comply without reasonable excuse , the
officer must refer the case to court for breach proceedings. YOTs have additional
di scretion in exceptional circumstances following a third failure to compl y . The
officer also has the discretion to refer the c ase to court at an earlier warning stage .
The YRO replaced the Supervision Order, which was essentially the same in
nature and al lowed for a structured package of intervention in the community for
up to three years .
Referral Order
A young person who i s given a Referral Order i s required to attend a youth
offender paneL which is made up of two volunteers from the local community and
panel adviser from a YOT. The panel , with the young person , their parents/carers
and the victim ( where appropriate) . agree a contract l asting between three and
twelve months . The aim of the contract i s to repair the ham1 caused by the offence
and address the causes of the offending behaviour. The conviction is ' spent' once
the contract has been successfully completed .
The combined effect of CJI A 2008 and LAS PO 20 1 2 was to extended the
circumstances in which a court may make a referral order. A referral order is now
avail able at any point where there is a gu ilty plea.

However, it should be

remembered that a referral order is not strictly speaking a community sentence
and can be imposed for minor matters.
Reparation Order
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Reparation Orders require the young person to repair the harm caused by their
offence either directly to the victim (this c an involve victim/offender mediation if
both parties agree) or indirectly to the community . Examples of this might be
cleaning up graffiti or u ndertaking community work. The order is overseen by the
YOT.
Fine
A young person can be ordered to pay a fine as punishment . The size of a fine
reflects the offence commi tted and the offender' s financial circumstances . For
offences dealt with in the Youth Court there i s a maximum fine for people under
I 8 . I n the case of a young person under 1 6 , the court i s required to order the
parent or guardian to pay , whereas the court may require a child aged 1 6 or 1 7 to
pay .
Whereas adults c an often be offered a short term of i mprisonment instead of the
fi ne , this option is not available for anyone under 1 8 . Under the ROA 1 974, a fine
followi ng conviction will mean that the conviction is not ' spent' for two and a
h alf years after the date of conviction.
Compensation Orders
A court may make a compensation order requiring the offender to pay
compensation for any personal injury or damage caused, or in respect of funeral or
bereavement expenses relating to the offence (Powers of Criminal Court s
(Sentencing) Act ( PCC( S)A) 2000 , s l 30( 1 )) . In the case of a young person under
1 6 , the court is requi red to order the parent or guardian to pay , whereas the court
may require a child aged l 6 or 1 7 to pay .
Conditional Discharge
A young person receiving a Conditional Discharge receives no immediate
punishment . A period of between six months and three years is set and , as long as
the young person does not commit a further offence during this period, no
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punishment will be imposed. If the young person commits another offence during
this period , the Court can reconsider the sentence .
Under the CDA 1 998 , courts can only use this sentence in exceptional
circumstances .
Absolute Discharge
A young person is given an Absolute Discharge when they admit guilt or are
found guilty , but no further action is taken against them . An absolute discharge is
one of the on ly disposals that w i l l mean that a young person convicted of a sexual
offence w i l l not have to become a registered sex offender.
Deferred Sentence
A court may defer sentence to enable the court i n detennining the sentence to
consider the offender' s behaviour since conviction and any change in
circumstances PCC( S )A 2000 s 1 ( 1 ) as amended by CJ A 2003 , s278 and schedule
23) . The options avai lable to a court in deferring sentence were substantially
changed by the CJA 2003 , to al low the court to outline requirements to be
complied with and to appoint a supervisor to monitor compliance . A court can
only defer sentence if the defendant consents and undertakes to comply with any
requirements imposed by the Court and the Court believes that it is in the interests
of justice to impose thi s power. The Court should set out the sentence it woul d
have imposed if it had not deferred the sentence s o that the young person has an
understanding of the consequences of breaching the sentence.
I t i s generally considered that deferred sentences should be used in limited
c ircumstance s given the range of alternative community sentences avai lable.
However, as the suspended sentence i s not available to children . it is arguable that
deferred sentences should be used more frequently in the case of children . The
deferral may last for up to six months and include a residence requirement . A
deferred sentence may provide the Court with an opportunity to see if a young
person will engage with therapeutic interventions in the community before
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determining the appropriate sentence . This provision therefore allows for the
imposition of a sentence that is less than that commensurate with the seriousness
of the offence if there are good reason s to do so .

4.62.2 Custodial options
The case of Attorney General's Reference (No .29 qf 2008) illustrates the Courts '
e mphasis on custodi al sentences , albeit in rel ation to a young adult: a 1 9 year old,
with no previous convictions was convicted of a range of serious sexual offences
against an 1 1 year old child and sentenced to a three year community sentence
with supervision . The judge , in setting the community sentence had taken into
account the fact that the defendant's childhood had been troubled , that he had been
assessed as requiring a statement of special educational needs (SEN) by the l ocal
education authority when he was ei ghL had low intelligence , was immature and
was a loner. The j udge also relied on the consensual n ature of the contact.
The sentence was appealed to the Court of Appeal and was replaced with a two
year prison sentence on the basis that the law existed to protect children from
adults with unacceptable sexual intentions . The c ourt found that even despite
powerful mitigation , a non-custodial sentence would not vindicate the essential
princi ple that children need to be protected and held that a non-custodial sentence
would be suitable are ' vanishingly rare ' .
The l aw governing detention for children is complex and has changed frequently
over the last decade (Nacro , 2002; Howard League for Penal Refonn , 2008 and
20 1 0) .

Detention and Training Orders (DTO)
The OTO , introduced by the PCC(S)A 2000 enables a child to receive a sentence
of between 4 and 24 months , half of which is served in a custodial establishment,
with the other half to be served in the community . There is a presumption of early
release of up to one month i<x most trainees serving sentences of 8 , 1 0 or 1 2
month sentences and of up to t\vo months for trainees serving sentences of 1 8
months or more . However, children who are convicted of sexual offences will not
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enjoy a presumption i n favour of early release , although they will remain eligible
for consideration (Home Office , 2003 ) .

Fixed term sentences for 'grave crimes' - standard and extended
For those sentenced under the grave crimes procedure a determinate sentence
under s9 1 of the PCC(S)A 2000 is available , which will mean that the child is
released at the half way point, unless the sentence i s an extended sentence over a
certai n length imposed after December 20 1 2 .

Children convicted of sexual

offences are excluded from consideration for early release on Home Detention
Curfe w . This arguably flies in the face of logic as a young person whose offence
is considered sufficiently serious to j usti fy a s9 l sentence may be exactly the sort
of person who would benefit from graduated , risk assessed release into the
community under electronic tagging .

New exte nded sentences introduced by

LAS PO 20 1 2 are available under this prov1s1on where the seriousness of the
offence is considered to warrant an extended licence period . The release
provisions for extended sentences are complex and may attract release at the
discretion of the parole board prior to automatic rel ease i n certain circumstances.

Life sentences: discretionary and mandatory
S i nce the implementation of LAS PO 20 1 2 , the only indeterminate sentences
avai lable for children are the di scretionary life sentence under s90 of the PCC(S )A
2000 and the mandatory life sentence which only applies to children convicted of
murder.

The discretionary life sentence can be imposed for serious sexual

offences and the test that the judge applies concerns the se1iousness of the offence,
the risk presented by the i ndividual and whether or not it is possible to foresee
when the danger might subside . A person can only be released from custody at the
d iscretion of the parole board once the minimum tem1 has been served and will
remain on l i cence forever. At a parole board review , the board can either direct
release or decide that the young person should remain in dosed conditions . It can
also recommend that the Ministry of Justice transfer the young person to open
conditions. If the parole board does not release the young person at the first
review , it will review the application perio<lically .
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Public protection sentences
Until the i mplementation of LASPO 20 1 2 , indeterminate and extended sentences
for publi c protection were available under ss226 and 228 of the CJA 2003
respectively where a young person was considered dangerous under s229 of the
CJA 2003 .
The i ndeterminate sentence for public protection operated in the same way as the
discretionary l i fe sentence , except that there will be an opportunity to apply for
the l icence to be cancelled ten years after release . Following the implementation
of the CJIA 200 8 , indeterminate detention for public protection was only available
if the offence merited a notional determinate sentence of at least four years ,
equating to a minimum custodial period of two years .
The extended sentence for public protection operated i n a similar way to other
extended sentences . Those serving the extended sentence will be eligible for
parole at the half way point but automatically released at the end of their custodi al
period if they were sentenced before 1 4th July 2008. Those sentenced to the
extended sentence on or after 1 4th July 2008 are automatically released half way
through the custodial period2 • Fol lowing the implementation of the CJIA 200 8 ,
extended sentences for publ ic protection were only available i f the offence
merited a notional determinate sentence of at least four years .

4.7 Managing risk in the community
There are a large number of mechanisms that can be used to 'manage the risk'
posed by people who have displayed harmful sexual behaviour.

These

mechanisms are not restricted to people convicted for sexual offences. Some can
on ly bite following an application to court. others are applied as an automatic
consequence of the sentence and others may simply be applied administratively at
the behest of professionals.
0

• See s25 Criminal Justice And I mmigration Act 2008
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4 .7 .1 Sexual offences prevention orders (SOPO) and foreign travel orders
S 1 04 of the SOA 2003 grants power to a magistrates' court to make a SOPO in
rel ation to a qual ifying offender who has acted in such a way as to give reasonable
cau se to believe that it is necessary for such an order to be made. Those subject to
notification requirements are qualifying offenders .
S 1 1 4 of the SOA 2003 g rants power to a magistrates' court to impose a foreign
travel order i n respect of a qualifying offender where his behaviour makes it
necessary to make such an order for the purpose of protecting children generally
or any c h i ld from serious sexual harm . Such an order prevents the offender from
travel l i n g to the countries specified , which may be all countries , outside the
U n i te d Kingdom .
New proposal s were announced in October 20 1 2 as part of the Antisocial
Behaviour, C rime and Pol icing B ill to make it easier to restrict the activities of
anyone who poses any risk of sexual harm to children and adults .

4.7 .2 Multi-agency public protection arrangements (MAPPA)
S325 of the CJA 2003 requires statutory agenci es in each area to establish
arrangements for the purpose of assessing and managing the risks posed in their
area by relevant sexual and violent offenders. These duties apply to the police , the
probation service , local authorities and health services. Registered sex offenders
fall under the MAPP A requirements . S327 A of the same Act, as inserted by
s 1 40( l ) of the CJI A 2008 , requires the responsible authority for each area, in the
course of discharging its functions under s325 , to consider whether to disclose
information in its possession about the relevant previous convictions of any child
sex offender managed by it and goes on to make detailed provision for
c i rcumstances in which there is a presumption that this should be done.
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4 .7 .3 Sex offender registration (notification requirements)
Hargreaves and Francis (20 1 3 ) summari se the use of what they tenn ' sex offender
registration and notification (SORN) ' , now common throughout the western world
as a means of keeping track of recently released or sentenced sex offenders . The
UK equivalent was largel y adapted from the US system following an i n-depth
analysis of commissioned by the Home Office ( Hebenton and Thomas , 1 997) .
Unlike the arrangements in the US where registration usually involves publication
of a sex offender' s detai l s , there is no public access to the regi ster, which is
designed to enable the pol ice to l ocate those with a history of harmful sexual
behaviour resulting in a caution or conviction (Janes , 20 1 1 ) . However, in the case
f

of R (F (A Child) anJ another) v Secretary o"State for the Home Department
[ 20 I 0] 2 WLR 992 , the F case , the S upreme Court accepted that the notification
requirements carry a real ri sk of third party disclosure . The requirements mainly
concern duties to notify the police of certain information at certain times.
However, they are so complex that in R (on the application of JF and Thompson)
v. SSHD [2009] EWCA Civ 792 , the "JF " case, Lord Justice Hooper considered
that an ordinary person would requi re legal advice simply to understand their
obligations (Hearn , 2009 ) .
The notification requirements in the U K were introduced by the SOA 1 997 and
have been subsequently amended to form part of the Violent and Sexual Offender
register (ViSOR ) . The length of time that a person is required to notify for i s
purely determined by the offence and the disposal ( see s82(2) SOA 2003; Nacro ,
2004) . The requirements do not relate to any assessment of risk posed by an
individual and there is no judic ial discretion to disapply them (see R v Longworth
[2006] I WLR 3 1 3 ) . Those under 1 8 at the time of conviction are requ ired to
register for half the registration time that adults are required to register for.
However, children are l iable to notification for li fe if they are sentenced to 30
months or more .
The imposition of indefinite registration on children was debated in Parliament
during the passage of the SOA 1 997 and an nmendment seeking to provide for a
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review mechanism was resisted on the basis that "in convicting an under- 1 6 of
such an offence , the court will already have considered whether the child
appreciated that the action was wrong" (Thomas , 2009 , p.259 ; House of
Commons, 1 997 , col . 23 8 ) . Although since that time the concept of doli incapax
has been abolished and strict l iabi lity sexual offences have been introduced that
may apply to very young children , there is still no established review mechanism
to enable most offenders to be removed from the register. However , l ifelong
liability to sex offender registration without any mechanism for review was
decl ared unlawful by the Supreme Court the F case in April 20 1 0 and a
mechanism for review was i ntroduced in August 20 1 2 by the SOA 2003
(Remedial ) Order 20 1 2 . I t allows for adults to apply to the police to be removed
from the register after fifteen years following release from prison and for children
to apply after eight years . While disc losure forms no part of the notification
requirements , a scheme known as ' Sarah 's Law ' has been rolled out , with the aim
of "giving parents , carers and guardians a more formal mechanism for requesting
information about people that are involved in their family life , specifical ly if they
are concerned that a person is a child sexual offender" (Home Office , 2008 , p.2) .
Chi ldren with harmful sexual behaviour are subject to the scheme . The lawful
authority for disclosure under the scheme i s the MAPPA provisions described
above .

4.7.4 Schedule 1 or 'presenting a risk to children'
The term ' schedule one offender' refers to schedule one of the CYPA 1 933 . The
Act was intended to protect children from 'cruelty and exposure to moral and
physical danger' ( YJ B , 2006) . The schedule is simply a list of offences , since
updated by amending acts . These offences , mainly consisting of sexua"l and
violent offences, are considered sufficiently serious to trigger a special status upon
the offender where the victim is a child.
Arguably , schedule one status has no statutory force since the Act makes no
explicit reference to it nor does it place any prohibitions on persons convicted of a
l i sted offence . Schedule one status thus appears to be a matter of policy and
practice . However, subsequent legislation takes the schedule as a starting point .
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For instance , schedule 4 of the Criminal Justice and Court Services Act 2000 i s a
comprehensive list of offences against a child that might prompt an order
disqualifying the offender from working with children . The list specifically
includes any offence contained within schedule one. The Disqualification from
Caring for Children (England) Regulations 2002 provide that anyone convicted of
any schedule 4 offence (which includes all schedule one offences) or indeed any
offence involvi ng bodily injury to a child is disqualified from being a private
foster carer under s68 of the Chi ldren Act 1 989 .
The lack of statutory guidance, any review mechanism, and confusion as to what
offences attract schedule one status has caused some to conclude that it can lead to
' unfair consequences' (Home Office. 2005b, p .2) . This is particularly given that
the status appl ies equally to adult and child offenders (Nacro, 2003a; Thomas ,
2005) .
Although the term schedule one offender has "passed into the everyday language
of social workers and other child protection professionals" (Thomas , 2005) , there
is very little i nformation as to how it is used and by whom . However, guidance
suggests that schedule one status (if it exists at all) is for life . There is no
mechanism for schedule one status to be reviewed , regardless of when it was
imposed .
The Government confirmed in 2009 that:
" [ o ] n its own , schedule 1 represents no legal bar to working with children ,
nor does it carry any specific obligations to register with the police . . . any
subsequent action should be based upon the ongoing risk that the
individual poses . We have no cu rrent plans to review schedule l " (HM
Government, 2009 , paragraph 9 .9).
Workinf; Tof{ether 2010 (Department of Children , Schools and Families, 20 1 0),
highlights that a conviction for a schedule 1 offence where the offender was a
chi ld may not mean that the young person poses a continuing risk to children
(paragraph 1 2 .7):
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' An offender who has harmed a child might not continue to present a risk
or harm tow ards that child or other children . Where a child or young
person ( aged under 1 8 years) offends against another child, a thorough and
specialist assessment should be undertaken to establish the extent to which
the young person who has offended continues to pose a risk of harm to
other children and young people . They should be alert to the possibility
that there may be little or no continuing risk of harm to other children and
young people , but never losing sight of taking all possible actions to
ensure that chi ldren are adequately protected from any future harm.'

4.7 .5 Disclosing information about sex offenders
However, there i s no prohibition on services from disclosing information other
than the common law right to privacy and the requirements under Article 8 ECHR .
I n addition the potential for disclosure outlined above , social services and/or
pol i ce may decide that they need to make disclosures in relation to certain people
to protect identifi ed childre n . There is very little guidance for social workers
about when and how to disclose information. However, the ACPO has produced
gu idance ('.W"I O) which includes checklist with key questions for the police to ask
when con sidering whether or not to make disclosure ( see checklist 9 of the 20 1 0
gu idance ) :
•

Why should information be shared?

•

How would sharine: information reduce the risk to the public?

•

l s there another practical and less intrusive means of reducing risk to the
publ ic

•

What i s the l egal basis for sharing information in this particular case?

•

Is there a possibility of increasing the risk of violence against an
individ ual(s)?

•

Could the offender be driven underground?

•

What would be the effect on the victims?

•

What would be the effect on the offende r' s family?
What woul d be the effect on t he offend er' s ability to lead a normal life?

•
•

Exac.:t ly what i nform ation should be shared and with whom?
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• Has the offen der been consulted about the propo sed
information sharin t,a as
part of the risk mana geme nt plan and asked their view s?
However , thi s guidance is not statutory and very little is known about the
dec isions by authori t ies to disclose information to third parties .
4.7 .6 Licence conditio ns and recall

All children sentenced to detention are released initially under a set of conditions
set by the Secretary of S tate that they must comply wi th or risk being returned to
detention . For those sentenced to DTOs , these are called ' supervision notic e s'
( s 1 03 PCC ( S )A 2000) . For those servi n g all other sentences , they will be released
on l icence (s250( 1 ) of the CJA 2003) .
Those on l icence can be automatically recalled to prison by the Secretary of S tate
for Justice if they breach the terms and conditions . The recall will be initiated by
the YOT and the child or young person does not have to go to court before being
re t urned to pri son . This contrasts to the position of those on supervision who
must be brought before a court before being recalled to cus tody. Once recalled to
custody under l icence , a young person can only be released by the Parole Board or
the Secretary of State prior to the expiry of their sentence.
Licence conditions can be standard or bespoke.

Prison service instruc tion

40/20 1 2 outlines the types of conditions that offenders can expect to be subject to.
Common conditions include restric tions in access to compu ters, telephones and
requirements to notify the supervising officer of any developing intimate or
personal relationships.
4.8 The history of the legal regulation of sex: The development of the law on
sexual offences affecting children as perpetrators
The development of the law tells us something about the message society is

attempting to portray about sexual activity at any given time. The current state of
the law is therefore a snapshot of where we are now, just as the development of
the law may also chart societal changes or public concern about children and sex.
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4.8. l Resistance against legislating sexual behaviour
There appears to have been concern throughout the nineteenth century that the
penalties for sex with a ten or eleven year old girl were too harsh leading to a
reduction in the penalties in 1 84 1 and 1 86 1 (Temkin , 2002) .
Weeks ( 1 989 , p .88 ) c ites one member of the Lords in speaking in 1 884,
presumably during the passage of 1 885 Criminal Law Amendment Act as stating :
' Very few of thei r Lordships . . . had not , when young men , been guilty of
i mmoral ity ' and hoping that they would ' pause before passing a clause
within the range of which their sons might come ' .
4.8.2 State regulation of sex
According to Weeks ( 1 989) it was not until the mid nineteenth century that there
was a ' highly uneven , but nevertheless very important formal assumption of
responsibility by the state for many areas of sexual unorthodoxies' ( 1 989 , p. 83) .
Weeks places this in the context of reluctance by the state to intervene in the
private , fam ily sphere which continued alongside the regulation of sexual activity
for many years and was evidenced by the fact that enforcement of transgressions
concerning extramarital sex was ' sporadic' and ' uneven' (Weeks, 1 989) . Weeks
cites the legislati ve attitude to prostitution as evidence of:
' an underlying implicit acceptance of the double standard . . . and a tacit
assumption that the function of the machinery of the state , local and
national , \Vas to regul ate the public sphere and not the private ' ( 1 98 9 ,
p.8 3 ) .
The most comprehensive attempt to legislate sexual behaviour c ame with the
Contagious Disease Acts in the 1 860s which essentially required women
prostitutes to be subject to a pol ice registration scheme on the grounds of public
health . The Acts, which Weeks describes as ' manifestly unfair' ( 1 989) and which
were the subject of profound criticism of double standards by feminists such as
Joseph ine Butler, were quickly repealed .

A further tranche of law reform

fol lowed in the I 88{k \vhich Weeks attributes to the rise of the social purity
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movement which , by 1 885 , was abl e to ' tap' into a public "anxiety which found a
symbolic focus in the ' twin evils ' of enforced prostitution and the exploitation of
minors ." The subsequent Criminal Law Amendment Act 1 885 raised the age of
consent to 1 6 and introduced the offence of unlawful sexual intercourse with a girl
under 1 6 as a mi sdemeanour with a defence of genuine belief as to age . S4 of the
same Act provided that it was an offence to have intercourse with a child under 1 3 .

4.8.3 From sexual violence to consent
The requirement of consent and a legal mininmm age of consent in order for
sexual activity to take place l egal ly was a rel ati vely late development in English
law (Waite s , 2005 ) .

The criminal l aw was primarily concerned with sexual

viol ence , and only then outside of marriage: it was only in 1 99 1 that rape was
recognised within marriage (Temkin, 2002) . The word rape originates from the
Latin verb rapere meaning ' to seize or take by force .' An element of ' force' was
considered necessary for the offence of rape to be made out until the mid
nineteenth century , when case law determined that rape could take place in the
absence of force (R v Camp/in ( I 845) I Cox CC 220 } .
I t was not until 1 875 that t h e age o f consent was confirmed a s 1 3 , although
intercourse with a 1 2 year old was classed as a misdemeanour rather than a
serious crime . The same Act al lowed intercourse with a girl under 1 2 to be
punished with penal serv itude for life. In 1 885 , after much debate, the age of
consent was raised to 1 6, creating the offence of unlawful sexual intercourse .
Paradoxical l y , the age for marriage remained at 1 2 until l 929 . The requirement
of consent appears to ha\·e first recognisably come into force by way of the
Offences Again st the Person Act 1 86 1 ".
According to Waiks ( 2005 ) from the e arly nineteenth century boys under 1 4 were
deemed inrnpahle of penetrati ve intercourse . The result \Vas that from the m id
ni neteenth century boy:,,, over the age \lf 14 wen.: dealt w ith indistinguishably from
male adu lts , with consent being a ·gendered concept' . r:xclusively applied to
heterosexual women .
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4.8.4 The history of regulating sex by age restrictions
Notwithstanding the relatively late development of the notion of consent as a
prerequisite to lawful sexual intercourse , there is a longstanding tradition of
restrictions on sex with a child below a certain age .

For many years , the

minimum age restriction rel ated only to a female child . Waites (2005) attributes
the development of these l aws to the patriarchal context in which they were
introduced where girls were the property of their father, with their virginity a
valuable commodity . According to Waites , the first such law was the Statute of
Westminster 1 275 which prohibited that anyone ' ravi sh . . . any Maiden within age ' .
Scholars have taken the age threshold at this time to be 1 2 as this was the age of
marital capacity (Temkin , 2002) . In 1 285 , intercourse with an under-age female
became an offence punishable by death . A l ater law passed in 1 576 set the age at
which carnal knowledge was a felony as 1 0 (Waites , 2005).
By 1 828 , c arnal knowledge of a girl under 10 was confirmed as an offence
punishable by death and such knowledge of a girl under 1 2 but over 10 was an
imprisonable offence . The I 86 1 Act appears to have introduced offences under
the title of 'carnal knowledge ' as opposed to 'rape' for those who had intercourse
w ith girls under ten or between ten and twelve .
To a certain extent the n , any prohibition against sexual intercourse with children
under a certai n age prior to the mid nineteenth century would have been
effectively ' strict l iability' and given that the age of criminal responsibility was
only raised from 7 to 8 in 1 933 and from 8 to lO in 1963 , could have applied to
child defendants of a very young age .
The fi rst explicit prohibition on the accused from asserting that the young victim
consented as a defence appears in Clause 2 of the Criminal Law Amendment Act
of 1 8 80:
" It shall be no defence to a charge or indictment for an indecent assault on
a young person under the age of thirteen to prove that he or she consented
to the act of i ndecency ."

Thi s provision mirrors the rationale behind strict liability rape of a child under 1 3
under s 5 S O A 2003 discussed and provides n o scope fo r a different approach in
the case of child perpetrators .
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Chapter 5: Findings from interviews with young people and professionals
5 .1

Overview

As outli ned in the methodology , the responses that emerged in the interviews with
young people and professionals raised a number of discrete and i nterli nked issues .
For ease of analysis , the responses here are presented in three discrete phases:

•

Know l edge and experiences pnor to contact with the crimi nal justice
system

•

Contact with the criminal j ustice system

•

Leaving the cri minal justice system

5.2 Data sources and analysis
The findings di scussed i n this chapter draw on an analysis of primary data from
three sources , as outlined in the methodology chapter.
Interviews were conducted w ith ten young people using a structured questionnaire
with opportunities for in depth discussion and comment. Ten professionals with a
particular expertise i n work with chi ldren who commit sexual offences were also
interviewed , but in th is case were simply invited to outline their reflections on thi s
i ssue .
In addition , the chapter is informed by data elicited from delegates attending a
session presenting the preliminary findings of this research at the National
Organisation of the Treatment of Abusers (NOTA) in 20 1 2 . Delegates included a
wide range of professional s including therapists, residential workers, social
workers and YOT workers .

Views were collected during the seminar style

presentation on a flip chart .
Analysis of the data ident ified a range of themes that clustered around a three
stage chronological progrcs,;;ion from the young people's perspective: knowledge
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and experiences prior to contact with the criminal j ustice system, contact w ith the
criminal justice system and leaving the criminal justice system. As acknowledged
in the methodology chapter, there is a sense in which this classificatory
framework imposes artificial boundaries on a process that is experienced rather
less neatly by the young people concerned . Many of the themes recur at different
points in the progression . Nonetheless , it is considered that the stages provide a
useful framework for considering the findings i n a structured manner.
5.2.1 Young people and the placement
All young people were placed in a specialist res idential unit for young people with
harmful sexual behaviour with the exception of one who had recently left the unit
and was l iving in the community . The residential unit was an open unit. The unit
allowed for varying levels of independence throughout the site . All young people
living in the unit were still i n receipt of therapeutic services from a specialist
therapeutic provider.
All young people had committed sexual offences. All of them had received a
criminal justice disposal in the form of a sentence of detention or a community
sentence . The offences ranged from sexual assault , sexual touching to rape . All
of the offences _were serious sexual offence s . All ten of the young people were
sentenced in the crown court. One child h ad been tried in the youth court but
sentenced in the crown court due to the gravity of the offence and the possibility
for harsher sentencing in the crown court.
Within the sample a number of the sentences outlined at Chapter 4.6 were
represented , demonstrating the variable use of sentencing for this group who
appeared to present with similar levels of risk and complexity . Of the ten young
people , three had been given community sentences in the form of supervision
orders and seven had been sentenced to detention� of those only two had received
ordinary determinate sentences , three had extended sentences for public protection
and two had been sentem:ed to indeterminate sentences (although one of these had
subsequently been quashed by the Court of Appeal and substituted for a ' longer
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than commensurate' extended sentence) . All of the young people who had been
to custody had been released from custody to the placement.
All young people interviewed had been subject to the sex offenders ' register - six
of them for l ife .
The age of the young people a t the time of the interview ranged between 1 5 and
20 , with an average (mean ) age of 1 7 years and three months and a median age of
1 7 years and six month s . The average age that each child committed the offences
was 1 2 years and nine months with a median of 1 3 years : the children had been
aged between 1 1 and 1 4 at the time of their offences , w ith one aged 1 1 , one aged
1 2 , seven aged 1 3 and one aged 1 4 . Nine of the young people had offended as
children against other children . One had ( unusually) offended as a child against
an adult.
All the young people were male . Nine out of ten of the young people described
themselves as "white English" and one boy described himself as being of "mixed"
background. Nine out of ten young people interviewed described themselves as
having communication difficulties or mental health problems . Thi s was verified
by care staff.
For the purpose of th is research each young person has been allocated a
pseudonym.
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Figu re 5: The young people

Name

Age at
time of
main
offence

Sentence - length/registration
length

Sentence type

13

Extended sentence
for public
protection

Daniel

12

Extended sentence
for public
protection

Sam

14

I ndeterminate
sentence

W i l l i am

13

I ndeterminate
sentence

Charl ie

9- 1 1

Extended sentence
for publ ic
protection

Harry

14

Community
sentence

Patrick

13

Detention and
Training order

Max

12

Oliver

13

Peter

Thomas

15

I' S upervision order
I
1

Community
sentence
Community
sentence

6 year minimum term with a 6 year
extension period .
Subject to indefinite notification
requirements .
5 year minimum term with a 5 year
extension period .
Subject to indefinite notification
requi rements .
2 year minimum term .
Subject to indefinite notification
requirements .
2 year minimum term .3
Subject to indefinite notification
requirements .
3 year minimum term with a 5 year
extension period.4
Subject to indefinite notification
requirements .
Sexual Offences Prevention Order
and 1 8 months' detention .
Registration period unclear.
1 2 months
5 years of notification requirements .
2 years
5 years of notification req uirements .
3 year supervision order and 2½ year
notification requirement
3 years
5 years of notification requirements.

The placement i s a highly specialised therapeutic setting where each young person
has i ntense supervision . support and therapy as part of an i ndividualised package .
The cost of this provision is significant and generally met by local authority
chi ldre n ' s services departments . It was therefore not surprising that the offences
were i nvariably serious offences by children committed at a young age. This is
1

Rounded up to the nearest year; this sentenct: had been subsequently varied on appeal
Charl ie originally recei ved u thrc..: yeur supervision order which was substitukd by the l!xtcnded
sentence following a tm:ach.

4
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because decisions to fund such packages generally only take place where
professionals i n the youth justice system cannot recommend a home based or less
specialised, and therefore cheaper package.
The benefits of selecting from thi s sample were that the young people were
appropriately supported through the research process and that the sample allowed
for in-depth study and analysis of the experiences faced by children over a long
period of time as most young people had served a lengthy custodial sentence and
been released to this prov ision , although some were completing thei r community
sentences while at the placement.
It was also felt that young people whose behaviour was at the more serious end of
the spectrum of harmfu l sexual behaviour would enable a greater level of analysis
of the problems faced by this group.

5.2.2 Professionals
The professionals i nterv iewed represented a range of disciplines and experiences .
As outlined in the methodology , the professionals were selected for their
experience of working with th is group of young people .
Figure 6 sets out the range o f the ten professionals interviewed and a summary of
the nature and experience of working with thi s group .
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Figure 6: The professionals interviewed

Professional

Nature and extent of experience of working with young people
with harmful sexual behaviour
YOT
Involved with YOT for 1 1 years managing higher end cases
Caseworker
within the criminal justice system.
Youth j u stice Worked with young offenders for the past 1 2 years both in the
community and m a custodial setting , providing support to
worker
young people in dealing with issues arising out of the offence.
juveniles in the criminal justice
Parole Board Worked for several decades with
system within the probation service before joining the Parole
member
Board .
Experienced professional working over several years on issues
Child
concerning harmful sexual behaviour as a policy l ead for a
protection
charity concerned with child protection with direct operational
specialist
experience working in multi-agency child protection team s .
Adolescent
Worked for the past 1 6 years in child and adolescent forensic
forensic
psychiatry , the last 1 1 of which has been working with children
psychiatri st I
in the criminal justice system as a Consultant Psychiatri st.
Worked with children and young people with harmful sexual
behaviour throughout consultant career, having started as child
Adolescent
psychiatrist and then trained in youth risk . I nvolved in working
forensic
with young people and families in assessment and treatment, and
psychiatrist 2
also has experience of working with young people through
setting up services .
A consultant clinical psychologist with twelve years of direct
Clin ical
clinical work with young offenders and young sexual
psycholog i st
offenders and the preparation of expert reports for those groups
for the Parole Board and for Courts at sentencing .
Two decades of experience as a qual ified professional working
i n a wide range forensic settings , i ncluding a Youth Offending
Forensic
Service and local authority secure children's units . Specialises i n
risk asse ssment and treatment planning fo r sexual offenders and
psychologi st
has developed particular expertise in working with children and
young people .
3 8 years working i n childcare , 30 of which have been i n the
juveni le justice system managing secure accommodation
fac i lities in London and the north of England . Initial years were
Residential
mainly with juvenile offenders on remand to a secure children ' s
home manager
· 1
home . but was involved in setting up and running a resi dentia
unit where there was daily contact with young people with
harmful
sexual behaviour.
··•
. W orking as a lawyer -fo-r-th_e_p-ast thirteen years with direct
contact with young pe<)ple either through representing children
B arrister
in parole or briefly in the context of youth court work . Also has
'--· ·•-···· -•·· - -- ....�ndirect comact th�ough Criminal A:_peeal work or prison law
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advice work i n rel ation to children with harmful sexual
behaviour i ssues .
53 Knowledge and experiences prior to contact with the criminal justice system

5 .3 .1 Previous sanctions for sexual behaviour
It i s commonly assumed that serious sexual offending may have pre-cursors : that
the young people will have engaged in sexually harmful behaviours prior to the
conviction for the i ndex offence that led to therapeutic intervention . This is an
i m portant issue since it throws light on the extent to which it might have been
possible to i dentify young people as posing a risk of inflicting sexual harm and
whether there were missed opportunities for early intervention that may have
prevented later offending.

In particular, the risk assessment tool , ERASOR ,

described at Chapter 2 .2 .4.2 takes i nto account failures to respond to previous
sanctions for harmful sexual behaviour. The assumption is that risk is higher
where a young person has failed to modify his or her behaviour following a
sanction .
Young people were asked whether they had been ' in trouble' about their sexual
behaviour before they were charged with a sexual offence . The question was
framed in this broad way to allow young people' s reports of sanctions in response
to harmful sexual behaviour by any person: including police , family, teachers or
chi ldren ' s services.
Reviews of the young people ' s papers suggested that in most cases there had been
displays of harmful sexual behaviour prior to the index offence . This accords
with the l iterature as to the presence of displays of sexual behaviour in the
majority of cases where chi ldren go on to offend (see for instance, Manocha and
Mezey , 1 99 8 ; Hackett, 2004).
It was therefore surprising that seven out of ten denied being 'in trouble' prior to
the i ndex offence . An analysis of three responses by young people who said they
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had been in trouble prior to the index offence revealed that being i n trouble was
considered synonymous with contact by the police .
It may be that the young people's recollections were correct and that sanctions
were rarely admini stered for sexualised behaviour and only then mainly by the
police . Alternativel y , it may be that children had contact with the system , but the
contact they had did not appear to them to be a sanction . It appears that interactio n
with the pol ice appeared to leave a stronger impression on the young person than
contact w ith other agencies such as the YOT or social services .
William indicated that he had been in trouble about his sexual behaviour prior to
his charge on several occasions. On these occasions , he recalled being dealt with
by a range of professionals including a police officer, social workers and YOT
workers . He was unclear about the nature of the contact with social workers and
the police but was clear that he had been bail for a sexual offence at the time he
committed the index offence . As far as William could recall , he was simply being
investigated and therefore there was no discussion about his sexual behaviour. He
certainly could not recall feeling as though he was 'in trouble' with anyone other
than the pol ice and he could not recall discussing his behaviour with anyone .
Wil l iam subsequently received an indeterminate sentence for his index offence.
Thomas was also able to recall an occasion where he had prior contact with police
and social workers. He remembered that they took him to the police station and
that he was reprimanded but was unable to provide any further information .
Thomas subsequently received a three year community sentence for the index
offence .
Only one young person , Sam , reported being 'told off' by teachers for a
pl ayground kiss in addition to receiving police intervention for an earlier incident:
"police arrested me when I was 1 2 and said I touched my cousin up but
that they had no evidence - no one in my family or social services talked
to me about it. The only other thing was that I got told off by my teacher
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when I was 1 3 or 1 4 for kissing my girlfriend on the cheek in the
playground"- they said don ' t and I said it' s my girlfriend and that was it" .
Sam subsequently received an indeterminate sentence for his index offence .
The three young people who described contact with the police went on to commit
offences that attracted indeterminate sentences in two cases and the longest
possible community sentence in the other. This might be thought to indicate that
criminal justice sanctions did not have the desired preventive or deterrent effect .

5.3.2 The potential fo r work o n harmful sexual behaviour pre-charge
It is al so commonly thought that a young person who has successfully completed
interventions in the form of therapeutic work for harmful sexual behaviour is less
likely to reoffend . Thi s is also a factor used in the ERASOR tool as an indicator
that ri sk has reduced .
In only three cases did young people disclose episodes of harmful sexual
behaviour that might have offered a prospect of engaging in previous therapeutic
work . However, as already indicated , this does not reflect the case notes or the
literature on the prevalence of episodes of harmful sexual behaviour prior to the
commission of a serious sex ual offence .
Young people were asked \Vhether or not they did any 'work' about their sexual
behaviour before they were charged . This question was based on the assumption
that the children in this sample who all committed serious sexual offences were
likely to have displayed some harmful sexual behaviour prior to their offence and
possibly before reaching the age of criminal responsibility and that they may have
been offered some early intervention with the aim of diverting the young person
from the risk of offending.
All young people said that they had not done any work on their offending before
they were charged and there was nothing in the case notes to suggest this was not
the case . Therefore , young people were asked whether they thought work might
have helped them.

IIl

The kind of ' work ' that might have been beneficial was not prescribed in the
question . However, it became clear that young people drew on their experience of
undertaking work post sentence in answering this question .
Four young people were simply unable say whether they felt work might have
helped before being charged ( i .e . declined to answer the question) . It is unclear
whether this was because they were unsure or simply felt unable to deal with the
hypothetical nature of the question .
Thomas said he was ' not sure' whether work would have helped. This response
was based on a combination of his positive recent experience of residential
therapy set against his young age at the point where pre-charge intervention would
have been offered:
"Being here [ i .e . in residential treatment] has helped . The work helps a lot
- some of it helps some of it doesn ' t . When I was 1 3 , I was probably too
young to have bothered".
One young person , Charlie , fel t confident that it would not h ave helped as he was
too young at the time .
The remaining four young people felt work on their behaviour at this early stage
would have helped them . The reasons for this view were quite diverse . Young
people ' s comments during interview, combi ned with responses from some of the
professional sample , raised three important issues .
First , di rect early therapeutic work with young people displaying h armful sexual
behaviour may have assi sted in preventing the index offence . This emerged from
contributions by two professionals spontaneously raising the importance of
preventative work , providing examples of successful intervention projects . These
views were broadly supported by comments from two of the four young people
who felt work might have helped , although in both cases the young person
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appeared to reflect on the benefits of earl y work following the offence but prior to
the completion of the criminal justice process which rai sed some interesting issues
around the pos sibility of diversion rather than p revention . The possibility of
intervention to prevent offending is explored below under the sub-heading
' prev entative work' below .
Second , w here young people had been victims of sexual abuse , work to address
that expe rience may have prevented further offending or at least assisted the
young person to better understand their dual status as both a victim and an
offender. Thi s issue was rai sed by one young person who had been sexually
abused by a rel ative as a young child over a long period of time and prior to
committing a serious sexual offence himself. Th is is explored below under the
sub-heading ' victim turned offender issues' .
Third , in responding to this question and others , several young people highlighted
that they would have benefittcd from more information about sex and healthy
relationships .

It became apparent that at l east two young people felt that

i nformation over and above what they learned in sex education would have been
helpful . While young people did not explicitly raise thi s point, it was clear from
responses to other questions that their understanding of the kind of information
that they might have been provided with was informed by the sex education
e lements of their therapeutic interventions. This issue is explored further below
under sub-heading ' sex education' .

533 Preventative work
The YOT caseworker raised the issue of early preventative intervention:
"For those cases which ure identified earlier, our Youth Justice , Liaison
and Diversion teams are engaged to do prevention work with family
members and get things in place to support and intervene . This is
especially th..: case in lower risk cases. Thi::. help� evcryoni.: including the
young person ."

lU

The Youth Justice Liai son and Di version team referred to by the YOT caseworker
operates a scheme designed to facilitate help for children and young people with
mental health and developmental problems, speech and communication
difficulties , learning d i sabil ities and other similar vulnerabilities as soon as they
enter the youth justice system . The scheme has a specific focus on working with
young people i n the e arly stages of the youth j ustice system and aims to ensure
that resources are not solely concentrated on children under a statutory order
(Haines et al , 20 1 2 ) .
The potential value of preventative work was also hi ghlighted by adolescent
forensic psychiatri st 2 :
" I worked with a family therapi st and YOT workers and w e set u p a family
therapy session , which included cases where both perpetrator and victim
were w i thin the family . It was really quite difficult to begin with , but it
really gave you a handle on the experiences of the family. I was able to
see the process that the families have to go through of demonstrating love
for the child but also what was and was not unacceptable. There is some
evidence to show that this sort of family work is helpful . Those young
people were not engaged at that stage i n t.he criminal justice system."
The se positi ve experiences by professionals clearly warrant further exploration .
Comments by y oung people as to the benefit of therapeutic interventions during or
after thei r sentence suggested that they valued this work .
While some of the value placed on thi s work by young people may have related to
the functional benefit of getting them out of prison i n some instances where this
was a consideration , it should be remembered that all young people had continued
to engage in therapy at the open placement where the interviews took place.
In addition , S am' s comment that he ''wouldn't have been able to keep it inside if I
w as seeing someone every week'' suggests that early intervention may be abk to
elicit a level of opennes� from a young person required to address and possibly
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prevent further offending behaviour. Max ' s openness to the prospect of diversion
and ' doing the work quicker' woul d al so appear to support the notion that
preventive interventions might be a positi ve way forward .
B oth concrete examples from professionals of the positive benefits of preventative
intervention arose from work carried out by the YOT, which is itself part of the
criminal justice system and may run the risk of the negati ve associations that
attach to be i nvol ved with the crimi nal j ustice system (McAra and Mc Vie, 2007) .
5.3.4 Victim turned offender issues
The literature suggests a c lose correlation between victimisation and offending
( S mith , 2004 ) . The relationship between serious youth crime and previous
experi ences of victimisation has also been demonstrated (Boswell , 1 995 ). Some
discourses in re lation to sexual ly harmful behaviour similarly emphasise a cycle
of abuse ( see for i nstance o· cal !aghan and Print 1 994 , as cited in Erooga and
Mason , 2006) .
W i l li am had been the victim of sexual abuse by a close relative who had received
a criminal conviction and a prison sentence for their behaviour. The abuse had
been pro longed and William had been taken into care as a consequence. He had
also been subj ected to physical abuse. William felt that early work would have
hel ped him to cope \Vith the impact of on him of abuse he suffered , commenting
that "it would have been good to go through what happened with I the person who
abused me l " .
Wil l i am raised further concerns about the difference::; in the treatment that his
victim had received in respect of the offences he had committed and the way he
has been treated as a victim of the offem:es committed against him:
"My victi m knows all about me even which prisons I was in when but I
was the victim of abu::.e . . . and I don ·t knmv an,th ing about [my abuser] .
I would like to know what [ my ahuserj is like, ,vhat !my ahuser is doing]

l !S

is doing . I don ' t know sweet FA about [ that person] . What happens if I
see [my abuser] ?"
It was particular! y poignant that the issue of William ' s dual status arose later in
the interview when he was asked whether he u nderstood the charge at the time.
H e co nfirmed that he did, commenting:
"I knew sort of - it was forcing yourself. Pol ice told me - they were
telling me what it was l i ke forcing someone to have sex when they don' t
want to d o i t . I t al l seemed l ike mad stuff. It was the first time I ever
tal ked about what rape is even though it had been done to me in the past" .
William then discussed how the first time he had actually made the connection
between being raped hi mself and committing the rape was when he was alone in
the police cel l s .
This rai sed a n important i ssue about chi ldren who turn from being victims of
sexual abuse to perpetrators and whether or not intervention might break what is
sometimes referred to as cycles of abuse .
The child protection specialist provided some useful insights to this issue , noting
that:
"in discussing cases with senior officials regarding all the classic
background to child sexual offenders, they will usually accept these points
but end by saying ' but they still did it' . It is hard to get people to see
treatment and diversion as a useful intervention ."
The child protection specialist described working on:
'a dual status case where a child ,vas believed to have been groomed into
commi tting a sexual act . but there \Vas neverth eless an unwillingness to
see the c h i ld as victim first and foremost. There were strong professional
disagreements about the handl inµ of the case . In the end the child went
dov.'n that whole criminal justice route until it was finally thrown
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out . Nonetheless she had been arrested and I heard was in pieces over it highly distressed . It will take her a long time to get back on track . Her
family was struggling to find ways to bring her back into the
family because the act was made towards another family member.
However she was about 1 2 at the time , and I believe had little
understanding of i ts significance .

With support and social work

intervention , it was possible to understand what h appened and help her and
her family move on ."
The cli nical psychologist, whi le discussing the issue of sentencing , also raised the
extent to which the Courts struggle to modify thei r approach in such dual status
cases , even when risk i s low:
"Sentencing is very erratic. There are some cases I can think of where a
detai led expert report sets out hmv the abus e is linked to the young
person ' s own abuse etc .; and that there is a low risk of reoffending
sexual l y ; but then they sti l l get sentenced to 6 years ."
The link between those that suffer from sexua"l exploitation and those that go on to
sexual l y exploit others was also noted by the child protection speciali st as an
important issue for the pol ice , especially in light of recent high prof i le cases:
"The issue of children who are themselves sexually exploited has been
h i ghl ighted in Derbyshire , Oxford , and Rot:hdale and there is pressure on
police to pre vent these kinds of situations escalating. I think this is leading
to a culture shift where they are slowly beginning to see vulnerable,
chal lenging children as not just trouble makers - acting out, with antisocial
behaviour and involved in crime , but as being victims that will need to talk
in court . Police are capable of change."
These findings suggest that there may be a great dea.l more work to be done by
professionals at an early stage where victims of sexual abust� are identified and
that thi s in turn mny prevent or at least make offending by the abused at a later
stage less l ikely . For instance, the barrister t.:omm-!nted:
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"In my direct experience of [working with] children who have abused, I
have found they have often been victims of abuse themselves . . . . [but]
often [ thatJ abuse comes alongside other social issues such as poverty ,
unemployment and other difficulties families may face , such as violence
or . . . an undiagnosed mental health issue [and these] accompanying
situations . . . may prevent the famil y from being able to stop abuse or
ensure that child receives safeguarding ."
One key benefit of preventative work is that the public stigma that attaches to
being a perpetrator of abuse , regardless of the age or reasons for it, does not apply .
I n addition , dual status cases highlight the arbitrary nature of criminal justice
response s , which do not always respond effectively or directly to prevent potential
harm .
5.3.5 Sexual and legal knowledge at point of offence
The whole notion of an age of criminal responsibility , the need for most criminal
acts to have a mental , as well as a physicaL element and the availability of
defences rel ating to mental impairment in certain situations illustrates that the
cri m inal l aw is ultimat.ely designed to deal ,.vith behaviour that is blameworthy .
Even strict l i abil ity offences can only be committed by those above the age of
criminal responsibil ity .
Culpabil i ty i n turn presupposes competence and a basic 11.!vel of practical and
moral knowledge . However, the responses from young people suggested that
most young people did not fully appreciate the import of their behaviour at time of
offence . Feedback from the professionals at the seminar to the question 'what are
young peoples' understandings of ,,,hat is against the law ,vhe.n offences are
committed and on charge?' anticipated young people ·s difficulties:
"Misunderstanding social cues� Gaps in knowledge - especially new
offences - everyone doing < them); Lack of overt coercion � TWOCs
I offences of taking without consent} and burglnries are nkay - but sexual
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offences , less so ; Legal consequences deficit; Normalisation of sexual
abuse ."
The y oung people were asked whether they knew they were breaking the law at
the time of the offence . They were also asked whether they understood why the
sexual act was against the law at the point when they committed their offence .
The rationale behind these questions was to fl ush out young people's legal
knowledge and how or whether they were abl e to apply it to their own lives and
actio n s at the point of the offence .
It was clear from the answers provided that young people's knowledge of both sex
and the law was hazy at the point where the offence was committed .
Although al l young people had admitted the offence by the point of i nterview and
all of them appeared to take responsibility for thei r behaviour, only Harry said that
he felt sure he knew he was breaking the l a\v when he committed the sexual act
offence . Even then Harry qualified h i s response , adding "I can't remember what I
was thinking at the time. I was 1 4 years old . I have blocked it our' . Sam was
uncertai n , responding "half and half - didn ' t have much of an understanding but I
knew a bit that it was \vrong but didn ' t really understand what was legal and what
wasn ' t" .
The remain i ng eight were clear that they did not know they were breaking the: law
at the time of the actual offence . For instance. Peter, described the index offence
in a m atter of fact way , responding to the question of whether he knew he was
breaking the law at the time, "not really - I asked them and one said yes and so I
thought that was what you were supposed to do." Charlie also stated that he was
not aware of the illegal ity of his actions at the time, stating ''I thought it was okay ."
Daniel , Patrick and Ol iver simply did not s1:e their behaviour as anything other
than ' fun ' , part of a 'game· or as being 'that scriou::.''. Max simply sa\r his.
behaviour as normal behaviour that he \\"itnl�lised mn<:mgst this group of friends.
William was clear that he did not think at all daiming. he "didn't think about
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anything - I was just angry and I didn't care ." Thomas also gave the impression
that at the time he acted without thinking about the law , stating "I did it and then
about two hours l ater I forgot about it. I wasn' t then arrested for two to three
months later - I didn ' t know why at the time" .
However, when asked to recall their legal knowledge and whether they
understood why the offences that they committed were against he law at the time ,
some of the responses were different . Four young people said they understood
why the sexual act they comm itted was against the law at the time . Six young
people said they did not understand why the sexual act they committed was
agai nst the l aw at the point in time where they offended .
Of the six who said they did not understand why the offence they committed was
against the l aw at the time , responses ranged from complete ignorance of the
language ("I had never heard of rape before") to confusion between the difference
between l egal terms and the young person ' s own behaviour. For instance , some
young peopl e knew that ' rape' was against the law but did not know that what
they had done was rape . Some did not actually know what rape was.
Of the four young people who claimed they knew why the offence they were later
convicted of was against law at the time , only one was confident that at the time
of the offence he would have been able to link his own actions to the illegal act
and that , at the time , he understood \Vhy that act was wrong. That is to say the
other three were aware that the sexual offence \Vas illegal but not aware that their
own acti ons amounted to the sexual offence , until this was explained to them . For
instance , Peter said he "knew that rape was wmng . even though I didn't know
why" . S imi larl y , Ol iver claimed he knew why rape was wrong but he ''just didn't
see what I did as serious as doing rape" .
Some answe rs suggested that young people's views ,md understanding of sex and
the law, were heavily influenced by what levels

sexual activity appeared normal

behaviour within thdr peer groups. The issue of the normalisation of sex is

discussed below . Other answers suggested that the legality of sexual activity was
simply not on young people ' s radar.
associ ated with sexual offences.

Many did not understand legal terms

Even where young people had some legal

knowledge they struggled to link legal terms to their own activities , simply not
seeing their activities as ' serious enough ' to break the law .
5.3.6 Limited understanding of sex
The age at which children are expected to have sufficient knowledge about sex is
an area of controversy , as illustrated by debates on when and whether sex
education should be available to children and concerns about the over or early
sexuali sation of children ( Papadopou los , 20 I 0; Archard , 2000) .
A lthough the young people were not explicitly asked about their knowledge of sex
at the point that they committed the offence , several young people offered
comments about their lack of sexual knowledge . I n some instances , there was a
sense that the level of understanding about sexual behaviour was so minimal that
at the time of the offence s , the children simply <lid not understand the gravity of
what they were doing.
For instance , Daniel stated that at the point of the offence "I j u:.;t thought it was
fun - didn ' t know what I was doing" . Peter confirmed that when he did the
offence he did not know what he was doing:
" I asked them and one said yes and so 1 thought that was what you were
s upposed to do ."
Charlie talked about his general ignorance of sex:
"I just didn ' t real ly know about sex . I had had sex with someone else - a
girl the same age as me . We were going out and she agreed to it. They
didn ' t do anything about that although they spoke to her mum. She had
asked me for sex. . That's what gave me the idea to do it."
A l l of the young people in this study comrnitted their offences between the ages of
criminal responsibility {at ten) but before the
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of consent (at sixteen). Three

volunteered the limits of their sexual knowledge and it is highly likely that the
others had very l imited knowledge and understanding of sexual behaviour.

5 .3.7 Sexual activity as normalised behaviour
Young people ' s knowledge of sexual behaviour needs to be considered in the
context of the extent to which they are likely to be aware of sex from their
personal and social environments. The literature around early sexualisation is
predicated on the assumption that the exposure of children to sexualised imagery
i s both increasing and harmful ( B ailey , 20 1 1 ) .
Young people were not specifically asked about early exposure to sexual activity
or i magery .

However, thi s was brought up by several respondents . Other

questions raised similar responses and it appeared that the normalisation of sex
was an i m portant factor for the group.
Max implied that everyone else was doing it and so it seemed natural for him to
do the same . When asked whether when he did the offence he knew he was
breaking the law , he replied no, adding :
"I was in a gang and all the lads who I was with were having sex with
other people. So I thought I would have a try . Most of the gang were my
age and they were mainly having it with girls" .
Charlie explai ned that sex was normal amongst his friends: "Most of my friends
were having sex aged I O and 1 1 . Out of my ck>se friends, around 9 out of 1 3 had
sex at that age ." He also described early exposure to porn and the impression it
made on him:
"The porn I saw had a lot of violence and I thought it was real . I thought
people were supposed to get upset when they had sex. But I didn 't learn
that wasn 't true until I got locked up. I did it with Lucy Faithfull when I
was in foster care. Groups of boys wouid he watching porn . The girls
would join in and then we would aH sort .of act it out. We didn't have
proper sex all together - the time I did it with a girl - she agreed and I
wasn 't violent but maybe that was because I ,v�ts too scared . I <lidn 't use
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contraception .

I think if I had got more confident then I would have

probabl y started to act it out more . I was about 8 or 9 years old. She was
my girlfriend - but then she moved away ."
It was clear from these responses that the sexualised behaviour and imagery the
children had been exposed to made a strong impression on them. Although some
of the behaviour described by the young people here and their index offences
were clearly harmful , the forensic psychologist warned about the dangers of
labe l l i ng all sexual behaviour as deviant because of the offence history:
"Someti mes an i ncident h appens and people say it is offence paralleling;
they make it deviant . I think that this is making assumptions when there
may be alternati ve explanations for it , such as just being a teenager. I
th i nk that people expect things from young people who have offended that
they do not expect from anyone else."

5 3 .8 Understanding legal terms
The literature on the sexualisation of young people tends to focus on the moral ills
and the potential harm to children of this development rather than the extent to
which a hyper sexual culture may lure children themselves into committing
cri minal offences . Thi s i s probably because most people are primarily concerned
about adults abusing children . H owever, as i ndicated in the legal framework, the
drive towards w idening the legal net in order to deal with the historically low
conviction rate inevitably means that a great deal of sexual behaviour between
children has become technically unlawful , leaving it to the discretion of the
prosecutor as to whether or not the child should feel the full force of the criminal
law . It there fore seems that as well as protecting children from the risks posed to
them as victims of unlawful sexual activity, if they are to avoid becoming
perpetrators, it is essential that they understand precisely what the law says.
The young people in this study suggested that the legal terms that attached to their
acti vities were either not on their radar at the point of the offence or that their
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knowledge of l aw and sex was too limited for them to link their own activity to
the l egal terms for the offences they committed .
Thomas stated that he "never thought about it, never watched the news" implying
that w as how he would have known what was and was n ot allowed.
When asked whether at the time he understood why the sexual act was against the
law , Max indicated that he did not , commenti ng: "I h ad never heard of rape
before" . Thi s echoed William ' s response to another question where he confirmed
that he did not know what rape was until he was bei ng charged with it at the
police station - even though he had hi mself been the victim of rape.
Peter said he had some knowl edge of word ' rape' at the time of the offence ,
although he would not have been able to explain why rape was wrong at that time:
"I knew that rape was wrong , even though I didn ' t know why" .

He also

exp lained that at point when he comm itted the offence he didn ' t know that what
he did was rape .
The responses indicated that even where legal tenns were known to young people,
they were unable to l ink them to their own actions.
Young people ' s inabil ity to link legal tenns to their behaviour was mirrored in
some instances by their inability to understam.l the seriousness of their sexual
behaviour. Oliver maintained that when he did the offences he <lid not know that
he was break ing the law.

He stated that he did not think that it was "that

serious' . . . . He clarified that at the time he committed the offences he did
understand that rape \vas against the hnv . However. he added that he did not
understand that what he was doing was rape . He stated I.hat he ''just didn't see
what I did as serious as doing rape". When asked \\ hether he now feels that he
understands why rape is against the law he was emphatic that he did and stated
that th is was "because it is wrong and hurtful".

Charlie indicated that he did not understand why the sexual act was against the
l aw at the time of the offence: " I j ust thought it was okay . She didn' t seem upset
- not bothered . It went on over a few months and I think she thought it was a
game ."
The failure by many of the young people to understand that their behaviour was
illegal was al so reflected in their lack of understanding as to the seriousness with
which such acti vities are regarded .
5.3.9 The role of instinct
As indicated above , most young people in the sample were far from clear as to the
illegality of their behaviour. However, knowledge of the la\v may not, i n itself,
have prevented the acti v ities in question since behaviour by children of that age is
not determined pure l y by rational thought processes .
O n e young person , Will iam , acknmvledged that he was acting instinctively
without thought or c are . When asked whether he understood that he was breaking
the law at the time he committed the offence William commented that he didn 't
because he "didn ' t think about anything - I was just angry and I didn' t care" .
This acknowledgement of the impulsive or instinctive re;:;ponse by young people
was ill uminated by Adolescent forensic psychiatrist l :
'Tm also of the opinion that ''instincts·· dri ve behaviour but ''instinct" is
not a consideration in court. Noncthelei..s, children act instinctively . They
act automatically and without mm.:h thought and the sanctions society
places on children prompt further intuitive action . The fact a child ''knows
that hi s/her actions are wrong" does not necessarily mean they meant to do
what they did but i n my opi nion courts do not extend considerations of
g uilt beyond that of the cognitive and instinct is of course not cognitive.
I nstead . I think courts place u11du1; emphasb t<) the fact that doctors can
talk about biology . genetics and individual psycholog:ieal aspects of sex
and gender:·
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This observation raises concerns about the validity of presumptions about
children ' s behaviour made by the criminal justice system .

5 .3.10 Sex education
Children ' s l i mited understandi ng of sex and the law , combined with their
tendency to act without thought in the absence of adult guidance , would indicate
the potential i mportance of reliable informati on and guidance to help young
people to understand their environment, physical changes and to make more
i nformed decisions .
Young peopl e were not specifically asked about sex edw..:ation . However, the two
young people that mentioned sex education raised two separate issues. The first,
Charlie , suggested that it was only through sex education that he knew how to
commit the offence . The other young person , S am , indicated that sex education at
school was insufficient .
Charlie explained the process by which he came to engage in lhe index offence as
resulting form a combi nation of exposure to porn and sex education;
"We u sed to mes s about. It mainly started when we were in Year 5,
around aged 9. That ' s when we did sex education which showed what sex
really was - that ' s when we first knew how to do it. So I guess we started
having sex about aged 1 0 .

We didn 't know much .

There is thi s

programme on T V called Generation Sex that is o n at around 1 1 pm. I had
a TV in my room . There is another one called How to Do It. I also started
n icking DVDs from dad on porn. I just \,;, rote Simpsons on the side of it. I
think I was about 9 then. Most of my friends were looking at porn looking at it on phone . The porn was the thing that gave me the most
i nformation about sex . I think this is a bit early. I read in the papers a�,ut
1 3 year olds being pregnant. In my sister's class . around four 1 3 year olds
are pregnant - but we never thought abt)Ut that part of it really''.
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Charlie' s observations imply that the biological nature of his sex education in
combination with his exposure to porn provided him with the necessary
knowledge of the m echanics of sex to offend . The negative consequences in
Charlie ' s case need to be considered in the context of the limited nature of the
education provided . As Charl ie makes clear, his sex education was purely about
the mechanics . He did not learn about the law, rel ationships or what is not normal
or acceptable.
The limits of school sex education were also outl ined by Sam who commented
that he "learnt a bit at school - but not much" . The potential contribution that sex
education could make was underl ined by Harry i n his description of what he had
learned in his therapeutic i ntervention where he descri bed , as did other young
people , a good understanding of the legal issues around sex , descri bing that was
"where G-map came in handy . The sexual age is 1 6 . Because any younger than
that, you have not really grown up and you can't know what you are doing
properly" .
This raised questions about the extent to which sex education is coupled with
understanding what i s and is not lawful and the potential for sex education in
school s to borrow from the content of therapeutic interventions designed for
young people with harmful sexual behaviour in terms of educating children about
rel ationships , sex and the law .
The youth justice worker al so raised the i ssue of poor education in the context of
poor parenting skills as a particular issue for children with harmful sexual
behavi our:
"It seems to be a class issue. I wonder whether it. is a special problem with
lower economic group families since authorities appear to be more
invol ved w ith them; and also sometimes parenting issut�s are often an issue .
Alongside that is the less pareming skin�; they are distra...:ted by their own
problems; poverty; lack of education generally: cycle of poverty� welfare
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dependency - all of these things affect the awareness , understanding and
knowledge of everyday matters that affects their ability to care for the
children ."
This observation suggests that the need for statutory sex education to be revised to
cover a g re ater s pectrum of related i ssues is especial ly important as some children
will not b e able to rel y on parents to fil l the gaps .
5.3 .1 1 The role and message of the law
Young peopl e ' s limited understandings of thei r own behaviour and the legal
impl ications of it appeared relevant to the rol e of the law in moderating and
preventing harmful sexual behaviour. In order to ascert a in young peopl e ' s views
about the rol e of law on reflection , young people were asked whether they now
understood why their own offence was against the law . In order to test whether
they felt the law was fair, they were asked about the fairness of it being illegal for
two 1 2 year olds to have sex, even if the both ' agree' .
Young people were asked if they understood why their offence was illegal at the
point of the i nterview . All young people said that they understood why the sexual
act was against the law at the point of the interview for thi s resean:h .
Max said "because i t i s hurting someone and will wreck someone's life - while
they are growing up and in the future because they might remember stuff about it."
Oliver said he now feels that he understands why rape is against the law and
stated that thi s was "because it is wrong and hurtful" .
Sam stated that he now fel t that he unden,tood why the act was against the law
commenting that "children' s bodies are still developing under 1 6 and they can't
give consent until then be1.:ause they don't have a ful l understanding".
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Charli e said he was clear that he now understood why the sexual act was against
the l aw , adding "probably because you are not fully developed and all that. But it
j ust happens ."
Thomas said that he now understands why the sexual offence was against the law
adding "because I ' m older" .
It was clear that the young people had all completed a journey which led them to
bel ieve that the law was correct i n their own cases . This is in some ways not
surprising as they had all engaged i n therapy and it would be very difficult for
them to go through life without any sense that the criminal justice response ,
including their punishment, was not justified . Even so , it was clear that this
position had been arrived at through a combination of therapy , and, importantly ,
maturation . This was clear when set against their responses to their understanding
of the offence at the time.
It also chimed with professional views about children ' s developing understanding
as part of a process of trial and error. The adolescent forensic psychiatrist l
stated:
"Individual psychology also plays a role in helping us understand how
children acquire knowledge . Children test their sexual knowledge by
comparing their understanding of a fact with the outside world . Consider,
for example , how a story or tale i s processed . Bruno Bettleheim in "The
Uses of Enchantment " asks the question: Why do children love to hear
tales? He argues that children grapple with fantasy (sometimes harrowing
fantasy) in a symbolic fashion , in imagination often manifested in play and
just knowing the difference between right and wrong may be meaningless
exerc i se for children . Children "practice" and try thi ngs out because that's
how they grapple w ith knowledge. For example, when one reads children
a story in which a wolf eats Little Red Riding Hood , they are
fascinated . Little children who kill do the same thing . Most of the
children I see in criminal justice are emotionally , morally and cognitively
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below their chronological age . They can grasp the cognitive basics i .e.
that x i s wrong and if I do it I c ould go to prison; but they cannot stop
symbolic play because it is part of how they learn ."
I n order to test young people' s views on whether the law itself is fair, the yo ung
people were presented with the legal fact that it is against the law for two 1 2 year
olds to have sex , even if they both agree . All ten young people confirmed that
they knew this was illegal at the point of the interview . When asked whether they
u nderstand why it i s against the law , nine young people said yes; one young
person said no . They w ere then asked whether they felt this was fair. Six young
people sai d yes; two said no; and two were not sure , one saying both yes and n o .
When Sam was asked whether he understoo d why it' s against the law for two 1 2
year olds t o have sex . H e stated yes and commented:
" [Tjhe law is protecting children . If I had a daughter or a son, I would
stop the m . I wouldn ' t want them to have kids . I agree with what the law
is doing." .
Thomas thought thi s was fair on the basis that "you ' ve got to be 1 6". He said he
did u nderstand why it was against the law adding , " [C]hildren at 1 2 don't know
and they shouldn' t k now about sex at that age" .
Patrick said that he understood why this was against the law and explained that it
was probably because if they are young they would need to have their parents
there to make sure they are safe. He then went on to say, "Yes 12 was too young
to have it and that you need to get education first as you might not have the right
informatio n about how to do if' .
Charlie reflected that the law is fair in criminalising two 12 year olds who have
•
sex "becau se they are under age and they don't know what they are do ing"
this
Howe ver, althou gh Charl ie was able to understand why the law criminalises
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activity , he had strong views about whether the law should punish children for this
behaviour:
"Looking back on my mates having sex when we were young I don ' t think
they should all have to go back to Court because we were all doing it and
we didn ' t know what was happening . If people don ' t really know what is
happenin g , they shouldn't be punished ."

Daniel also commented that he thought thi s was fair:
"Because potentially they could have been raped - they both could be
doing something they just don ' t like . Quite young girls have sex - it' s not
right - they could be getti ng abused - they might change their minds later
on" .
When asked if he understood why it was against the law Daniel stated ' yes' and
commented that "It' s just to keep people safe - that's why the law is in place" .
Harry also thought that this was fair. He explained that this is ''where G-map
[therapy] came in handy . The sexual age is 1 6 . Because any younger than that,
you have not really g rown up and you can't know what you are doing properly".
Peter felt differently , commenting that the l aw was "stupid" and asking:
"Who ' s to say how old you have to be? Although I wouldn 't 1,v ant my
kids to do it at 1 2 . . . it seems a hit stupid I guess it's to try and stop under
age pregnancy and 1 2 years olds don't really know 1,v hat they're doing but
some people don 't know what they' re doing even when they 're 1 8 and the
age l imit is 1 6 ."

Oliver was also not sure whether or not this was fair. He added that this was a
"tricky one" :
"Sex i s getting younger and younger - but 1 2 is too young. Would you
punish both of them? What is the consequences'! You need to look at the
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bigger picture as in their background . B ecoming a rapist at 1 2 is a bit
harsh - better to do therapy and talk" .
Max was also uncertain , answering 'yes and no' :
"because their body hasn 't actually grown u p until they are 1 6 - then you
c an have sex with consent . But if they both agree , it is unfair for them to
be puni shed" .
When asked whether he understood why this is against the law , he answered yes
but commented " probably is because they don ' t want them to rush into it" .
Willi am did not thi n k that the l aw was fair commenting that "if two 1 2 year olds
are consenting then I think it' s ok" .

He said he understood why it's against the

l aw explaining that it is because '·they ' re minors - but everyone does it though it' s stu pi d ."

However, he also further reflected that the children "could be

vulnerable though but if they are together then maybe it' s ok . I wouldn't want my
kid doing it" . We talked about how if a boy and a gir"l have sex when they are
u nderage then the boy becomes a rapist whatever happens especially if the young
person is under 1 3 and he responded that he wouldn 't want his own kid to be
cal led a rapist either for doing that . The various strands in William's thinking on
this issue demonstrated what a compl icated issue this is.

5.4 Contact with the criminal justice system

5.4.1 Admitting the offence
Denial i s often associated as a common feature amongst sex offenders and
commonly considered a block to risk reduction and successful rehabilitation
(Hudson , K (20 1 2) . However, there is considerable evidence that denial is
unrelated to sexual recidivism ( Hanson and Morton-Bourgon 2005 ).
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Nonetheless , the point of admission clearly affects the nature of a young person' s
criminal justice experience , inc1uding whether i t is necessary for the child to go
through a trial process , hurdles to work, discretionary release by the parole board
and management on licence . Therefore all the young people were asked whether
they admitted their offence , and if so, at which stage in the criminal justice
p rocess they did this.
All o f the young people had admitted the offence by time of interview . Thi s i s not
surpri sing as the placement offers therapy and is expensive so it is unlikely that
that placing authorities would have in vested i n the placement unless the young
person had adm itted the offence and could ' benefit' from therapy in the traditional
sense . On the other hand , as the clinical psychologist noted, denial in young
people with harmful sexual behaviour is not a block to treatment:
"One of the common questions when people call about treatment is that
the young person is ' in denial ' but really all we need is for a young person
to say in being assessed for treatment is that something happened, nothing
was clear but they were present. Denial is a protective , normal ( and very
adolescent) response and it does not have any bearing on how well they
might do i n treatment. We can run with i t if they ' were there' . We have
many e xamples of young people 'denying' because that is what has
worked in terms of the family/community pressures upon them - young
people know very well that there is a very different stigma about sexual
cri mes and it would be more acceptable to commit a violent offence than
the sexual c rime . This is born out in terms of the prison experience."
With in the sample:
•

two had admitted the offence before the police were involved

•

two had admitted the offence at the police station

•

five had admitted the offence between the police station an<l before trial

•

one had admitted the offence after sentence
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Only one child , S am , in the sample denied the offence and went through a trial
process . The trial took place i n the youth court . Notwithstanding the comments
about the eventual admission of all applicants given their therapeutic placement, it
was surprising that al most all the children pleaded guilty at Court given that
almost h alf of all sex offenders plead not guilty ( see Chapter 2 .4.2) . Statistics for
the pleas of children do not appear to be available . The barrister noted that
children are more likely to plead guilty to sexual offences compared to adults:
"In my experience from deal ing with parole cases. a very large number of
adult sexual offenders will have pleaded not guilty at trial and will go on
to mai ntai n i nnocence .

With chi ldren that I have dealt with , in the

majori ty of cases I have seen they have pleaded guilty ."
Thomas described how he felt compelled to plead guilty because the court process
was dragging on:
" I n Court, I went guilty . I thought that it was taking forever to get through
Court so I might as well just say it. The Solicitor told me to go not guilty
but I didn ' t take any notice of her - I d idn' t like her."
It is hard to imagine an adult pleading guilty to a serious sexual offence because
the case is taking too l ong . However, Thomas ' comment suggests that the reasons
for children pleading guilty to sexual offences need to be further explored,
particularl y in relation to how the inadequacies of the process itself may affect
young people · s choice of plea.
For i nstance , it appeared that William admitted the offence at court and before
trial based on advice from his l egal team that proved not to be cmTect: "they had
evidence - the solicitor said I would get less time if l went guilty - fucking hel l I got the longest possible sentence., .
On the other hand Daniel admitted the offence at the police station. at a time when
he was feel i ng ' suicidal ' .
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5.4 .2 Experiences at the police station
The l iterature suggests that a child ' s experience at the police station can have a
maj or impact on their experience of the criminal j u stice system and that many
children experience a number of diffi culties at the police station ( Hazel et al ,
2002 ; The Howard League , 20 1 2 ) . However , there appears to be an absence of
specific research into the particular experiences of children with harmful sexual
behaviour at the pol ice station .

5.4.2. l Feelings at the police station
The structured questionnaire , to a certain extent guided by the literature on this
subject focused on whether or not children understood what was happening at the
police station and the adult help they received . However , several young people
provided powerful n arrati ves about their experience and how they felt at the
police station . It would seem important to consider q uestions about levels of
understanding and assistance against this backdrop .
Daniel explained his "suici dal" feelings at the police station :
" I didn ' t want to be in them cells ; I was cold all the time ; I was in there
from 9 .30 am Friday until Saturday l p m'' .
He went on to talk about the way the pol ice officers treated him:
" [ T ] ell ing me off - even though I was onl y 1 2 years old - it was because I
was a sex offender - I remember them tel lin g me that" .
Charl ie described in vivid detail the entire ex pe rience of arrest and detention:
" [ My dad ] . . . called the police . They came out and put me in handcuffs.
Neighbours and friends were lookin g at me . I folt really \Vound u p . . . I
was only 1 1 ," but I had handcuffs and le g restraints on me. The y are like a
stretchy band with Velcro to stop you from kickin g out at the po lice. The
pol ice came out, asked my dad a few q uestions nn the doorste p and then
came in and g rabbed me. I strugg led and swore and then the y j ust came
out with all the gear. I was in the back of the unmarked police car."
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It was clear that this experience diffe red immensely from other contact he had had
with the police in the past:
"I h ad already been arrested four times . As soon as I turned 1 0 , I started
getting arrested . The worst thing was that it was early in the morning.
They [the offences] had happened i n the night and she said she was going
to tel l in the morning. S he did it before I woke up . Looking back , I think
it would have been better if they had sat down and talked to me . When I
went into the pol ice station . they took all my clothes , laces . shoes . stuff. I
didn ' t see a soci al worker that day at all . I had to sleep in the police
station for three nights - four days .
Charl ie explained the kind of thoughts that he e xperienced when detained for his
i ndex offence :
I found the interview bit really tough - in the cell I was okay . They gave
me cups of tea and food and that was okay . It was quite friendly but I was
thi nking shi t - what is going to happen to me? Will I be allowed back
home? That ! the ni ght before his arrest ! was the last time I slept at home .
Peter described his fee l i ngs at the pol ice station and how these differed from a
previous arrest:
"I had been arrested for vandalism and shoplifting in the past - but it \Vas
different this time . In the past I had been cautioned. This time I was in the
cel l for ages - I ' m not sure how long . I got arrested at school and when l
came out of the police station it was night time. I ,vas scared , I think it was
for more than 6 hours that I \vas stuck in there."
The feel i ngs of anxiety raised hy Daniel , Peter and Charlie fmm being detained at
the pol ice station indicate that in at least some cases, young people might be
especiall y disadvantaged in understanding the kgal prncessl'S. It may he that
pol ice responses i n these cases , which appear to go against accepted good practice,
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reflected an inability to see these young people as children . The child protection
specialist noted:
' Working w ith the police have I been really challenged by a tendency to
have a black and white v iew around children who offend and a scepticism
about accepting the vulnerability of those children .'
The police responses in these cases may also have reflected their unfamiliarity in
dealing with such cases and their alarm at the nature of the offence . It is possible
that the reactions of some YOT workers noted by the clin ical psychologist also
applied here:
" YOT practitioners often panic because they don ' t get so many of these
top end cases . They demonise the behaviour of the young person because
there are so few of them ."

5.4.2.2 Understanding the charge
Understanding the charge at the police station is such an essential pre-requisite of
a justice system based on notions of culpability , accountability and commitment
to a fair proces s , that it was considered important to check young people ' s views
on this . Only half the young people felt that they understood the charge at the
time .
Young people who said they did not understand the charge at the time described
experiences that ranged from complete ignorance to being overwhelmed by law .
Peter explained that he simply "didn't understand what had happened" and
suggested that he did not get any help from the police other than the title of the
charge :
" [The police appeared to be] more interested in taking my fingerprints . I
had a social worker there I think but they didn't explain it to me. The
police explained I had been arrested for rape but nQt what it was."
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S imilarly , S am explained he "didn' t have a clue what rape was to be honest" ,
although h e did recei ve some more information from the police (see below) .
Charlie and Thomas gave similar responses.
Max and Daniel appeared to feel bamboozled by the legal jargon . Max talked
about various legal sections that he appeared unable to relate to his own life:
"They were say i ng all sections and stuff - section 4 and section 6 they said
section 1 0 and 1 3 too . I didn't know what they meant. All I know is that
section 20 is about being voluntary and I can walk out of care if I want."
Daniel commented that he could not "remember what they [the police] said - it
was j ust al l long words - but I knew I did something wrong" .
Further exploration w ith young people who said they did understand the charge at
the time suggested that thi s was because an adult had explained it to them. Given
the literature on the need for young people to have assistance at the police station
( HMI Constabulary , 20 1 2) and the availability of a number of adults , including
parents , appropriate adults and sol icitors, entitled to be at the police station young
people were specifically asked to identify the sources of help.
Three young people said that they had no help at all to understand the charge.
Seven s aid they had recei ved help vlith this. The most common source of help
identified by the young people was the police . William confirmed that it was his
solicitor and the police who gave him the most information, with his solicitor
doing the most talking.' Daniel commented that his sol icitor was "not helpful and
I c an ' t really remember who else was there" .
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Figure 7: Sou rces of adult help at the police station

Police 5

Social worker 1

YOT worker 2
Parents or carers 2

Willi am , who had said he did understand the charge at the time , outlined hO\v the
police explained it to him:
"I knew sort of - it was forcing yourself. Police told me - they were
telling me what it was l i ke forcing someone to have sex when they don't
want to do it. It all seemed like mad stuff. It was the first time I ever
talked about what rape is even though it had been done to me in the past:·
Patrick al so said he understood the charge because it was explained to him at the
Police Station . He confirmed that he was l 3 at the time and that he had heard of
rape on the news and all of that . He said he kne1.v a bit about it but at the time <lf
the offence he did not know what he was doing was rape. He confirmed that the
Pol ice explained it nicely to him, helping him to understand 'how bad the offence
was' by explaining it was · 1 0 out of 1 0' for being had.
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Sam recalled the words the police had used to explain the charge:
"They said ' I am arresting you for attempted rape ' . They explained it as
having sex with someone under the age of 1 6 . I had never heard of rape
before that."
Oliver highlighted that he was only 1 3 at the time . He thought that the police
were the main people who helped him to understand the charge but there was
"another l ady" present. He thought that this on reflection was an appropriate adult.
He added that "she was okay - the police brought her in.

It was a bit

embarrassing" . Max was the only other young person who raised the possibility
that an appropriate adult might have been present: "there was a fella there but he
didn ' t real ly help me. I think it was the appropriate adult" .
HMI Constabulary ( 20 1 2) record that the ' key element of AA [ ' appropriate
adult ' J independence was found to be variable ' , causing inspectors to be
concerned about their ability to 'focus on the needs of the child or young person
rather than the needs of the police ' and that ' AAs did not take the opportunity to
explain the complex and legal language used by the police and were generally
found to be passive throughout the interview · (p.33) .

5.4 .3 Experiences of the court process
The literature suggests that, despite the right for children to participate effectively
under Article 6 ECHR and in accordance with the SC case , many children find the
court process overwhelming (Botley et al , 20 I O: Hazel et al , 2002) . The young
people were therefore asked about their experi ence of the court process including
their experience of preparation for court.

5.4.3. l Preparing for court
The limited research on children 's. experiences uf preparing for court and their
interaction with lawyers highlights a number of concerns (Kilkelly , 20 1 0 ). Young
people were therefore asked about the number of times they saw their solicitor
before being sentenced for their index offence . VVit.hin the sample;
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.,

one young person said that they saw their solicitor only twice;

•

two young people said that they saw their solicitor three times;

•

four young people said that they saw their solicitor more than three times;

•

three young people said that they didn ' t know .

A number of young people appeared to hardly remember anything about their
i nteractions with their lawyer before sentence . For instance , Peter did not know
how many times he had seen his sol icitor but commented that it was "not that
much - can ' t real ly remember anything about him - I think it was a man ."
Danie l confirmed that he saw his sol icitor more than three ti mes prior to sentence .
He went on to comment that he "probably saw him about nine times''. He
described his sol icitor as "fine" and "supportive" . Thomas claimed his "solicitor
and social worker wanted me to get locked up. They made it clear to my foster
carer who told me that - they were twats" .

5.4.3.2 Feelings at court
Given the judgment in SC holding that children should not be tried in adult courts,
young people were asked which court they were tried in. Young people were also
asked how the court experience felt, in light of the ruling of the European Court in
T v UK ( 1 999) 30 EHRR 1 2 1 and the subsequent practice direction by the Lord
Chief Justice (now incorporated in to the consolidated Criminal Practice
Directions l20 1 3 ] EWCA Crim 1 63 1 , requiring the court process to be adapted to
take into account a child ' s age , maturity and development.
Nine of the young people said that they were sentenced in the Crown Court . One

young person did not know . As noted above , an children were sentenced in the

Crown Court . Sam, the one young person who did not plead guilty was tried in the
Youth Court.
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When asked how they fel t during the court proceedings , nine young people said
that they fel t confused , eight said that they felt scare d , and seven said that they felt
bored . Only one young person said that they felt interested.
Even though Oliver explained he felt "nervous - d i dn ' t like it - sometimes didn't
understand why there were different Judges or arguments and technical terms" .
H e al so added that he felt sl i ghtly scared and slightl y confused by it all .
Several young people described a long , drawn out process which they did not
understand .

I nformation about what was happening and when it would end

appeared to be particularly absent.
Charlie described the experi ence as follows:
"At first I didn ' t know what the hell w as going on . I thought I was in a
dream . I t onl y became clear after. I t was like some bloke talking to me
behind a desk - didn ' t feel real . At that point I was not able to understand
but when you are 1 2 and going every day , you kind of understand."
Patrick recal led feel ing upset while at Court . He was not sure why this was but
said "it was one of them scary places" . He al so described feeling bored, scared
and confu sed a bit while at Court . Harry said he did not feel good "at all because
I was worried I could get locked up" . He was the only young person who said he
felt interested , but he also said he felt bored , scared and confused. Daniel also felt
scared:
"I was j ust scared about what was going to happen . I was scared each time
I went in that I woul<ln 't come out again - [ didn 't know when I was
gett i ng sentenced."
He added that he felt "very emotional at all times". He said that he ,vas thinking
"what have I done?" and how he felt "scared of losing my mum - I thought I had
lost contact w ith her because she was cross with me'' . In numbering his feelings
by order of strength of feeling he commen ted that his primary feeling wm, that of
confusion fol l owed by being scared . Sam also felt !->Cared at Court , as well ns
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feeling confused and then downright bored because he didn ' t know what they
were saying and basically ''worried about what would happen" .
William added that when he was at court his overwhelming feeling was that of
being " scared" . He also said that at times he felt bored and confused . The
confusion , boredom and fear that appears to have dominated the young people's
court experiences i s also noted in the literature (Hazel 2002).
5.4.3.3 Understanding proceedings in court
Given the extent of confusion , it was not surprising that , when asked , seven of the
young people said that they did not understand what was happening in court. One
said that he did not know . Just two young people said that they did understand
what was goi ng on , although both appeared to later i ndi cate that they in fact
struggled to understand some aspects of the process .
Peter summari sed the experience as confusing:
"When I got prosecuted I just didn ' t understand . It was all confusing to
me" .
When asked whether anyone explai ned what was happening at Court he stated
"no" , adding "not unti l after."
A number of young people commented on the language used at court.

For

instance Thomas said he "didn ' t understand the Judge - t(>O much jargon" .
S imilarly , William said " I couldn 't even understand the Judge because he was just
posh . I couldn ' t understand the words that they were all saying" . Patrick said he
could only understand what \vas happening in Court "a bit''. adding that
sometimes he did n ot really l i sten because it was a "bit boring" and they seemed
to be talking about "'something random" so he ..switche.d off' . Sam confirmed
that he did not feel he understood what was happening at court adding "the judge
just freaks you out with that thing he has on - I didn't understand the words he
was saying - too bloody posh" .
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Several young people felt confused about what was happening when and the
reasons for adjournments . Peter described the process as drawn out and confusing:
"I u sed to go in and sit down and they would say a load of stuff and then
call me back again . Probably went about 6 or 7 times over a year's period .
They should have sorted it out faster. When I finally got my sentence , I
wasn ' t reall y prepared for it - just thought it was another session and I
would be sent home agai n . I don 't know why they kept stopping and
starting . I t felt l i ke a whole long time and went on for over a year - I was
l i vi ng with my Gran to start with and then I was in a care home ."
Dani e l also found the number of hearings and the reason for adjournments
confusing:
"I was m ore confused because I didn ' t know what was happening - there
were lots of hearings and they kept adjourning and adjourning it and I didn ' t
know why ."
One of W i l l i am ' s key memories was that "they don 't tell you when you will be
seen and al l that" .

He seemed to be commenting on all the waiting around

without knowing when you will actually be going i nto court .
Max said he didn ' t really feel confused but that was because he had ''no idea what
was goin g on so couldn't be bothered going" .

The YOT caseworker also noted

the delay , especial ly where cases are dealt with in the Crown Court:
o
Court . . . We need to put support
"It takes longer if the case is in the Crwn

in place quicker because the cases can go on for years."
Oliver was the only young person who felt he understood what was happening in
court ''most of the time''.
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5.4.3.4 Adult Help with understanding what was happening at court
In l ight of the legal requi rements that children must be able to participate
effectively , young people were also asked whether anyone explained what was
happening in court . Six young people said that someone did explain what was
happening in court . Four young people said that what was happening in court was
not explained to them . When asked who provided explanations , the following
responses were given :

•

four young people said that solicitors helped them

•

two young people said that a parent helped them

•

two young people said that a barrister helped them

•

one young person said that a social worker hel ped them

•

one young person said that a YOT worker helped them

None of the young people said that they received help from an appropriate adult
or a j udge . In addition , in response to other questions , some young people referred
to being provided with advice and assistant by security guards that sat next to
them i n the courtroom .
Young people were also asked whether they understood what they were told by
the person who tried to explain it to them . Only three out of ten young people said
that they understood what they were tol d . Four young people said that they did
not understand , and one said that they understood sometimes . Comments included
' too much j argon ' , and ' [understood ] some of it'".
When asked whether anybody explaining what was happening at Court, Charlie
stated:
"Yes , but I didn 't understand a word of what he was try ing to say - he was
talking quite quick - I tried to keep up. I got a couple of things i ncluding
stuff l ike - you were going in that room or you are pleading guilty but that
was about i t ."
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When asked who thi s person was , he thought it was his barrister. Sam noted he
"didn ' t have a clue what words the solicitor was using - even if I asked her to
explain things i n a diffe rent way , I sti l l didn ' t understand" . William confirmed
that while he was at court his sol ici tor explained what was going on . However, he
said that h e did not understand what he w as told. He described how he did not
understand that he had an indeterminate sentence even after the solicitor explained
it (see below) .
When asked whether anyone explained what was happening at court, Max said
yes and added "my mum and aunty tried to explain the best they could but they
didn ' t really know either" .
Max added , " [m ] y B arrister explained it to me at the end by saying that I was
going to foster care for two years and could see my mum once a week . That's all".
When asked whether he understood what he was told he said "yes - some of if' .
When asked whethe r anybody explained \vhat was happening at court, Daniel
stated no. He went on to comment "I think they should have done - I would have
felt m ore secure then", begging the question as to whether any of the many
agencies involved considered it their job to ensure a child understands what is
happening at court.
5.4.3.S Where youn g people sat in court
The possibility that children may sit next to their solicitor or another adult at court
rather than in the dock allowed for in The Criminal Practice Directions and
recommended i n T v UK is presumably to facilitate effective participation . Young
people were therefore asked a series of questions about the court layout, who they
sat next to and whether they could speak freely to that person ,
Answers demonstrated considerable variation i n practice i n seating arrangements:
•

Two young people sat next to SQlicitors ,

•

Two young people sat next to social workers;

•

Three young people sat next to a parent or carer;

..

Two young people said they were not sure .
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Three also said that they sat next to ' transport people' , guards , and a
keyworker.

These figures reflect the fact that most young people went to court on several
occasions and would often sit between two people. Some young people also
described being physically separated by glass or plastic screens .
Six of the young people said that they were able to speak with the person they sat
next to , and three said that there were not. Sam explained that he sat in the dock
with the guards and that these were the people he could speak to during the
proceedings:
"They were the people who brought me from the escort company - 1 did
not really know them but I clearly explained that I didn't have a clue and
then they would tel l me to listen or j u st to ask my solicitor but when I did I
sti l l didn ' t get it ."
William also described sitting next to the transport people from Securicor. He
was sandwiched between them. He confirmed that he did not know them but that
they were there in case he ' did a runner' . When asked whether he was able to
speak to whoever he sat next to in court he understandably replied ''no" .
By contrast , Peter stated that he sat next to h i s solicitor and social worker for most
of the time but added that when he was sentenced he sat "on his own in a glass
box" . He added that this felt "scary" that he didn't '·knovv what it was for - then
they opened the door behind me and put cuffs on me and took me to secure. I was
crying ."
Thomas also described being physically separated in court, sitting in the dock
behind a plastic screen. He said he was not able to speak to whoever he sat next
to i n Court while the Judge was in the room .
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Harry was the only young person who described the experience of appearing by
video link:
"I didn ' t like the video link at all .

I have been in court as well . If

something i s said in court you can say something back . On the video link
my solicitor was in the courtroom and I was alone. I felt inhibited to
request anything as I would have to ask the Judge and then set up a new
link in a new room if I wanted to ask my solicitor something or speak in
private ."
Patrick could not remember who he sat next to at Court but thought he sat next to
somebody such as his Sol ic itor or his YOT Worker. He felt that he was not able
to talk to whoever he sat next to while the Judge was i n the room and waited until
the end for them to explain . He felt shy to talk while the Judge was i n the room .
Oliver thought that he sat next to his solicitor or parents in Court but could not
recall exactly . He confirmed that he was abl e to speak to whoever sat next to him
in Court while the Judge was in the room .
The young people ' s responses indicated that judicial guidance that children ' s
hearings should b e adapted t o be more informal, practice varied considerably and
that the Court retained an intimidating atmosphere for most young people . The
responses also indicated that decisions to physically separate young people which
had possibly been made without thought may have the effect of alienating young
peopl e , as might the practice of having young people under guard .

5.4.3.6 Wigs
T v UK recommended that the antiquated pmctice of wearing wigs in court should
be dispensed with in hearings concerning children and this approach was accepted
as appropriate in the practice direction . Young people were asked about their
experiences of this to test the extent of cQmplia:nce .
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Eight of the young people said that the judges and or barristers wore wigs when
they were in the Crown Court. Comments ranged from ' scary ' to 'funny' .
Daniel recalled that the Judge and the barristers were wearing wigs . At first, in
rel ation to the impact of this he stated that "[i ]t was the last thing on my mind" .
He added "But it did make things worse because the people I remember seeing
were scary . It would be better for them not to wear them" .
Charlie stated:
"They all wore wigs when they walked i n and then took them off. I thought
it was weird . Not sure what that' s all about . Thought what the hell?[
Found it weird . I thought they shouldn ' t bother wearing them at all .
thought it was a woman ."
Sam confirmed that the judge and the barristers did wear a wig and commented:
"It was horribl e , freaky , scary and terrifying . It freaked the hell out of you
with their wigs and suits . Little ones would be reall y scared and maybe
they m ight cry their eyes out . It made me feel scared ."
Oliver confirmed that the barristers were told to take their wigs off but the Judge
who he described as a "strict one" kept his wig on. Thomas confirmed that the
Judges and B arristers wore wigs and commented ''stupid! They look daft. Are
they made of wool?" .
Patric k c learl y remembered the Judge and the Barrister wearing a wig and said
that he had wanted to try it on but was not allowed .

Max confirmed that the Judge and the Ban-ister� did wear a wig but "it didn't
bother me .

They looked funny .

They never tl'X>k their wigs off'.

Harry

confirmed the Judge and barristers wore a wig and that he thought that this was
fine .
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5.4.3.7 Delays at court

General concern s about the length of the court process (Nacro , 2002) were widely
reflected in the sample . Most children raised the number of adjournments in the
context of not understanding the reasons for the delays . However, two young
people specifically commented on the general frustration created by delay and the
fact that the greater the delay the more assessments need to be revised or updated .
Oliver specifically rai sed his frustration at the slow speed of the criminal justice
system , the number of adjournments in his case and the total uncertainty . Oliver
noted that the proceedings ''went on for about a year and kept adjourning'' . The
length of the proceedings and the number of different hearings appeared to have
troubled him extremely.
Max also added how "if you keep going back to scratch over and over again, it
takes longer for them to come and see you and keep wanting assessments - it is
long" .
It i s not clear whether young people prosecuted for harmful sexual behaviour
experience more delays than other young people . However, given the experiences
of thi s group and the complexity of the issues concerning the assessment and
planning needs of young people with sexually harmful behaviour it is at least a
possibility that delays and adjournments will be more likely .
What is clear however is that Crown Court cases involve significantly more delay
than youth cases. Thus , if sexual offences are more likely to lead to Crown Court
hearings , children accused of sexual offences are more likely to experience delay.

5.4.4 Sentences
Consistency in sentencing. combined with the importance to both the public and

defendants understanding the rationale behind a sentence , has been recognised as
desirable features of a fair punishment system (Leveson, 20 1 3).
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The young people were asked about their experience of being sentenced , whether
they understood the sentence at the time and their reflections on the fairness of the
sentence in order to gauge their personal experiences and views of the sentencing
process .

Where appropriate, the case papers were considered alongside their

responses to gain a better understanding of the young people ' s responses .

5.4.4. 1 Describing/understan ding the sentence
You n g people were asked to simply describe their sentence . Each response was
considered against the information avai lable from the case papers . S even young
peopl e were abl e to describe their sentence accurately without assistance . Two
were unabl e to describe their sentence at all . One young person was able to
describe his sentence with assistance . Several young people who now understood
their sentence , having experienced it through to release from custody , reflected on
their l ack of understanding at the time the sentence was handed down .
W i l liam , Danie l , Peter and Sam were given sentences which involved a level of
scrutiny by the parole board , with William and Sam' s release being only possible
following a parole board direction for release .
A striking feature emerging from the case papers was that in three of these four
cases where indeterminate or extended sentences were imposed . the YOT workers
had in fact presented alternative packages of residential supervision and therapy to
the Court . I n S am ' s case the same placement had in fact been put to the court as
an alternative to custody i n the pre-sentence reports. Similarly, in Daniel's case a
similar package of residential supervision and therapy had been proposed as an
alternative to custody . Peter· s pre-sentence report also outlined an alternative
community package comprising of a children ' s home plus thempeutic intervention
and access to education . 1n these cases, non custodial sentences set out at Chapter
4 .6 .2 would have been avai lable. It is not clear whether in any of these cases the
Court considered whether the public could be sufficiently protected within these
robust packages of supervision . therapy and support
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Instead it appears the

punishment was a primary driver i n the sentencing exercise. Option s such as a
deferred sentence that would allow for greater judicial oversight do not appear to
be considered . For instance, a deferred sentence would have allowed for the
p ackage that was eventual ly required to be provided initially . If the young person
failed to respond, the harsher sentence would be available . Equally if successful a
lighter punishment could follow .
The res idential home manager rai sed concerns about judges' approaches to
sentencing:
"I think there is a bias around sex offenders - a sense that it i s safer to lock
them up than to lead them down the therapeutic path - they or their
managers and judges saw it as too big a ri sk; that was a very short term
view because most of them ended up with determinate sentences which
meant they would return to the community with no work being done and
that i s when the panic would set i n . . . I would like to see the Court taking
more of a direction and actually call back the professiona"s
l" to report back
o n progress , which I have seen done in the Republic of Ireland . That
might encourage a more progressive approach ."'
In each c ase the Court imposed a custodial sentence instead and these four young
people were eventually released on licence by the parole board with a requirement
to res ide at the placement and engage in therapy . Young people· s views on this
rather ironic situation are considered below in the sections headed ·treatment' ,
' parole' and ' effectiveness of the criminal justice system' .
I n relation to the expenence of sentencing itself, Sam's sentencing transcript
provides an illustration of the chall enge in explaining what a sentence is and how
it works at point of sentencing:
" [ Sam ] , I ' ve reached my decision and I am about to explain it in detail . I
don ' t think you are likely to understand my explanation because I will
have to use quite compl icated language so fi:,r that reason when I ' ve
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finished I ' ll tell you very simply what it means . All right? Until then , until
I tel l you , you c an sit down . All right ."
The judge then proceeded to explain his reasoning which has been transcribed into
approximately three p ages of text. He determines S am to be dangerous . He then
considers that adult sentencing guideline for sentencing sexual offenders, noting a
startin g point of 8 or 9 years for an adult for the offence he has committed . He
reduces thi s to four years in light of S am ' s age . He then considers whether the
sentence should be an i ndeterminate sentence for publ ic protection or a fixed, but
extended , sentence for publ ic protection .

I n determin ing this, the judge

conside red the l ikelihood of the danger subsiding . He stated:
"I h ave no doubt that the defendant ..:urrently poses a significant risk of
serious h arm and will continue to do so for the foreseeable future . It may
well be that he will always present such a danger. It i s to be hoped that as
he grows up to maturity with the benefit of assistance from others the risk
will diminish , but there is nothing before me to indicate that it will . . . .It
seems to me however that while the risk posed by the defendant may
dimin i sh as he reaches ful l maturity , it is more likely that it will not.''
The judge therefore decided to impose an indeterminate rather than a fixed
sentence . At the end of the hearin g the judge addressed Sam as initially promised:
" ( S am] , wil l you stand up please . What you did . . . was very wrong and
you have to be punished for it. In addition, I think you are a serious
danger. . . and likely to carry on being a serious danger. . .I have decided
you should go to detention until it's safe for you to be released. You'll
spend at least two years i n custody less lhe . . . days you've already spent
locked up but you must understand that the authorities will only release
you after that i f and when they're satisfied that it's safe to do so. All
right'? That ' s a!! ."
When asked about his reflections on the expt:ricnce of being sentenced, Sam
commented:
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"All I heard was 2 years and an IPP. I was like , what' s an IPP?"
William also did not understand the nature of an i ndeterminate sentence at first:
"I d idn ' t have a release date . At first I thought I just had one year nine
months but one of them blokes - the transport people - explained I bad a
life sentence . I felt gutted ."
These experiences appear to support the views of respondents interviewed for the
Coun c i l of Europe Research on child friendly justice about the "failure to fully
explain the sentence being passed - the inabil ity to fully understand the sentence
passed appeared common - and about the fai lure of the judges and others
responsible to take account of their views ." (Kilkelly , 20 1 0 , p . 35).
The young peopl e ' s experiences would suggest that , without any adult assistance,
at least some children come away from sentencing hearings without a clear
understanding of what their punishment is or how it translates to their day to day
life.

For that reason young people were asked about whether they received adult help
in understanding sentence . Only one young person said that they did not receive
any help in understanding their sentence . Of the nine young people who said that
they rec eived hel p . The fol lowing people were said to have given help:

•

Solicitor ( two young people )

•

B arrister ( one young person)

•

Social worker (one young person)

•

Parent/carer ( one young person )

•

YOT worker (four young people)

•

Key worker i n secure (three young people)

•

Not sure ( one you ng person}

•

r
Security guy/transpot
(one young person) .
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However , this in itself did not always guarantee a realistic understanding of the
sentence . For instance , William described how he misunderstood his solicitor' s
explanation of his sentence , stating " I thought I just got a one year nine month
sentence" . This is significant because in fact he got an indeterminate sentence.
Peter also described how his YOT worker explained his sentence to him but it did
not reall y sink in :
"My YOT worker sat down and explained to me that I would have to
serve a minimum of 3 years and then I would be considered for parol e but l didn ' t know what that meant until staff in my secure children' s home
explained it to me ."
Peter later clarified that he only really understood what parole meant about a year
into his sentence after staff in his secure children's home kept explaining it to him .
Six young people thought that thei r sentence was fair at the point when it was
handed down whereas seven young people felt the sentence was fair on refl ection
at the point of interview .
Peter was among those who felt his sentence was not fair at the time adding when
asked , that it "just wasn ' t - too long !". He added:
"I didn 't understand it at first - but unce I understood it. I was surprised
because I saw other people come through the unit who ha<l done a lot
worse thi ngs than me and got much less time .''
When asked whether he thought his sentence was fa i r \Villiam commented that he
"didn ' t think about that at the time and just got on •.y it. h it,. . When asked whether
he thought h i s sentence was fair now , he stated no commenting:
" I t was too long . I didn 't even kiil anyone . My offonce was bad but I
shouldn ' t have been given that long . I have seen people who have killed
get out before me . That ' s how shit the justice system is."
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Sam commented that at the time he "felt it was too long and that' s when I thought
it was only a two year sentence" . He continued to believe that the sentence is
unfair:
"B asical l y I can ' t do anyth ing . I can ' t even leave the UK to go anywhere.
I want to go abroad and watch concerts . My sister wants to come too . I
want to go to a concert in a park but I have to be careful as there are
children there ."
Some young people had a strong sense that the y needed to be punished . Daniel
commented that although he was not sure whether h e thought it was fair at the
time he now felt that his ten year extended sentence was fair: "For the crimes I ' ve
done , I deserved that long" . Similarly , H arry felt his sentence was fair because
"what I did was wrong" .
Charl ie appeared only to be able to measure the fairness of his own sentence in
comparison to others stating that at the point of sentence he did not thi nk it was
fair:
"I thought , hang on a minute - 8 years - bloody hell . There are people
that I ' ve seen on TV who only get a year and a half. . . I was surprised it
was so long - at the time I didn't think what I had done was that bad."
However when asked now whether he thought his sentence was fai r, he said yes
"Because I know there is another lad in the same boat as me who had a longer
sentence of ' 8 do 4' plus 6 years [an extended sentence] ."

5.4.5 Treatment once the criminal justice process has commenci>d
Research on effective treatment for children with harmful sexual behaviour
suggests a hol i stic approach is required (Hackett . 2006) . The recidivism evidence
also suggests that at least some young people will grow out of sexual offending
(Hargreaves and Francis, 20 l 3) although there is also evidence to suggest
recidivi sm i s substantially lower if treatment is completed ( Rich, 20 1 I ; Woriing,
20 1 2) . The timing anJ. impact of treatment was thcrcfnrc explored in some detail
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with young people and several professionals raised issues concerning the
availability of treatment.

5.4.5. 1 Perceptions of treatment
Young people were asked about their views on treatment. Two children did no
work during their sentence .

Of the remai ning eight, two only commenced

treatment towards the end of their sentence . All of them would have been able to
commence work earl ier had they been given community sentences or been dealt
with outsi de the justice system. In particular. the case papers revealed that plans
had been in place for Sam and Peter to do such work had they been given
community sentences (see below ) . Sam eventual ly commenced the work just
before rel ease on l i cence and continued it on l icence:
" It has helped me to work out who I l ike . helped me to realise that I l ike
boys more than girls and that's been hard to come to terms with - I think I
knew but felt scared about what people would say."
The young people who had completed therapeutic work as part of their sentence ,
were generally positive about i t . Daniel explained how it "'helped m e a great deal''
and was adamant that "otherwi se l wouldn 't be here - out on parole and
rebuilding my life agai n . I remember that my main thing was that I wanted to go
to college and thi s is about to happen. Things are working out at last". Ol iver,
who had received a community supervision order commented that his therapists
had "helped me to realise what I did was wrong and how to cope with if'. Max
reported that the i ntervention stai1ed .. two weeks after I was sentenL·ed" and noted
that it was hel pfu l and that the workers ·make it fun and easy so that I enjoy the
work ' . Charlie confirmed that he did do vvork to address his sexual offending
while he was detained and that it was 'helpful' .

5.4.5.2 Delays in treatment
A feature of the adversari"al system is that tn:atmt:nt will not generally commence

until the criminal trial or disposal is completed. A report by HMI Probation and
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HMI Constabulary (20 1 0) was critical of delays in accessing treatment for young
people in light of the importance of the timing and amount of treatment that a
young person receives to ensure treatment i s effective .
Only two of the four young people released at the direction the parole board ,
William and Daniel , had managed to undertake a significant amount of
intervention while i n c ustody: in any event both were required to continue with
this on release . The other two , Sam and Peter had hardly commenced therapeutic
work in custody but were released on the condition that they would do thi s work
on licence (which they both did) .
In Peter' s case h i s local authority had agreed to fund treatment as part of a
community sentence and he reflected that this would have been preferable:
"It probably would have been better for me to come straight here to the
open unit [referring to the unit where we were conducting the interview
and where he was released on parole] . I had to wait 2 .5 years to do the
work and I would have started it faster in the community .''
Patrick also confirmed that he had not done any work during his sentence to
address his sexual offending. Patrick considered it would be better to do a l ittle bit
rather than absolutely nothing.

Max raised the point that i ntervention would have been a better option as an
alternative to prosecution:
"What would h ave hel ped was, instead of goi ng through Court, I could have
done the G-map or Barnardo's f specialist therapy providers for children
with harmful sexual behaviour! instead of going through all that trauma with
my family and then I could have got the work done quicker. I was in and
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out of Court for two years without doing the work . S o when I came to do
the work , it was hard to really remember anything" .
Oliver also rai sed the possibility of diversion , commenting:
" [It] would have been much easier to have come here anyway without
having to go through the Court process . It did give me time though to get
my head around the idea of coming here" .
Wil l i am al so highlighted that his treatment, which he found helpful, was delayed,
commenting that "working with the special ist helped but it didn' t start until I was
about 1 5 and a half years old. I waited for over two years" .
The clinical psychologist made some observations rel ating to the timing of
treatment, noting that where a child is very young , the approach will be
completely different:
"Equall y , treatment for younger age groups is goi ng to be very different
from treatment for an older child . Treatment for younger age groups is
likely to be more about safeguarding and family work, redirecting normal
developmental pathways and working things such as out why it happened ,
rather than talking treatment. The therapy would be very here and now but
al so work with the carers ."
Thi s in goes some way to dealing with Thomas's observation that he may have
been too young to have bothered with therapy if offered it when he was just 1 3
years old .
The delays experi enced b y young people i n the sample beg::. the question as to
whether it i s appropriate or effective to treat someone for sexual offences
committed a few years previously if in the mean time the young person has
crossed into a different treatment zone by virtue of age . On the other hand, it
cannot be assumed that undertaking work in a rnstodial setting will always be
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appropri ate , especial l y if a young person does not feel sufficiently safe to explore
traumatic i ssues .
The clinical psychologist also raised the issue about the timing of treatment and
the potential negative impact that can have on children when they are not feeling
safe or stable:
"A young person w ith a depri ved background may not be ready until their
early 20s and not everybody needs therapy . Other things can be and are
therapeutic , such as good foster care , active invol vement with those
teachi n g and trai ning young people and these all ' count ' as treatment."
S am recogni sed that it would have been difficul t for work to commence at an
early stage because he was in denial but nevertheless thought it would have
helped him to admit the offence earlier:
"It was harder because I was denying it but I reckon if l did G-map before, I
would have admitted it. I wouldn't have been able to keep i t inside if I was
seeing someone every week . Especially if they had said I wouldn 't have to
go to prison if I h ad admitted it and did the work. I denied it because I \Vas
scared my family would never talk to me again . It would have been scary at
first but I think it would have been worth it .''
This response it i nteresting in that it touches on the core of the problem of
offending work where a c ri minal charge is likely to cx:cur. In essence , the young
person is suggesting that had the \vork started he \Vould have admitted it earl ier.
Sam had pleaded not gui lty . was tried in the youth court but sentenced in the
crown court .

After being sentenced to an indeterminate sentem:c for public

protection , he went through a long and painful prrn.: ess of admitting his offence
and then comi ng to terms with it. He in fact was con�idcred suitable tu start work
before he admitted the offenu: < whi1.,.· h is not an approach usual ly taken with
adults ) although he admitted the offence before the work actually started . lf his
statement here is true , it is likely be \.v rnild hav t: ,,,,,.,....,.,_ 1,iuilty from th<: outset.
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While in hindsig ht early intervention leading to admissio
n would have made his
life easier , it would have deprived him of due proce ss, creat
ing a tension between
justi ce and welfare . Ultim ately S am recei ved an indetermin
ate sentence so
depri ving him of due proce ss witho ut a guarantee of diversion would
have been
out of kilter w ith a j ustice-b ased system .
The forensic psychologist also raised concerns that the criminal justice process
can del ay treatment to the detriment of the young person, suggesting that the
criminal j ustice system should not delay treatment where a guilty plea has been
entered:
"Young people often wait for over a year to complete the trial process. For
example , I had a recent case where a whole family ' s life was put on hold for
20 months . They received no treatment; they weren't allowed to talk about
it; and the young person was not allowed to go to school. The vast majority
of cases are just for sentencing but they can still take years . Where there is
a gui lty plea. why not start with treatment straight away? Lots of the kids
that I worked with [in welfare settings] . . . had committed sexual offences ."
The extent to which such shifts in practice are possible and the impact such shifts
may have had on outcomes for children with harmful sexual behaviour is clearly
an area for further investigation .
Another way to avoid undue delay or possibly inappropriate treatment might be to
allow interventions as an alternative to a criminal justice disposal. The attraction
of this is that from a risk management perspective, is that therapy can be a
condition of diversion and avoid the delays in treatment experienced by many of
the young people in the sample .

5.4.6 Experiences of parole
- had appeared before
Four of the young people , W11li am , S am, peter and Daniel
under licence conditions
the paro le hoard and had resided at the placement
anation for this is that the
stip ulated by the parole board . One poss ible expl
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children would not have been released by the parole board in the absence of the
on-going support, therapy and supervision provided at the placement.

From

reviewing the parole board decisions for these young people , it was c1ear that
'plans to manage risk' through the robust structures available at the placement had
been influential in the decision to direct the young person ' s release . Thi s implies
that, if this placement , or something similar , had not been available to these young
people, they may still have been detained at the point of interview .
The four young people who experienced parole reviews were asked whether they
understood how the parole process would work at the point of sentence . All said
that they did not unde rstand it.
All of the young people had been represented at thei r parole reviews and all of
them had an oral hearing . A ll of the young people had been released on parole
eventually , although most had experienced set backs and delays in the process so
that none of them were released at the earliest opportunity .
William had two parole reviews; his second one was delayed although he was not
sure of the reasons for thi s . Daniel was initially refused parole and only granted it
following a chal l enge by his solicitor and a fresh review . Peter and Sam both
experienced delay s in the parole process for assessments and release plans to be
finalised.
All four young peopl e who went through the process considered that the fi nal
decision by the parole board was fair. This was not surprisi ng as all young people
were released .
Young people were asked about the experience itself. All young people found the
process scary . Peter stated that he felt scared and nervous:
" [It was l too stressful - too hard on people - they ask you a lot of
questions that are really personal in a morn full of people you don 't know .
They al so shouldn " t bi.; so harsh on lke:ncc . Stupid ,onditions like you
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can ' t be around people of a certain age and you can ' t see cousins until
your licence has finished just separates me from my auntie because she has
nowhere to put my cousin when she wants to visit me ."
Daniel s aid he felt a mixture of interested scared and confused, upset and worried,
during his parole hearing .

He highlighted feeling personally upset by a

professional witness :
" I felt confused when my YOT was tal king and saying that she didn't want
me to come out [ of j ail] - it made me feel al l horrible inside" .
As h e had two parole hearings as part of h i s first review he was able to compare
the two experiences:
"At first I didn ' t get i t and I felt gutted and then we applied again for a
second chance . The second time the Parole Board member came i n and
met me and just made me feel more settled . That was because he came to
me , rather than me going before them. That made me feel so much more
at ease !"

William also had two hearings, although these were for separate reviews , as he
did not get released on parole at his first review . William explained that he did
not understand how the parole process worked at the time he was sentenced and
this was confirmed i n the case papers. When asked what help he got working
towards his first parole review he commented , "l can ' t remember. I think the
criminal soli citor came to see me before the parole . I was just too young and they
didn' t really make much effort" . The review had taken place a few days after his
1 5 th birthday . He remembered his solicitors came to his first hearing but ..they
just said that I wouldn ' t get it so we just sat down and talked and that was if' . He
explained that the ' woman in the middle' came late and they 'talked about
football' . He described a very different experience for his second review, aged 1 7
confirmed that his sol icitor for hi::; second hearing wus good and that she
explained exactly what would happen and prepared him properly. Despite this.
when asked how he felt during his second parole hearing he stated:
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" [I felt] nervous - my legs were shaking . I thought the manager of the
open unit where I am now was i n fact from the Ministry of Justice . There
were a lot of awkward questions . I felt embarrassed with all the people
there behind me . There were mad question s . It was like an i nterview but
with loads of people there and all really personal stuff. I had tears in my
eyes - I have never been through anything like that before . But the worst
thing of all was just waiting for it and not knowing when it was going to
be ."
The frightening expenences outlined by the children give weight to concerns
raised by a number of profession al s about problems with the parole process for
children . The parole board member also highli ghted how heari ngs are geared
towards adults:
"The hearings lbefore the Parole Board ] are geared for adults . I would
like to see more opportun ities for young people to communicate by other
means such as draw ing. I also think that sensitive information 1s
sometimes inappropriately revealed during the course of a hearing ."
Some professional s noted the voyeuristic nature of parole board hearings . The
clinical psycholog i st commented :
"I have been taken aback about the level of detail to which a young person
is expected to describe about offences committed eight years ago .
Remorse and empathy are important but not robust predictors of
recidivism. The Parole Board experience is so outside anything that you
are trained to deal with i n clinical work . . . . It is a curious combination of a
group of adults trying to put young person at ease and then being very
unpredictable about what was being asked .''
Similar concerns were aired by the forensic psychologist:
"Lots of Parole Board members don't know how to risk assess children .
They apply adult model s of risk assessment to children; this doesn't work .
The parole process is hugely anxicty-pr<)Vt)king for everyone and I am not
sure that we do enough to prepare y,mng people fr)r it. For some young
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people, I believe that their anxiety on the day means that they cannot give
the evidence that they are capable of."

5.4.7 Reflections on the effectiveness of the criminal justice system for the
young people in the sample
Young people' s responses to questions about their experiences of contact with the
criminal justice system suggested that although the process is not intended to be
punishment in itself, it appears to have been frightening for most of the children
involved . In some case s , it appears that in addition the system delayed access to
interventions that most children found helpful and in the case of children subject
to parole board oversight was considered essential , either i n custody on or licence ,
to ensure confidence that the public would be adequately protected .
Figure 8 shows the length and estimated cost on incarceration in the four parole
board case s .
Figure 8: length and estimated cost on incarceration i n the fo u r parole board cases

Young Person

Length of time in detention
before being released to
therapeutic placement

Cost estimate*
(excluding cost of
therapy)

William

52 months

557 ,583 .26

S am

32 months

£495 ,4e1 3 .44

Peter

40 months

£6 1 9,266.80

Daniel

41 months

£263 553 .25

Total financial cost

I £1 ,935,816.75

* Estimate based on figures presented to Parliament in 2004 that a local authority
secure children ' s home place costs £ 1 85 ,780 and a place in a Young Offender
Institution run by the Prison Service costs £50,800 (National Audit Office, 2004)
(These figures are per child per annum).
Adolescent forensic psychiatrist 2 noted the value of community sentences as
opposed to detention , stating a strong feeling that:
"Long community sentences are very helpful in putting a structure arnund
a young person to help them change . . . if young people are in a
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I

I

developmental stage then locking them away with other p erpetrators is n ot
a good environment. I also used to do a lot of court reports and I felt that
provided risk could be managed then long community sentences are the
best w ay to go . They are much b e tter than a short prison sentence (and
even a long one) because you can insist on a long term of treatment. you
also have the structure of the Ord er and living in a hopefully reasonable
environment ."
In l i ght of the potential difficulties and cost related to criminal sentences , y oung
peopl e \Vere asked for their own reflections on whether their sentence made the
peopl e around them s afer . It w a s anticipated that young people might appreciate
an opportu nity to air any concerns that the system might not be achieving its
purpose . However . eight young people said that they think that people around
them wou ld be safer as a result of their s e ntence . Only one said n o and one said
that they were not sure .
W i l liam \Vas very c lear that he did not think peo ple around him would be safer
purely becau se of his sentence . He added,
"Time in j ail is easy . It' s the work that I ' ve done that' s changed me. I
didn ' t need to be on a life sentenc e to do that" .
W i l l i am \Vas the only one of the fou r cases that attracted parole b oard scrutiny
where an alternative package of support had not been put forward by his YOT at
the poi nt of sentence , despite the fact that his need for 'co unselling' as a result of
being a v icti m of abuse had been clear from the reports .
his sentence ,
I n relatio n to wheth er or not p eople around him would be safer due to
meant I didn' t
Peter \Vas not sure and commented , "I n a w ay becau s e a sentence
ntence had a p ersonal
do it agai n" _ He may have been indic ating that the se
- from offend'mg by depriving him of his
. ed him
deterrent e ffect or that it incap acitat
liberty .
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Daniel appeared to be of the view that he new feels "more secure in myself and
less likely to do anything like that agai n" . However it was unclear whether he felt
this was directly related to having been sentenced for his crime.
Young people were directly asked whether they thought they had changed during
their sentence . All ten young people said yes . Young people were asked to
identify what had brought about this change and were provided with a range of
options as well as an opportunity for free c omment. The options included:
•

I h ave learnt my lesson from being here

•

I have done work on my offence

•

Support from staff

•

B ecause I have grown up

•

Because I have time to think about my behaviour

Some young people found it hard to pin the change down to predominantly one
reason . However, all young people named work on their offence as either their
first or second choice as being responsible for the change. Free comments to this
question clearly demonstrated the importance of the maturation process itself.
Peter stated that he had changed during his sentence citing the fact that he had
learnt his lesson , done work on his offence , received support from the staff and
had grown up. He did not think that having time to reflect on his behaviour had
helped particularl y .

He commented, "I grew up .

I was really childish and

naughty when I first came to secure - I had just turned 1 5 ." Daniel felt that he had
changed during his sentence. Numbering the reasons in order the most important
was that he has done work on his offence, followed by learning his lesson ,
followed by having time to think , followed by support from staff and finally due
to just growing up . He commented:
"Everything i n my life has changed. Now I' m not a sex offender. I have so
many things to l ook forward to in my life. college. contact with my mum.
meeting new friends l ike friends at college and being able to enjoy football ."
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Harry thought he had changed during his sentence , implying by his comment that
it h ad a deterrent effect on him as it was a "learning curve for me and a really
negative experience - I wouldn ' t want it to happen again" . He also stated "I have
learnt my lesson through being in the system and losing people and I don't want
to go through the court system again".
Charlie felt that he had changed during his sentence mainly because he had had
time to think about h i s behaviour and completing work . However, his comment
indicated that he had matured: "When I fi rst went in I was an awkward so and so.
I refused to do anything for anyone . I started being nice , doing what I was told ."
However, l ater i n the i nterview he put a greater emphasis on the deterrent effect of
his sentenc e , "B ut before I got punished it [ sex offender notification requirements]
wouldn ' t h ave [ made a difference] . Now I realise it [ sexual offending] can get
you in deep shit."
Max believed he had learnt his lesson from the restrictions placed upon him, from
doing work on his offence and from getting support from staff. Max was the only
young person who stated that support from staff w as particularly important and
added that he had been through three foster places before coming to the current
residential unit which was the "best placement of all" . He also felt that growing
up had an impact and having time to think about his behaviour. He added,
"because I am older and more responsible young man now" .
Harry felt that people around him would be safer because of his sentence "because
I now realise what I done was wrong and definitely never do it again. Not so sure
what would have happened if I had not been sentenced" . Sam commented that the
people around him "would have been safer even earlier if I had been able to do the
work straightaway . I t was about a year and a half before I started doing any work
on my offendi ng" .
Oliver talked about the hope that one day he would want to be assessed as no
longer posing such a risk and also explained that he would firsr "want to be :sure
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of myself that I had changed . I ' m getting there but a l ot of work that we do here
is not ju st about not re-offending it' s also about getting rid of unhelpful
behaviours such as attraction to children" . He thought that the knowledge that he
would be a Schedule l offender forever might make him more motivated to do sex
offe nding w ork but then added that "I just w ant to do the work to change myself
any w ay" .

The responses indicated that the fact of the sentence had an enormous impact on
the young person , that they valued work but that positive change was very much a
part of maturation . There was al so a general sense that young people wanted to
take a personal responsibi l ity for their change .
In order to further understand the extent to which the young people considered
detention an effective way of deal ing with harmful sexual behaviour they were
asked whether they thought sex offenders should be locked up . Most young
people gave nuanced res ponses , often distingu ishing between types of sex
offender.

William i nitial ly said that sex offenders should be locked up but then added that
this should only apply to "some - people that do kids and horrible stuff' . Daniel
also said that he did think sex offenders should be locked up but went on to
comment "But they should also be given a chance to prove themselves and to
move on from what they ' ve done to build a better future . It is right that they
l ocked me up - it helped me to make progress". Thomas also responded that
" some of them - not all of them" should be locked up . marking a distinction
between "the ones who know it' s wrong and just do it'' who should in his view be
locked up and "the ones like me who had a bad childhood" who he felt should not
be l ocked up .
Peter' s i nitial reaction was that sex offenders should not be locked up be this \Vas
followed by futther reflection: "suppose it depends on what they have done. Most
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serious crimes should get locked up"- that includes me. Although I didn ' t want it."
Max also felt sex offenders should not be locked up but then reflected as further:
"It depends . Well they should start off somewhere like thi s and if they
misbehave go to secure . Yes even grownups. Everybody should be given
a second chance - think that is a better way."
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5 .5 Leaving the criminal justice system
Leaving the criminal justice system behind is fraught with difficulties (UaR Boss ,
20 1 1 ; Bateman et al 20 1 3b) . The transition is most pronounced where a young
person leaves custody because of the physical changes (Bateman et al , 20 1 3a) .
Yet those with criminal convictions face a number of difficulties in reintegrating
and rehabilitating (Bernburg and Krohn , 2003; Nacro , 2003b) . This problem is
particularly pronounced for people with convictions for sexual offences due to
additional concerns and restrictions (Hargreaves and Francis , 20 1 3) . In addition to
practical hurdles , there a conviction for a sexual offence will create a spoiled
identity or stigma leading to negative perceptions both by the offender and society
as a whole (Goffman , 1 96 1 ) .
In this context , part of the research , was designed to probe young people' s
knowledge and experience of leaving the system, including their views about their
identity and their anxieties and hopes for the future . Given that the research was
tied to the placement for ethical reasons , all of the young people interviewed were
still under supervision . Two young people, William and Peter, had recently left
the placement and were able to provide some insight into that experience.

5 .5 .1 Understanding risk management provisions
Young people convicted of sexual offences will , as a matter of course , be
subjected to a number of risk management procedures, including supervision and
oversight from MAPPA, multi-agency responses to those who are deemed ·to
present a risk to children' ( or ' schedule one ' ) and sex offender notification
requirements ( see Chapter 4.7). Young people were asked specifically about
schedule 1 and the sex offenders' register.
Young people' s responses on the whole suggested a hazy understanding of these
provisions with a great deal of misunderstanding about what they were and what
they were intended to achieve . Although all young people \Vere asked about
schedule one and whether or not they had heard tht: term or knew what it meant,
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answers to these questions were so vague that there is little that could be drawn
from an in-depth analysis to these questions . This analysis therefore focuses on
young peopl e' s understanding of notification requirements , referred to here by the
colloquial term , ' sex offenders' register.'

5 .5 .1 .1 Knowledge of sex offender registration requirements
As all the young people had convictions for sexual offences and none had an
absolute discharge , they would all have been subject to notification requirements
at the point of conviction . However, only eight of the young people said that they
knew what the regi ster was and what they had to do as a registered sex offender.
One young person, Oliver, clai med that he was not on the register and never had
been . In fact , followi ng further inquiries , it emerged that he had been required to
register (and probably had) but that at the point of i nterview his registration
requirement had already expired. However, as he felt it did not apply to him,
Oliver declined to answer most of the questions concerning registration .
Young people were asked a number of detailed questions to test their knowledge
against the legal requirements of notification . They were also asked how long
they thought they were on it for. All nine young people who were subject to
requirements claimed to know how long they would be on the register for
although only five young people gave the correct answers based on an analysis of
the case papers . There was some general confusion about whether those who were
subj ect to indefinite registration could apply to come off, compounded by the fact
that the law in fact changed during the research period following the case of F in
the Supreme Court.
Young peopl e ' s responses to their understanding of the registration requirements
are set out at Figure 9 .
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Figure 9. Understanding of registration requirements

Legal Requirement
The initial notification of name, date of birth and home
address or any notification of a change of details has to be
completed within 3 days and the offender' s National
Insurance Numbers must now be given

Did the young
person know of the
requirement?
Yes
No
6

4

Notification is required of any UK address in which the
person resides for 7 days or more , whether consecutive or
not, within a 1 2 month period

5

5

All relevant offenders must confirm their notified details
annually

7

3

Notification must be given in advance of foreign travel ,
and return to the United Kingdom in accordance with the
requirements of the Sexual Offences Act 2003 (Travel
Notification Requirements) Regulations 2004

6

4

All notifications have to be made in person at a police
station; and police may take fingerprints and photographs
at initial notification and at any further notification, annual
or otherwise

9

l

Thomas was one of two young people who did not claim to not know what the sex
offenders register was "except that it exists and I have to sign it" .
Despite eight young people claiming to understand the registration system, when
asked about the detail only five were confident about the most provisions and only
four were clear about the travel restrictions .
Peter confirmed that he knew what the register was and described it as "some
annoying bullshit stuff you have to sign on to". He said that he did know what
someone had to do as a Registered Sex Offender explaining this as "tell them if I
move , or stay out anywhere overnight." However, as noted below, he did not
understand who could in fact find out about his registration.
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Daniel also claimed to know what the Sex Offender Register was but while his
explanation that it was "for people who have committed sexual offences to keep a
track on you" , it later emerged that he had conflated the requirements with those
of his licence supervision stating that you have to "sign on , see YOT (now
Probation for me) , have meetings , appointments" .

Oliver claimed to know what the sex offender register was , describing it as a
"register with names and locations of sex offenders" .

However, he had

completely misunderstood the requirements in practice , stating that you have to
"check in with the police every week and that you can't go to certain places"
whereas the requirement to check in with the police is annual and there is no
restriction on where you can go other than a requirement to notify the police in
certain circumstances .
Max also claimed t o understand the requirements o f the register but incorrectly
explained it as "having to sign on every three weeks or six weeks or every year"
and "every time that the Court or Police says so" . He was also unclear on probing
about the residency requirements .
Harry provided the most accurate understanding of the register and its
requirements . However, even he revealed some important gaps in knowledge. He
thought it existed as an actual l ist and was also unaware of the requirement to
notify if you reside away from home for more than 7 days or more, whether
consecutive or not, within a 1 2 month period . He had thought the requirement
was only to notify where you stayed away for more than seven days in one go. He
also was not really sure about the requirement to advise foreign travel in advance.
These gaps in knowledge were critical because it only takes one breach of the
requirements to make a person liable to be sentenced for a breach, with a penalty
of up to five years' imprisonment.
William also claimed to understand the registration requirements summarising
them as, "can ' t work with kids, police know where you are , you go every year and
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they keep checking on you" . This betrayed some gaps in knowledge as there is
nothing in the registration requirements to prevent you from working with
children .

When probed further, William was not aware that your National

Insurance number must be given. This was of significant concern as at the point
of interview William had left the placement and was in the transition to
independent living.

5. 5.1 .2 Disclosure of status as a registered sex offender
Young people were also asked about who could find out about their status as a
registered sex offender; young people were presented with a list of various options
of professionals and lay people who might be able to find out. Their responses
suggested that they perceived that this information was available to a wide range
of people ( see figure 10) .

Figure 1 0 Who young people think can find out whether they are on the Sex Offenders'
register

• Solicitor
.: Barrister
6

i!$

Social worker

� YOT worker
II Friend

Public
a;; Parent/carer
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Not all young people realised that youth justice and social care professionals
could know about their position on the register. Six young people thought that the
general public could find out and a further two were unsure. Three young people
felt sure that friends could find out and further two thought friends might be able
to find out.
For instance, Peter, who had ceased to reside at the placement and was aware of
all 5 requirements outlined, was of the view that everyone listed would be able to
find out if he was on the Register and commented that everyone can "just go to
the police and ask".
Thomas was not sure about whether parents or friends could find out about him
being on the register but added, "because of Sarah's Law, I think the public can".
Max thought that all professionals could find out that he was a registered sex
offender.

He thought that friends and the public could find out in certain

circumstances and that this depended on whether "they had kids and if they was
warned. They could phone the Police. It is called Sarah's Law. The general
public can too - it is the same thing".
Charlie raised "this new Sarah's Law" twice during the interview explaining that
"they have got to apply and write a form out and the police will take the form and
if it concerns the police then the person gets to know." His clear view was "that's
okay" although he reflected that "For me, most people know anyhow. If I went to
a new place I think I would be more worried" and that "it might be a problem in
the future."
Charlie's reflection raised an important reminder that the young people were all in
a very specialised placement and issues that would be very concerning to most
young people without that level of support were managed on the whole for them.
As a consequence, most of the young people in the sample were still insulated
from the hurdles that they might later face in the wider world.
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5.5 .2 Reactions to risk management provisions
Emerging research suggests that risk management provisions such as registration
requirements can be counterproductive in terms of failing to manage risk
effectively and i ncreasing risk by restricting the availability of protective factors
(Tewksbury and Lees , 2007 ; Hargreaves and Francis , 20 1 3 and stuff cited in Janes ,
20 1 1 ) .
The young people were therefore asked whether they felt that they were effective ,
whether they ' minded' being subject to them , whether they would like a chance to
come off the regi ster if they were on it forever and whether risk management
provisions provided an i ncentive for them to change the young person to change.

5.5.2 .1 Perceptions of effectiveness of the sex offenders' register
In terms of effectiveness, M ax was the only person who felt confident that people
would be safer because he was on the sex offenders register.
Max explained the reasoning for this as "because the Police knew where I was all
the time . I could have been anywhere which could have put people at risk. I
could have done more offending" . He further el aborated:
"because then they know if you are living with someone with kids and can
make sure that the person you are living with knows . For me, I want to
have kids and I would tell them but it would be helpful for services to do it
first" .
It was interesting to note that Max had, by the point of his interview , completed
his criminal justice supervision order and remained at the placement as a
voluntarily looked after child . However, it also appeared that he had to a certain
extent muddled the function of the register \Vith the triggers for disclosure .
Four of other young people were confident it would nN and the others were
unsure or did not know . Those that were confident that there was no relationship
between safety and the register either felt that on the basis that it was ineffectual
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and simply increased the risk of third party disclosure or on the basis that the risk
reduction work was something that they had to take control of rather than to be
controlle d by external forces .
Peter was clear that other people would not be safer because he was on the
Register commentin g "not really - I don' t think it really does anything - it' s just
one of those things where people can nose in on what you ' re doing ." William was
also firmly of the view that people would not be safer just because he was on the
re gister. He commented that "you are stil l the same as other people . It doesn' t
stop you offending" .

Daniel was quite clear that he did not think that people would be safer just
because he' s on the Register. He commented , "I am not a risk compared to what I
was - I feel a lot better and I don't want to do that again any way . I know that I
would just get more time i n prison and on l icence" .
Similarly , Harry thought that other people would not necessarily be safer just
because he had been on the register "becau se I would not re- offend whether I am
on it or not ."

However, he did not feel the same way about other people with

convictions for sexual offences , adding that "other people who are on it are a risk.
I don ' t know how exactly it makes people safer though". The implication was that
he associated being on the register with presenting a risk but was unclear as to
how being on the register assisted with managing that risk.

5 .5 .2.2 Feelings about being on the sex offenders register
Unsurprisingly all those were subj ect to inde"finite notification requirements said
they would like to come off it, with one person commenting, ·everybody would' .
Despite the clear enthusiasm for being removed from the register in the future,
when asked whether they minded being on the register, only three young people
said they minded ' a lot' , two said they minded 'a bit'; three said that they di<ln' t
mind; and one said that they thought it was a good thing. Oliver did not express a
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view . Harry was one of the young people who said he 'did not mind' being on the
sex offenders"' register. However, he commented that this was because "it doesn't
really affect my day to day life ." It was possible that position might change once
he left the placement .
William was one of the young people who 'minded a lot' being on the register
adding "I don 't like it . I don't know - it does nothing . I think there should be one
for where there ' s an adult victim and another one for where there are child victims .
I feel like I am lumped in with people who have done sex offences against kids" .

The five young people subject to indefinite notification were also asked about
whether the knowledge that they would be on the register forever affected their
motivation to do sex offending work . Two said that they were more motivated by
this knowledge , but three sai d that it made no difference to them .
Peter felt that being on the sex offenders' register forever did not make any
difference to his motivation to do sex offending work as he said that he would just
"do it anyway" . However, Daniel was e xtremely clear that he would like a chance
to come off the sex offenders ' register. He commented that he was "not sure
how" , he would be able to do this . Daniel was clear that the option of coming off
the register was "a massive incentive even though you get rewarded just by
making progress but it takes it one step further because I don't want to be on the
Sex Offender Register all my life" .

5.5.23 Perception of impact of registration on life chances
Although sex offender registration i s a s imply a notification scheme the public
perceptions surrounding it and the risk of third party disclosure recognised by the
Supreme Court in F made it at least possible that young people would see it as
having a negative impact on life changes (Hargreaves and Francis, 20 1 3).
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In order to test out young people ' s perceptions of this , they were asked whether
they felt being on the register would make it harder to get a j ob , make friends and
have a sexual relationship i n the future.
Daniel thought that being on the Register would all of these things harder.
However, when he explained his reasoning , it also appeared that he had confused
the implications of the register with the requirements flowing from the fact of his
conviction and the requirements of supervision on licence .
Max and Peter confirmed that they thought being on the Register would make it
harder to get a job , move to a new home and have a sexual relationship. However,
most of their answers also appeared to relate to the fact of their conviction and, in
Peter' s cas e , his on-going superv ision on l icence .
Thomas and Patrick both thought that being on the register would make it harder
to get a job , but felt that other aspects of their lives would not be particularly
affected by the registration requirements . Again , these responses betrayed a basic
misunderstanding as to the restrictions flowin g from the register.
Harry was the only young person who had clear ideas about the limits of the
register.

However, even he associated the register with restrictions on

employment and education stating "most jobs are okay - so long as they don 't
relate to children , there shouldn' t be a problem" and reflecting that it might not
affect college seeing that he was at college at the moment while being closely
supervised. In terms of whether or not it would affect getting a place to live he
was firm that it would not "because they can't stop you living in an area just
because you are on the register" . He did not think that it would make it more
difficult to make friends because "they don't have to know about it - I've got
loads of friends in college" . In relation to whether it would make it more difficult
to have a sexual rel ationship or not , he was not sure . He commented that he had
not been in a sexual relationship yet and whether or not that has an impact would
be down to how disclosure with your partner went .
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While the young people had misunderstand the requirements of the register and its
strict legal purpos e , it is understandable that they saw the measures of public
protection representing a single package and realistic that being on the register
would be likely to lead to disclosures under MAPP A or child protection
provisions .

5.53 Senses of self and other sex offenders
The potential stigma of being a sex offender i s well documented in the literature
(Goffman , 1 96 1 , as c ited in Newburn , 2007) Young people were asked both how
they felt generally about sex offenders , whether they thought of themselves as sex
offenders , and whether they thought other people would think of them as sex
offenders .

These questions were designed to understand the young people ' s

perceptions about h o w they viewed themselves in light o f their conviction o f a
sexual offence .

553.1 Thoughts on sex offenders generally
Daniel said when he hears the word " sex offender" he feels "disgusted. Both
thinking of myself and of others" . When asked what he thought of when he heard
the word sex offender Oliver commented "bad - not a good thing . Something that
doesn't want to be talked about - kind of bad" . Max said that the term sex
offenders :
"can be two different things .

It could be rape or that you have just

offended . There is rape sex offenders and there is normal sex offenders .
With rape you raped a person and with the others you have just touched
them" .
William associated the words "sex offender" with "someone who has done a sex
offence" . He said it made him feel "angry" and that he "didn't like it and doesn't
want to be one but has no choice now" .

553.2 How young people saw themselves and how they pen:efred others saw
them
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The ' what works ' literature places great emphasis on self-esteem in the
rehabilitation process (Hackett , 2004) .

Yet there i s some evidence m the

criminological literature as to the negative impact of system contact (McAra and
Mcvie, 2007) and spoiled identities (Goffman , 1 96 1 , as cited in Newburn , 2007).
It seemed important to gain an understanding as to how young people saw
themselves and how they perceived others to see them.
Young people were therefore asked whether they thought of themselves as a sex
offender: four said yes; six said no . They were then asked whether they thought
other people thought of them as a sex offender: seven said yes; one said no; two
said that they didn 't know .

Figure 1 1 : How young people saw themselves and how they perceived others saw them

Do you think of yourself as a sex

Do you think other people think of you

offender?

as a sex offender?

I!.

ii 6

4

• Yes

illl Yes

iii No

& No

,, Don't know

Daniel , Patrick and Peter did not see themselves as sex offenders and either did
not know or care whether other people saw them as sex offenders. Daniel stated
that he did not think of himself as a sex offender commenting ·•1 just feel like I've
moved on" . When asked whether other people think of him as a sex offender he
commented "I don' t really know . You don 't know what other people think" .
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Patrick did not see himself as a sex offender . He also felt that other people would
not see him as a sex offender, responding "not really" to this question . Peter
stated that he did not think of himself as a sex offender and commented that he
has "never really thought of it although probably I am" . In whether other people
think of him as a sex offender, he stated ' yes ' and commented , "If they know
what I ' ve done . But in a way I ' m not fussed and I don ' t care what other people
think."

Thomas , Will iam and Harry did not see themselves as sex offenders but felt that
other people saw them as sex offenders . Thomas stated :
"I thought about thi s for a long time until I was about 1 7 . I used to think
like this but now I just think it' s something I ' ve done wrong and now I
have to live with all the consequences . The work I have done here has
made me change my view" .
However, he did think that other people would think of him as a sex offender
commenting "the Police and that lot, MAPPA , Social Worker - it's fair because
I've done the crime and they haven ' t" .

Harry did not see himself as a sex

offender. Although he was sure other people did see him as a sex offender, he
added: "it doesn ' t really bother me because it i s the opinion of staff here mainly
and they are just doing their jobs" . William also said he did not think of himself as
a sex offender. B ut when asked whether other people think of him as one he said
yes . He commented "I don ' t like it. I want to try and get a normal life . I can have
one sort of but it is hard" .
Max , Charlie and Oliver did see themselves as sex offenders and felt that others
would see them in that way too . Max confirmed that he did think of himself as a
sex offender but added "in the past . But not now. Because I have done the work
and I have a clean slate" . But when asked whether other people thought of him a.,:;
a sex offender, he answered yes and added ··not an people . Probably 25% would
and every one else might give me a chance staff just see me here as [Max f .''
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Charlie was clear that he thought of himself as a sex offender , "[b]ecause I have
done it in the past" . When asked whether other people think of him as a sex
offender he said yes but added "Not all people , but some people might. I am okay
with it personally ."
Oliver also saw himself as a sex offender. However, he added:
"I know I am but if I was asked to describe myself that's not the first
thing that comes to my mind. I have my own personality . All that ties in
with not judging people straightaway" .
Oliver w as sure that other people do think of him as a sex offender. He added:
"Obviously certain people - mainly professionals - do think that. It' s not
really a problem .

People who know about what I ' ve done , but not

everyone . I would like to hope my family don 't think of me as a sex
offender" .
The youth justice worker suggested that children with harmful sexual behaviour in
the criminal justice system experience a distorted development process, influence
by perceptions of themselves and perceptions of others:
" Their personal development cannot continue naturally . They can't have a
'normal ' development and opportunities to develop . Their innate
development is hindered. The problems that face HSB young people are;
(1 )

often think there i s something ' wrong"' with them;

(2 )

they presume everybody will have a very negative view of them;

(3)

views of people around them actually are mixed."

The child protection specialist raised concerns about public perceptions about
children with harmful sexual behaviour:
"Public perceptions are more worrying, or at least equally worrying . I
wanted the national charities to be more vocal about this but it is difficult
as they do not present as victims. We need to say that there w ill be less
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victims if they get treatment. It is a hard sell because of our anxiety about
children and sexuality , sexual offending and risk."
Thi s view was rei nforced by the forensic psychologist who noted the very
different nature of children with harmful sexual behaviour compared to adults:
"There i s a panic about children who commit sexual offences against other
chi ldre n . I n my view it is often a transient state and the children are often
trying to meet their needs in an appropriate way but they cannot or do not
want to control thei r behaviour. Once they can control their behaviour,
they refrai n from the abusive behaviour and they also just grow up and out
of those i nterests .
chi ldre n .

Let' s contrast that to an adult with an interest in

An adult would usually have a range of appropriate sexual

p artners avail able ( even if it is a prostitute) and would nonetheless choose
chi ldren . By contrast , children often don ' t have appropriate sexual outlets
avail able to them ."
The young people ' s answers demonstrated fairly strong negative views about sex
offe nd i ng and in some cases sex offenders generally but also suggested that they
mainly were able to distinguish themselves and those who had committed
offences in similar circumstances from the group as a whole. This could indicate
that for even this group who had committed serious offences there was genuine
hope for rehab i l i tation .

5.5.4 Impact of conviction on life chances
There is a growing body of literature that suggests that the administrative and
legal consequences that flow from the fact of a conviction for a sexual offence
make it difficult for children to make a fresh start in life (Hargreaves and Francis,
20 1 3 ; Nacro , 2003a) .

As the YOT caseworker noted, "The sticking point,

especially for young people with long custodial cases, is the resettlement."
Young people were specifically asked about the impact of their convictions for a
sex offence on life c hances , including employment, education, housing ,
friendships and sexual relationships (although several also talked about their
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perceived impact of the sex offenders' register on these things) . One said not at
all� two said a little bit; seven said ' a lot't. Oliver felt that his conviction for a sex
offence would affect him "a lot" in the future . He stated that it was:
"One of those things that is always going to be hanging over my head.
I ' m not 1 00% used to the idea because I ' m not used to living outside of
here . I will have to get used to the reality of it once I leave here. It will be
a struggle at first" .
Max had similar views about his conviction:
"It is going to affect me a lot . I won ' t be able to get a good job and a nice
house and stuff. I don 't think it is fair but at the end of the day I made a
mistake and I am paying for it" .

Employment, education and housing

Nine young people felt that their conviction would make getting a job harder. Just
five young people felt it would have an impact on education or housing. It should
be noted that at the point of interview some young people were in education
arranged by the placement. Only two had sought accommodation in the wider
community .
Patrick seemed to think that it would make it harder for him to get a job because
"you have to tell them everything you have done and if you do not and they find
out later they can sack you ." He did not seem to think his conviction could affect
his life in other way s .

Max thought that his sex offence would make it harder to get a job - "because if
you see a sex offence it is harder to get a job because of the nature of the offence".
In relation to education , he commented "depends. If you are already in school
they could kick you out. I am doing education now but with help from staff to
sort it out" . In relation to a place to live he thought the conviction would make it
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"quite harder. B ecause you can't get any places when you try to find a house . I
have to tell G-Map , Social Worker and MAPPA and they are all helping me" .
Daniel also felt registration would make it harder to get a job "because if you are
working , they would have to check out your records or something"; harder to do
education "because they will find out about your offence because of being on the
Register" ; harder to get a place to live "because on the Council they can look at it
and they might reject you" . Harry thought that his conviction for a sex offence
would make it harder for him to get a job . He did not think it would make it
harder for him to do educati on .
Charlie also thought registration requirements and his conviction make harder to
get a job because: "If going for a job even like in catering where there is someone
with the same grades as me but no crimes then they would probably get the job
before me" . However he was unsure about the impact on education and housing .
At the point of interview , Charlie had not attempted to join mainstream education
or resettle into the wider community . Peter also thought the register would make it
harder to get a job '" cause it always comes up that I have a record" . However, he
did not think that it would make it harder to do education and confirmed that he
was "starting college again next week" . Peter did, however, think it would be
harder to get a place to live because "I have to speak to my Offender Manager
before I can move into a new area ."
Oliver thought his conviction might make it harder to do education and
commented that "It would make it a bit harder - not impossible - as you ' ve got to
do all the disclosures in interviews" .
William considered that being on the register would affect getting a job due to the
need to make disclosures. Likewise he thought it would affect education as there
could be "young ones" at college , he thought it might affect get.ting a place to live
because "coppers check it all out with MAPPA and all that" .
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The residential home manager highlighted the difficulties in helping children with
harmful sexual behaviour to access mainstream education:
"Getting young people with harmful sexual behaviour into education in the
community is a big issue .

Colleges are very reluctant because of the

anxiety and fear around juvenile sex offenders; they fail to see them as
young people who need education and opportunities but instead see them
just as sex offenders .

Friends
William felt that his conviction wouldn ' t stop him making friends. Max did not
think it would make i t harder to make friends and commented:
"You don ' t actually tel l your friends because they don't need to know and
you don ' t trust them yet . I have told five friends and all of them have been
quite good about it and said as long as you have changed. I did this by
myself. They are friends from home" .
Charlie thought it might make it harder to make friends although he qualified this
by commenting: "As long as they don' t know . But you have old friends who
know about it and don' t mind it's okay but brand new friends - well it might
make it difficult."
Daniel felt it would be harder for him to make friends, "because you may have to
tell them" .
The YOT caseworker, referring to a case where a 1 3 year old had been told to
have no contact with peers , commented on the importance of social integration:
"This meant that he could not go to school <>r do the things 1 3 year olds
usually do. This was really isolating; this 1 3 year old needed peer group.
In this c ase, his risks were to much younger children and he could have
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been managed within a peer setting . Sometimes services over manage and
over emphasise risk and don ' t given them any leeway as a child . What
scares me is the idea that by over managing we can risk making things a
lot worse . Are we isolating these young people? When you look at some
of the traditional characteristics of adult sexual offenders they tend to have
poor social skills .

Are we creating adult sex offenders instead of

supporting young people through integration?"

Sexual relationships
Five young people felt that their conviction or status as a registered sex offender
would make it harder to have a sexual relationship . However, a number of young
people envisaged a relationship as part of thei r future hopes once they left the
placement .
William said he was about relationships as he was "scared that they will find out
and you could lose them" . He felt that it would affect a sexual relationship as "if
they fi n d out, you could get locked up for just having a one night stand which i s
something that loads o f people do" .
Charlie also felt sexual relationships would be harder "(p]robably because if a
girlfriend found out they may be like oh my god - it would be embarrassing."
Max felt that "if you are trying to get a relationship going , when you tell them,
they will just leave . You need to tell them before you have sex and it will be
hard" .

Daniel was also clear about the difficulties of having a sexual relationship
because:
"they would have to know that. More than that they would have to know
what my offence was and that I ' m on the Register. The hardest bit would
be saying what my offence was" .
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Oliver was also concerned about the impact of his conviction on having a sexual
relationship . Thi s was ' serious ' . He felt it was "definitely something that you
would have to speak about eventually" . He referred to the disclosing as a shock
for the other person . He added that it "definitely puts restrictions on you" . You
just have to learn to live with the consequences. You shouldn't use it as an excuse
to hold your life back ."
Peter was so negative about his prospects of a sexual relationship that he felt he
would not even attempt it.

Too hard to bother
Thomas thought a conviction for a sex offence or a history of sexual offending
would affect him in the future 'a lot'", adding "because you have to tell people and
stuff will be hard" .

However, in response to questions about sex offender

registration earlier in the interview Thomas had contemplated that one way to
avoid these difficultie s would be just not to tell friends and partners about his past.
Although Peter did not think that it would make it h arder to make friends , he did
believe that it would be harder to have a sexual relationship because:
"You have to tell them about my offence after a certain time . I've not
been in that situation yet but that is partly because I don't want to have to
tell them . A few months ago somebody liked me and I liked them back
but I said just to be friends which is what we did. Although we don ' t see
each other much now . I don 't think I will ever have a relationship - it's
too much hassle" .
It should be noted that Peter was one of two young people that had left the
placement and was living in the wider community . This could indicate that young
people had unrealistic e x pectations about the possibility of sexual relationships as
long as they remained in the protected environment of the placement. Peter also
commented that he was only 1 3 and that "'it's nearly 10 years since I did it - it's
all gone on for too long and it will keep on going for years to come ." William,
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who had also left the placement at the point of interview , felt that as a result of his
sex offence it would make it harder to get a job , do education , get a place to live,
make friends and h ave a sexual relationship .
The YOT caseworker observed the difficulties of reintegration and the need for
support:
"In terms of development and education , a year or two is a massive period
for young people - it is very different from an adult' s experience . So when
young people come out of prison they can feel that they are almost alien ,
or at least things are very very different for them. Young people need a lot
of help with peer group development and social development ."

5.5.5 Hopes for the future
There is an increasing recognition that risk of sexual reoffending should be
assessed with reference to protective factors that predict desistence as well as the
identification of factors that predict risk rather than on the identification of
protective factors that predict desistence from reoffending (Miller, 2006: Rogers,
2000 ; Farrington , 2007 , as cited in Warling, 20 1 3) . Warling (20 1 3) has produced
a check list of protective factors specifically designed to accommodate this view .
The check list includes items such as ' hope for a healthy sexual future' and 'pro
social peer activity ' .
Young people were therefore asked about their hopes for the future in order to get
a view as to the extent to w hich they were able to envisage a good life for
themselves despite some of the potentially negative or damaging aspecLc; of the
criminal justice processes they had experienced. Young people were asked where
they saw themselves in one year, five years and ten years' time.
Charlie envisaged that he would still be at the placement in a year's time, that in
five years lime he would be living back in his home area "'on my mvn , probably at
Uni doing catering ."

His ambition in 1 0 yearsa' time was: "To have a job,

girlfriend , car . Sorted ! "
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Patrick saw himself in one year ' s time at the age of 1 6 trying to get a house and a
job - hopefully song writing if he did not become a singer himself. In five years'
time at the age of 20 he hoped to be writing songs for other singers and living in a
rural town . B y the age of 25 he hoped to be married .

Oliver saw himself in one year ' s time his "own place - probably stil l in college
and having small part time j obs" . I n five years ' time , he also saw himself in his
"own place - by then hopefully working in animal care and possibly with a
partner" . He considered that in 1 0 years ' time , he "definitely hoped to have a job ,
a long term partner and his o w n place" .
Thomas saw himself at the residential home still i n one year' s time. However, in
five years' time he wished to have his own place and be looking for a job with
animals in his home area. In 1 0 years ' time he hoped to have won the lottery .
Max wanted to be in a ' good job ' brick laying or plumbing within the year. In five
years' time he wanted to be in his own home and having his own business and in
10 years' time he wanted the same plus a wife and kids - although one he thought
would be enough . He said that he would "really like a clean state instead of me
having to keep the slate as clean as possible" .
Harry explained that on a year's time he would be in a secure mental health
placement. In five years ' time , he thought he might still be there or have settled
into a particular city , at college "just doing a course and sticking with it - or
getting a job in drama" . In 1 0 years' time he wanted to be based in a particular
city with a good family and to be "rich and famous" .
William saw himself in one year' s time as being .. freer" , in five years' time as
having ' a job and everything' and in 1 0 years' time being off licence with a job
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and wife and kids but only once he was actually off licence as there was such a
risk of being recalled .

Daniel thought he would still be at his current residential placement and in college
in one year' s time . In five years ' time , he hoped to be in University and in 1 0
years ' time h e hoped t o be working in music and living i n h i s own flat .
Peter was unable to say where he would see himself in l years ' time. However,
he hoped that in both 5 years and 1 0 years ' time he would be back home, off
licence and working .
Sam saw himself i n one year ' s time i n another house on the site of the current
placement with more independence e or possibly being outside ''with a Mazda 6
on the front drive and in college . By the age of 22 or 23 in five year' s time he
wanted to have kids two to three years of age , a house , a job, a boyfriend or a
girlfriend . He added that "you c an have kids with a boyfiend
and that he would
r
like to adopt a child because there are so many children without proper parents" ,
although he added "if I wasn't a sex offender I would defin itely do that" . In ten
years time at age 28 , h e hoped to have brand spanking new car, be in a job and
with kids aged around 7 . He also hoped that maybe by then he would be able to
go on holidays , be off licence and be off the register.

5 .5 .6 Realities
In order to gauge whether hopes matched reality , the current position for each
young person was ascertained at point of submission .
Charlie has been recalled to custody twice since the interview . the first time to an
secure children' s home and the second time w a YOI ; he is currently in the adult
estate. He has not been charged with any further offem;es.
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Patrick has moved on to a specialist residential college in the community .
Oliver is at university , studying at degree level.

Thomas has moved on and is in the community in a s upported transition package
while studying at college .
Max is living in the community with support and attending college .
Harry is in a secure mental health placement as he anticipated.
William continues to do well in the community , enjoying regular visits to his
family . He has managed to have a girlfriend and some temporary jobs.
Daniel made it to college where he did really well ; unfortunately , he was recalled
to adult custody for not disclosing the names of friends under the age of 1 8 ; he
was not charged with any further offences.
Peter remains i n the commun ity under supervision , attending night college and
planning to move back to his hoe area. He is looking for work and has made
some friends .
S am is preparing to move and has been at college and undertaking work
placements.
The parole board member noted the difficulties young people face \Vith transitions
between different sections of the system:
"There are also issue s with transitions between one section of the system
to another. This play s havoc with the young people in terms of their sense
of security and their abil ity to be open and honest. and it is problematic
when new professionals do not recognise the value of the previous work:·
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The varied outcomes indicate the pitfalls and possibilities for young people with
harmful sexual behaviour in the criminal justice system.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and recommendations
6.1 Knowledge and experience prior to contact with the criminaljustice system

6 . l .l The general deterrent/social message function of the law may not work
for children with harmful sexual behaviour
The law has developed over centuries with the clear purpose of protecting
chi ldren both through removing those (including other children) likely to cause
harm through sexual offences from general circulation in such a way as to deter
the perpetrator from further offending on their return to the community and
t hrough general deterrence designed to prevent sexual crimes being committed in
the first place (Eastern and Piper, 20 1 2) .
The responses b y children i n this research raise questions about the extent to
which the deterrent social messages associated with the criminal justice system
have their antic ipated effect. For this sample at least, it appears that at best, the
deterrent function of the law has been limited to reducing the likelihood of repeat
offending by individual children.

However, taking on board their own

perspectives and the research on recidivism and treatment, the impact of maturity
and i ntervention cannot be ruled out.
There is nothing in the latest research on recidivism rates for this group, which
suggests n aturally low rates of sexual reoffending and even lower rates where
intervention i s completed (Hargreaves and Francis, 201 3 ; Rich, 20 1 1 ), to indicate
that punishment, let alone incarceration, makes any contribution to making society
safer apart from incapacitation.
The l iterature on the prevalence of sexual activity among young people suggests
we are dangerously close to the situation described by Zimring (2004) where ' if
partners are the same age or younger, at least 50 per cent of all boys at some
period of adolescence have committed sexual felonies with girls under eighteen'
(20 04 , p .52) .
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While the young people in this sample had been convicted of serious offences , it
is highly unlikely that harsh punishments delivered by the courts would have
On the other hand, it appears that a

deterred them from their behaviour.

combination of therapy and maturity had a positive effect on at least their self
reported willingness to refrain from offending .

Recommendation: Legal guidance, such as CPS guidance and Sentencing
Council guidelines, should be revised with a view to reconsidering the utility
of punitive deterrent approaches to this group in light of the research
concerning recidivism and treatment.

6.1 .2 Understanding harmful sexual behaviour in the context of sexualised
culture and having the knowledge to avoid offending
Although this research did not set out to investigate the early exposure of sexual
behaviours to children , many respondents volunteered information about exposure
to sexual behaviour and images at an early age . In some cases , this arose during
questioning about understanding the offence because there was an assumption that
if everyone was doing it, it could not be against the law : ' all the lads who I was
with were having sex with other people . So I thought I would have a try' (Max) .
Whether or not this is plausible explanation in this particular case , a number of
studies have pointed to the ' sexualisation of culture' (Ringrose et aL 20 1 2;
Papadopoulos , 20 10; Bailey 20 1 1 ) .
Some of the young people in this sample struggled with laws that seemed
intuitively unfair when matched against what they perceived to be everyday
experiences . For instance , when asked about whether two 1 2 year olds should be
allowed to have sex Oliver commented:
"Sex is getting younger and younger - but 1 2 is too young. Would you
punish both of them? What is the consequences? You need to look at the
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bigger picture as in their background . B ecoming a rapist at 1 2 is a bit
harsh - better to do therapy and talk" .
The intuitive 'harshness' of a l aw that punishes as a 1 2 year old must be
considered in the context of what is considered 'ordinary ' sexual behaviour. Yet,
as Phippen' s research on ' sexting' suggests (20 1 2) , notions of ordinary sexual
behaviour are also shifting . Thus Charlie ' s unsettling assertion that from his
experience of viewing porn, he 'thought people were supposed to get upset when
they had sex' , suggesting a highly distorted view of sex , is also an important
context in which his harmful sexual behavi our should be considered. In addition ,
Charlie and other young people indicated a distinct lack of knowledge about the
law concerning sexual offences .
Charlie' s offending behaviour may have been very different from that of two
other children under the age of 1 3 engaging in mutually agreed sexual activity .
However, it is important to understand the combination of his distorted view of
sex , his perceptions of the ordinariness of early sexual activity and his lack of
knowledge about the legal boundaries of sex , in order to consider what kind of
response might make sense to young people and help them to avoid further harm.
The literature on sex and relationships education described at Chapter 2 .1".3
corroborates his knowledge deficit in terms of relationships . sex and the law on
sexual offences . A significant proportion of children in this sample claimed not to
know what was acceptable and what was agai n st the law at the point of the
offence.
However, once equipped with knowledge about sexual harm and the law, several
of the young people were at least abl e to think independently about the justice of
the law on sexual offences that would enable informed decisions about their own
behaviour.
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It seems that something has to change : either the law must change so as not to cast
so a wide net over a significant proportion of children as they grow up , or
information and education provided to children must be adapted so that children
are taught precisely what the law is and how to avoid breaking it.
All the children in thi s sample were engaging in therapeutic interventions which
gave them very clear ideas about what was acc eptable from a sexual perspective ,
indicating that it i s possible to explain this to young people in ways that can be
applied to their life . For instance, all the children understood the rationale behind
the law prohibiting sexual contact under the age of 1 3 , regardless of whether or
not they agreed with it.
This indicates that children are capable of understanding legal restrictions and the
r eason behind them if they are taught about it. Current sex education appears to
take the form of streams of i nformation such as biological , health and
relationships with legal information being virtually non-existent in the curriculum.
If we expect children to face the consequences of the legal system, they should be
taught what the parameters of it are in a way that makes sense . This is not to say
that the serious harmful sexual behaviour p erpetrated by the children in this
sample could have been prevented simply by a more robust and comprehensive
system of sex education . However, that such an approach could minimise the risk
of environments where such behaviour occurs .

Recommendation: Sex education should be broadened out to include
relationships and clear legal information about what constitutes a sexual
offence and the law on sexual offences affecting child perpetrators should be
reviewed.
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6.1 3 Young people's decision making capacity and understanding and the
attribution of criminal responsibility for sexual acts
In the sample all but one child would have been within the 1 0 - 14 age group at
the point of the offence . As a consequence, the prosecution would have to have
proved that they were sufficiently capable of committing the crime under the
doctrine of doli incapax had they committed the offences before it was abolished
by the CDA 1 998 . Recent developments in neuroscience have validated the
rationale behind doli incapax in recognition of the on-going development of the
cognition and reasoning in young people into their late teens and early twenties
(Delmage, 20 1 3) . As noted in the legal framework at Chapter 4.3 , the rationale
behind the ages of consent that a child should be sufficiently mature to engage in
sexual activity does not apply to a child's readiness to be responsible before the
criminal law .
Recommendation: the age of criminal responsibility should be increased or
disapplied in sexual offence cases.

6.1.4 Transitions from victim to offender
For ethical reasons , it was not appropriate to ask respondents whether they were
victims but some volunteered this information . When they did, they made the
important point that they were dealt with exclusively as offenders. Although only
two young people in this sample made such disclosures. Boswell ( 1995) and
Hackett et al (20 1 3) highlight the significant overlap between offenders and
victims.
Yet there is a bifurcation in the approach of the criminal justice system towards
these two groups . By ignoring the needs of children as victims of offences
themselves just because they have gone on to offend creates an obvious disparity
i n treatme nt and a sense of injustice , exemplified by William·s comments that he
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did not know what rape was until he was charge with it at the police station, even
though he had been a victim of rape himself.

Recommendation: Practices and procedures should be put in place to ensure
that child victims of sexual abuse should be treated as victims even when they
go on to offend.

62 Contact with the criminaljustice system
6.2.1 First impressions: the police
Despite the small sample size, the research provided some case studies
demonstrating the critical role of the police as first points of contact and the need
for training to provide a specialist child friendly service.
The research with children revealed that in many instances the police were the key
source of information in relation to what the offence was . For instance , Oliver,
described the police as 'the main people who helped him to understand the
charge ' . Max described being told about different 'sections' by the police .
Thomas felt that he did not understand the charge at the time , adding "didn't
really understand what the Police were saying' . Patrick explained that he
understood the charge at the time because it was explained to him 'nicely' at the
Police Station aged 1 3 . He was able to recount how the police did this by
explaining that this particular offence was ' 1 0 out of 1 0' for being bad .

Charlie , aged 1 1 at the time of arrest, described the police as 'quite friendly' but
revealed a plethora of unanswered questions and anxieties that were going
through his mind at the time such as 'what is going to happen to me? Will I be
allowed back home? '
The experiences of contact described in the sample were very negative
experiences and made an enduring impression. Several young people described
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terrifying experiences at the police station, some of them being visibly moved to
tears while describing their experiences in interview . Peter described being in a
cell ' for ages ' and it being ' nighttime' when he was finally released. He thought
he had been there for more than 6 hours and described feeling ' scared' . Daniel
described 'feeling suicidal ' in the cells and recalled feeling ' cold all the time. He
was able to recall that he was locked in the cells 'from 9 .30 am Friday until
Saturday 1 pm ' .
Others described feelings of being judged and humiliated by the police , especially
through the interview process (what was said to them) and the way in which they
were arrested . Daniel described the police "telling me off' and recalled them
telling him that he was "a sex offender" , even though he was only 1 2 years old at
the time . Charlie vividly described being arrested by the police and placed in
handcuffs and leg restraints in front of neighbours and friends aged 1 1 .
Feedback from professionals at the NOT A conference revealed a general
consensus that the impact of early experiences with police are underestimated and
require ' undoing' in therapy . The need for police to change their approach
combined with capability of the police to change arising from this research is
supported by other research (HMI Probation, 20 1 3) which raised a number of
concerns about the treatment of this group as mini adults rather than a group
requiring a different approach .
Overwhelmingly negative experiences of police contact by children who are
alleged to have committed offences is corroborated by existing research on
children ' s experiences with the police generally (see Hazel 2002; Botley et al ,
20 10; U R Boss , 20 12) . However, from this small sample, which differs from the
other research in that the respondents were all arrested for harmful sexual
behaviour, it appears possible that the experiences of children accused of sexual
offences arouse not only negative views of the police but, in addition , intensely
negative views of themselves .

The young people in this research described

experiences of shame and embarrassment which appeared in some cases to be
linked to the sexual nature of the crimes they had been accused of.
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Recommendation:

Specialist training for police dealing with child

perpetrators of harmful sexual behaviour is needed.

6.2.2 Effective participation
Within thi s sample , the young people were clear that the criminal justice process
on the whole went over their heads. Thomas ' didn ' t understand the Judge - too
much jargon ' and Sam couldn 't understand the judge because he was 'too bloody
posh ' ". Patrick felt professionals ' seemed to be talking about something random'
causing him to switch off. Max felt he could not understand what was happening
at Court because ' he felt scared and worried' .
Despite the rul ings by the European Court of Human Rights in T v UK and SC v
UK and the Criminal Practice Direction concerning vulnerable defendants , the
system in England and Wales essentially remains an adult system . The findings in
this study mirror other studies desc1ibed at Chapter 2 .2 which conclude that
children find the process overwhelming and confusing (Hazel et al , 2002) .
In cases involving sexual offences which attract additional layers of complexity
and emotional distress , for both child victims and child perpetrators, it is even
more critical that effective participation is facilitated to secure justice.
A common theme raised by the respondents in this study was that children
perceived the system to be against them and were sometimes not even able to
identify who was on their side . For instance Thomas firmly believed that both his
' solicitor and social worker wanted' him "to get locked up.' It is difficult to see
how an essentially retributive system can meaningfully facilitate the due process
regarded as essentia"l for a justice model (Chapter 4.4) when childre n do not
understand that offences they are charged with . the reasons for delays in the
system or what is at stake in terms of sentence . The high proportion ()f guilty
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pleas in this survey (nine out of ten children) cannot be extrapolated across the
general population of child sex offenders . However, the fact that half of all
criminal justice outcomes for children associated with sexual offences are pre
court disposal s suggests that children are much more likely to plead guilty than
adults . This in tum raises further questions about the suitability of a retributive
and adversarial system for children with harmful sexual behaviour.
Recommendation: The application and operation of the youth justice system
to children with harmful sexual behaviour should be reviewed in its entirety.
One simple measure would be for professionals to dearly identify themselves
to young people, and where appropriate, whether they are supporting the
young person - even if this may seem obvious.

6.2.3 Counter productive possibilities
Young people in this sample raised a number of examples where it appeared that
criminal justice process were running counter to the aim of the system to prevent
offending (s37 CDA 1 998) . For instance , almost all respondents complained
about the length of the court proces s .

Apart from the frustrations and

uncertainties this caused, in a number of cases, delays at court followed by
difficulties in accessing treatment in the prison system resulted in children not
getting treatment at the earliest possible opportunity . In the cases of Peter, Sam
and Daniel , all of whom received long-term sentences and significant delays in
obtaining treatment, community sentences including therapy had been available to
the Court. In all three cases, the young people were released following years in
custody to virtually the same packages that had originally been proposed. Some
young people commented on their frustration at being unable to access therapy
sooner. For instance, Patrick confirmed that he had not done any work during his
sentence to address his sexual offending and in fact had to wait until he had been
released from secure to do this . Max wished he could have started the therapy
straight away complaining that as he was in and out of Court for two years
without doing the work, when he �ame to do the work, it was "hard to really
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remember anything" . However, one young person thought he might not have
been ready to 'bother' when he was first convicted . The link between recidivism
and treatment has been highlighted by Rich (20 1 1 ) . Moreover, while none of the
young people raised any concerns about the efficacy of treatment in custody , there
is some evidence that treatment is most effective when it deals with all of a young
person ' s needs i n a holistic fashion (Hackett, 2006) . The requirements of custody
may make this difficult if a young person does not feel safe or supported (U R
Boss, 20 1 0) .
Although the particular needs of the complex group interviewed for this research
are unlikely to be replicated to the same extent in the general population of child
perpetrator of sexual harm , it stands to reason that if a child ' s court case needs to
take such a long time to be dealt with this would obviously indicate a level and
degree of complexity in the case and/or disposal .

Therefore , it would be

reasonable for excessive delay to trigger a review as to whether the prosecution is
in the public interest. Further, as delay is generally associated with the crown
court, the venue for sentence in all ten children in the sample , this may indicate
that the venue for such offences needs to be reconsidered , in line with Lord
Carlile ' s current review of the youth court.
If a case is complex and likely to be subject to delay consider whether should be
in the criminal justice system at all , or whether the Crown Court should be used.
Given the clear detriment of day on justice, it is at least arguable that a certain
level of delay should trigger a reconsideration by the CPS of the interests of
justice test.

Recommendation: The criminal justice system processes should be reviewed
to eliminate or minimise counter productive aspects such as delay in
treatment.
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6.2.4 Autonomy and rehabilitation
One emerging theme from the data was a sense of autonomy and ownership over
their rehabilitation and progress from the young people , who often talked about
their maturation or 'growing up' as the key reason for their progress. They
appeared highly motivated to change for themselves .

For instance , when

discussing the possibility of shedding his status as a Schedule 1 offender, Oliver
added that he would first ' want to be sure of myself that I had changed' .
While , given the size of this sample , it is not possible to generalise about this
sentiment, which could relate to the ethos of the placement, a similar focus on
agency , empowerment and self-determination emerged as a theme in research on
the resettlement needs of girls in custody by B ateman et al (20 1 3b) .
If this is the case , it may be that aspects of the criminal justice system that press in
the opposite direction, such as removing responsibility from children for even the
most basic features of their lives through incarceration or restricting opportunities
to learn through conditions , impede effective rehabilitation.
The importance of agency in the rehabilitation process is central to the Good
Lives Model discussed at Chapter 2 .2.4. As noted in the desistence literature , the
notion of agency is central to effective rehabilitation (McNeill , 2009) .

Recommendation:

The legal framework needs to be reviewed so it can

operate in conjunction with best practice and the most effective pathways to
rehabilitation.

6.3 Leaving the criminal justice system
63.1 Negative transitions
While this data sample concerned young people who had committed offences at
the serious end of the spectrum, their experiences of transitions between the wider
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community , custody and therapeutic residential placements revealed intense fears
of the unknown that would be understandable in the case of any child in the same
position . Transitions were often dramatically marked by a criminal justice event.
For instance , children' s experiences at the police station and in court were
characterised by fear of not knowing what was going to happen to them. Young
people' s experiences of the parole process, which were the gateway to their
release , were on the whole negative and scary . Comments from the professional
sample highlighted the negative impact of risk aversion as professionals managed
their own inexperience in dealing with children with harmful sexual behaviour,
often leading to overly cautious decision making .
Recommendation: Practitioners should develop policies and practices to
ensure continuity of care and support for young people with harmful sexual
behaviour as they move through the criminal justice system.

6.3.2 Complexity in risk management
Young people in this sample were well aware that the fact that they had
committed an offence would cause problems for getting jobs and going to college.
The difficulties envisaged were mainly related to having to make disclosures.
However, the young people in this sample struggled to understand the legal
frameworks designed to manage their risk, such as the notification and disclosure
requirements . Thus , Thomas said he did not know what it was 'except that it
exists and I have to sign it' . Several young people were confused about how long
they would be on it for, who could know about it and whether or when they might
apply to come off it. There was a lot of confusion about the differences between
the register and so-called Sarah' s Law , which enables disclosure in certain
circumstances. Due to the fact that the sample was based feor ethical reasons in a
supportive therapeutic environment, many of the young people were essentially
insulated from the consequences of their lack of understanding . The two young
people who had left the placement at the point of the interview appeared to have a
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greater insight into the problems they were likely to face m effectively
reintegrating.
B oth of these young people anticipated intense proble ms with education
'
employment, housing and forming sexual relationships , with Peter stating that it
was ' too much hassle' to have a relationship and William outlining his fear of
recall if in a relationship .
Professionals who raised the issue of risk management pointed to frustrations in
the process caused by ' panic ' , inexperience and risk aversion . This inexperience
in managing young people with harmful sexual behaviour in the community was
recognised in the report by HMI Probation (20 1 3) .
Recommendation: Management of young people with harmful sexual
behaviour in the community needs a child-centred framework in line with the
purported aim of other agencies.

In addition, the MAPPA guidance

(Ministry of Justice, 2012) should be revised to explicitly reflect a different
approach to children throughout, rather than the general approach outlined
in four of the 145 pages, as is currently the case.

6.3.3 Shaping Identities and hopes for the future
Within this sample, the young people provided some strong views on how their
offences and their experiences had affected their sense of self and how they
imagined other people saw them. Many young people demonstrated a strong
positive self identity with clear plans and dreams for the future, including the
possibility of sexual relationships . However, when children thought about it, most
of them had a strong awareness of the fact that they would be seen very
differently by others . Again, as most of the young people in the sample were
mainly insulated from outside l abelling by virtue of living in a specialist
residential setting, it is difficult to know whether the consequences of their
conviction would be more difficult for them to cope with in the wider community·
As the follow up stories suggested, some of the young people's hopes had not
been realistic as they had been recalled to custody, even though no further
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offences had been committed . On the other hand , others had moved on as they
had hoped they would.

Recommendation: Practitioners should be working towards a framework
where young people with harmful sexual behaviour can be reassured that,
provided that they don't reoffend, they can realistically hope to live a normal
life in the foreseeable future.

6.4 Conclusion
This small scale study illustrates some of the pitfalls of the legal framework when
applied to children with harmful sexual behaviour, many of whom are children in
need with histories of victimisation. It suggests that, for children who are the
perpetrators of serious sexual harm, the criminal justice system is a blunt tool that
can inhibit the prevention of further offending rather than facilitate rehabilitation .
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Appendix 1 : Questionnaire
Questionnaire
PARTcl
To be completed in advance with the relevant profession
al or using
documentary information

1 . Initials
2. Date of birth

3. Gender

Male D

4. Ethnicity

White
English
D
Scottish
D
D
Welsh
D
Irish
Any other white background (specify)

Female D

Asian or Asian British
D
Indian
□
Pakistani
□
Bangladeshi
Any other Asian background (speci fy)
Black or Black British
□
Caribbean
D
African
Any other black background (specify)
Chinese or Chinese British
Chinese

D

Mixed
Mixed white and Asian
D
D
Mixed white and black
D
Mixed white and Chinese
Any other mixed background (specify)
Any other ethnic group (specify) ___________
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5. Is the young person considered disabled?
No

□

Yes:
Physical disability
□
Visual impairment (not corrected
D
by spectacles or contact lenses)
D
Hearing impairment
D
Learning difficulty
□
Mental health disability
Other disability (specify)

Sa. What help do you think the young person might need with communication for the
purposes of this research? (e.g. does the young person have a particular learning style?)
Sb . How well do you think the young person understands criminal justice processes, e.g
court processes, sentencing etc?
D
Poor understanding
D
Good understanding
D
Unable to say
D
OK understanding
Comment:

6. Consent to see
ASSETT?

Yes

D

No

D

7. Cousent to see
sentence
report?

Yes

□

No

□

8. Main
offence/sexuali
se harmful
behaviour
9. Date of first
sexual offence
10. Date of last
sexual offence
1 1 . Type of sentence

Community sentence

DTO

s9 1 determinate sentence
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□
D
□

If community
sentence - what
type?

Extended sentence
OPP
Discretionary life sentence

D

□

D

12. Length of sentence or minimum term (in months) : _____________
13 . Length of extended licence (in months) (if applicable):
14.ea
Has the term
Schedule 1 offender
ever been used to
your knowledge in
respect of the young
person?
14.b
Ever convicted of a
violent or sexual
offence against a
child?

Yes

□

No

□

Yes

□

No

□

15. Length of notification requirements
□
Indefinite
Definite (length in months) :

□

Unclear

Please state why: __________

SOURCES USED IN THIS SECTION:

PARTe2
To be completed with the young person in a face-to-face interview
These questions are to help understand more about:
- how being in trouble with the law has changed your life
- how much you understand about what happened to you when you got
in trouble with the law
- whether or not the way you were treated helped make things better
both for you and everyone else
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Your answers might be written down and maybe put in a booklet. Anyone
will be able to read it, including you. But your name and any details about
you that could give people clues about who you are will be kept PRIVATE.
You do not have to answer these questions. If you change your mind later
and don't want to be involved in this project, you can say so at any time.
There is more information in the leaflet.
Prior to charge
These questions are about being in trouble with adults for sexual behaviour before
you were charged with a criminal offence.
16. Had you been in trouble about your sexual behaviour before you were
charged with a sex offence?
□
No
□
Yes
If yes:
How many times had you been trouble before you were
(i )
charged/dealt with?
Once before
□
2-5 times before
D
6- 1 0 times before
D
□
Not sure
More than 1 0 times before D
( ii)

Who were you in trouble with/dealt with by ?
□
Police
YOT workers
D
Social workers
□
D
Teachers
Parents
D
Not sure
□
Others (specify):

(iii)

In what way were you dealt with?
Reprimanded
D
Final warning
D
Told off by parent/teacher
D
Not sure
D
Other (specify):

Comment
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17. When did you admit that you did the offence?
Before the police were involved
At the police station
After the police station and before trial
After conviction but before the end of the sentence
After the sentence
N�cr
Comment

D

□

D
D
D

□

18. Did you do any work about your sexual behaviour before you were
charged?
D
Yes
No
O
If so, do you think it
If not, do you think it would have helped you ?
helped you ?
Yes □
□
Yes
No
□
□
No
Reasons for your answer:

Understanding the charge
19. Did you feel you understood the charge at the time?
D
Yes
□
No
Comment:
If no, do you now feel you understand?
Yes
□
□
No
Comment:

19A. When you did the offence, did you know you were breaking the law?
Yes
□
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No
Comment:

□

19B . At thJ!_ti� did you understand why the sexual act was ag ainst the law?
Yes
□
No
□
Comment:

19C . Do you now feel you understand why the sexual act was against the
law?
D
Yes
□
No
Comment:

20. Did anyone help you to understand the charge?
No
□
Yes
D
Ifyes, who ?
Solicitor
D
Barrister
D
Social worker □
Parent/carer □
□
Friend
□ Police
Other (specify)
YOT"worker D
Not sure
□
Comment:

21 . If your case went to court, did you plead guilty or not guilty?
□
Guilty
Not guilty
D
Don' t "know 0
22. If you were convicted of a sexual offence, were you sentenced in the youth
court or the Crown Court?
Youth
□
Crown
0
Don' t know 0
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23. If you were sentenced for a sexual offence, how many times did you see
your solicitor before you were sentenced?
Once
□
D
Twice
□
Three times
□
More than three
D
Don ' t know
Comment:

If you attended court. . .
24. Did you feel you understood what was happening at court?
No
□
□
Yes
D
Not sure
Comment:

25. How did you feel when you were at court?
Comment:

[number in order of strength of feeling]
Interested
D
Bored
Scared
□
Confused
□
Other (specify)

□

26. Did anyone explain what was happening at court?
□
Yes
□
No
Comment:
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If yes, who ?
[number in order of who provided the most information]
D
Solicitor
D
Patent
D
YOTaworker
Appropriate adult
D
Judge
D
Social worker
□
Barrister
D
Not sure
Other (specify):

□

27 . Did you understand what you were told?
Yes
□
No
□
□
Sometimes
Comment:
28. Generally did you feel you understood what was happening when you
were in court?
□
Yes
□
No
Sometimes
□
Comment:
[if it helps, go through various stages]
Ye □
At first appearance
s

No

D

Comment:

Remand decisions

Ye
s

□

No

□

Comment:

Mode of trial

Ye
s

□

No

□

Comment:

During trial

Ye
s

□

No

□

Comment:

At sentence

Ye
s

□

No

□

Comment:

29. Who did you sit next to in court?
Solicitor
□ Social worker
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□

Parent/carer

□

□
Friend
YOT"worker D

D
Police
Other (specify)

Not sure

□

30. Were you able to speak to whoever you sat next to in court while the
judge was in the room?
Yes
□
D
No
Comment: -------------------------

31 . If you were in the Crown Court, did the judge and/or barristers wear a
wig?
D
Yes
□
No
Comment: -------------------------

Understanding the sentence (applicable only if sentenced)
32. Please describe your sentence.
Able to describe sentence
□
D
Unable to describe sentence
Able to describe sentence with help 0

33. At the time you were sentenced, did you understand when you could be
released or return to living normally?
D
Yes
□
No
Comment:_________________________

34. Did anyone help you understand your sentence?
0
No
D
Yes
If yes, who ?
[in order of who provided the most help]
□
Solicitor
□
B arrister
Social worker □
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Parent/carer D
Friend
D
YOT"worker □
Key worker in secure D
Not sure
D
)
Other (specify
Comment (including when they helped you understand it) : ________

35. At the time of your sentence did you think your sentence was fair?
□
Yes
□
No
Comment : __________________________

36. Do you now think your sentence was fair?
D
Yes
□
No
□
Not sure
Comment:__________________________

37. Were you surprised at your sentence?
D
Yes
□
No
D
Not sure
Comment:__________________________

38. Do you think that people around you (including people who live with you
now and people in the wider community) will be safer because of your
sentence?
D
Yes
□
No
□
Not sure
Comment: __________________________
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39. Have you done work during your sentence to address your sexual
offending?
Yes
□
No
□
Comment: -------------------------

If yes has it been helpful?
Yes
□
No
□
Comm ent : _______________n__
n ____n____

40. Do think you have changed during your sentence?
□
No
D
Yes
Jfyes, why ? [number in order of most important]
I have l earnt my lesson from being here
I have done work on my offence
Support fro m staff
B ecause I have grown up
B ecause I have time to think about my behaviour
Other:

0
0

□

0
0

n _n__
Comment: ___n__n__n__n_______n__
n ____

Understanding parole (if applicable)
41. Did you go through parole?
Yes
D
□
No
42. Did you understand the parole process from the time you were
sentenced?
D
Yes
□
No
Comment: _________________________

43. What help did you get in working towards parole?
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44. Were you represented for your parole applicati
on?
Yes
0
O
No
Co mm ent :· ------- -- -

-

- -----

lf no , lf no did you know you could have a solicitor?
Yes
□
No
□
Comment:

45 . Did you have an oral hearing?
□
Yes
□
No
46 . Did you understand the sorts of reasons why the parole board would or
would not let you out? Give examples.
O Examples:
Yes
No

0 Examples:

47. How did you feel during the parole hearing?
Interested
D
D
Bored
Scared
D
Confused
□
Other (specify)
Comment: ________________________

48. Were you released on parole?
D
Yes
□
No
49. Did you think the parole board's decision was fair?
D
Yes
□
No
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Comment:

--------------------------

Sex offenders' register
50. Do you know what the sex offender register is? If so, explain.
Yes
D Explanation:

No

D

51 . Do you know what someone has to do as a registered sex offender?
No
D
Yes
□
If yes, explain

51A. Did you know that you have to do the following as a registered sex
offender?
(i)
The initial notification of name, date of birth and home address or any
notification of a change of details has to be completed within 3 days
and the offender's National Insurance Numbers must now be given .
Yes
□ No
□
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

Notification is required of any UK address in which the person resides
for 7 days or more , whether consecutive or not, within a 1 2 month
period.
D
O
No
Yes
All relevant offenders must confirm their notified details annually.
Yes
D
No
D
Notification must be given in advance of foreign travel , and return
to the United Kingdom in
accordance with the requirements of
the Sexual Offences Act 2003 (Travel Notification Requirements)
Regulations 2004.
An offender who intends to leave the United Kingdom for a period of
3 days or longer must notify the date on which he will leave the UK,
the country to which he will travel and his point of arrival in that
country and if more than one country his point of arrival in each such
additional country , the identity of any carrier or carriers he intends to
use, details of his accommodation for his first night outside the United
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(v)

Kingdom , the date upon which he intends to return and the point of
arrival .
The travel notification can lead to the police making an application for
a foreign travel order under s . 1 14 of the 2003 Act which entitles the
Chief Officer of Police to make an order preventing the offender from
leaving the United Kingdom , or restricting any destination to which he
might go if it is necessary to do so for the purpose of protecting
children generally , or any child , from serious sexual harm from the
offender outside the United Kingdom .
□
□ No
Yes
(All notifications have to be made in person at a police station; and
police may take fingerprints and photographs at initial notification and
at any further notification , annual or otherwise .
□
□ No
Yes

52. Who do you think can find out if you are on the sex offenders' register?
Solicitor
D
D
B arrister
D
Social worker
Parent/carer
D
D
Friend
D
YOTiworker
General public
D
Secure staff
D
D
Not sure
Other (specify) _i__________________
Comment:________________________

53. If you are on it, do you know how long you will be on it for?
□
Yes
□
No

54. How long?
As long as my sentence
One year
Two and a half years
Three and a half years
5 years
forever
other

□
□
□
□
□
□

54.A Was the answer to the length of time on the register correct?
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Yes
No

□
□

55. If you are on it forever, do you think you can ask to come off?
D
Yes
No
C omment:

□

------------------------

56. If you are on it forever, would you like the chance to come off?
Yes
0
No
Don ' t mind 0

□

Comment:

------------------------

Explain the law in relation to this if young person is interested.

57 . Do you think other people will be safer because you are on the sex
offenders register?
0
Yes
No
Don' t know
Commen t: ________________________

□
□

58. If you are on it, do you mind being on the sex offenders' register?
0
Yes , I mind a lot
Yes , I mind a bit
0
Don't mind
0
I think it is a good thing
C omme nt :________________________

□

59. If applicable, how does the knowledge that you will be on the register
forever affect your motivation to do sex offending work?
More motivated
□
Less motivated
D
Comment : ________________________
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60. If applicable, do you think being on the sex offenders' register will make
it harder to:
(a) get a job
Yes
No
Comment:-

□
□

(b) do education
□
Yes
□
No
Comment:____________________

(c) get a place to live
□
Yes
□
No
Comment:____________________

(d) make friends
D
Yes
□
No
Comment: ____________________

(e) have a sexual relationship
□
Yes
□
No
Comment:____________________

Other comments :. ____________________

Schedule 1
61. Do you know what 'schedule 1 ' means?
□
No
Yes
□
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If yes, explain

62. Have you come across the expression 'presenting a risk to children'?
D
Yes
No
□
Comment:

63 . Do you know what someone has to do as a schedule 1 offender?
□
No
D
Yes
If yes, explain

64. Do you know if other people can find out if someone is a schedule 1
offender?
□
Yes
□
No
D
Not sure
Explanation of Schedule 1 offender
One of the problems with schedule 1 is that it is not really clear what it means ! It
refers to schedule 1 of an old act which was a list of violent and sexual offences .
It has been updated over time by new laws but there has never been a law saying
exactly what happens to you. If you commit these offences against children
(under 1 8s) you can be called a ' schedule 1 offender' .
Common practice in respect of schedule one usually involves the maintenance of
a register of offenders by local authorities . If the local authority becomes aware
that a schedule one offender is living with children, a child protection
investigation may follow . Information about a person's schedule one status may
be disclosed to third parties such as partners with children . Serving prisoners who
are schedule one offenders may be prevented from activities that involve contact
with children, including visits from their own children , and the prison is required
to inform relevant agencies of their schedule one status prior to release (Prison
Service, 1994; Nacro 2003 ; Home Office, 2005) .
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65. Do you know if you are a schedule 1 offender?
Yes
□
No
□
Not sure
D
66. Is the young person a schedule 1 offender?
Ye s
D
No
□
Not sure
□
67. If applicable, do you know how lon g you will be a schedule 1 offender
for?
Yes
□
□
No
If yes , how long ?

68. If applicable, do you think other people around you now and in the wider
community will be safer because you are a schedule 1 offender?
Yes
D
No
D
Doenoteknow D
C omment :. ________________________

69. If applicable, do you mind being a schedule 1 offender?
Yes , I mind a lot
D
Don't mind
D
I think it is a good thin g
□
C omment: _____________e_________

70. If applicable, would you like the chance to stop bein g a schedule 1
offender one day?
D
Yes
□
No
Not bothered D
Comment:______________________
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7 1 . If app licable , how doe s the knowledge
that y ou will be a schedule 1
offe nde r fore ver affect your motivation to do
sex offe nding wor k?
Mor e motivated
□
Less motivated
□
Comm ent:

----------------------

Sex offenders
72. What do you think of when you hear the words 'sex offender'?
Comment : __________________
____
73 . Do you think sex offenders should be locked up?
D
Yes
No
□
Not b othered 0
Comment:______________________

Identity
This part is about how you see yourself and how other people see you ,
74. Do you think of yourself as a sex offender?
D
Yes
□
No
ent:
Comm

75. Do you think other people think of you as a sex offender?
D
Yes
□
No
Comment: _________________

76. If applicable, do you think your sex offence will make it harder to:
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(a) get a job
Yes
No
Comment:

(b) do education
Yes
No
Comment:

□

0

-------------□

O

--------------

(c) get a place to live
Yes
□
No
O
Comment:

-----------------

(d) make friends
Yes
No
Comment:

□
□

-------------------

(e) have a sexual relationship
□
Yes
□
No
Comment:·-------------------

Other comments:.___________________
77. Do you know it is against the law for two 12-year olds to have sex even if
they both agree?
□
Yes
□
No
78. Do you think this is fair?
D
Yes
□
No
□
Not sure
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Comment: -

79. D o you understand why it is against the law?
□
Yes
□
No
Comment:____________________

80 . If applicable , how much do you think your conviction for a sex offence or
history of sexual offending will affect you in the future?
Not at all
D
A little bit
□
A lot
□
Comment:

81 . Where do you see yourself in:
(a) 1 years time:

(b) 5 years :

(c) 10 years time:
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